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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

A large fraction of invesUnents by individuals as well as by institutions takes the form of in-

vestments in mutual funds. Many different motivations for investing in mutual funds have

been provided in the literature, including the claim that managers of mutual funds have supe-

rior knowledge and skills that can be used to outperform the market. Testing of the validity

of these claims is complicated by two facts. First, the expected returns on mutual funds show

cross-sectional as well as time series variation. Second, mutual funds that did not do very well

in the past tend to stop trading, e.g. because of a merger with another fund, more often than

other funds. The latter implies that an analysis of returns on mutual funds that are currently

traded is possibly affected by so-called survivorship bias. The aim of this thesis is to use lon-

gitudinal econometric techniques to test the validity of some of the motivations for investing

in mutual funds that have been given in the literature.

A large part of the literature on performance evaluation concentrates on the claim that fund

managers have special abilities in selecting stocks that make the fund they manage an inter-

esting investment product with return characteristics that were not attainable for investors be-

fore. In order to examine this claim an asset pricing model is specifïed. The role of the pric-

ing model is that it specifies a normal expected return given the risk protïle, and in that way it

can be investigated whether a mutual fund realizes an expected abnormal return in addition to

the normal expected return. Funds that realize such an additional expected return are referred

to as having superior performance or as funds that 'beat the market~.

One of the assumptions that are often made in performance evaluation is that expected re-

turns are time-invariant. The validity of this assumption has implications for the way in which

one would like to test the validity of the arguments put forward in favor of investing in mutual

funds. Recent papers of for instance Ferson and Schadt [1996~ advocate conditional evalua-

tion techniques, taking the predictability of returns explicitly into account. Conditional perfor-

mance evaluation is motivated by the fact that the use of dynamic strategies that are based on

publicly available information should not be interpreted as delivering abnormal return.
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If expected (abnormal) mutual fund returns are time-varying, the weights in an optimal
investment strategy in these funds will usually also be time-varying since one will put more
weight on the fund that currently has a higher expected (abnormal) return. Such a dynamic
investment strategy can significantly increase the expected retum on a portfolio ofmutual funds
if fund returns are predictable. The hypothesis that expected (abnormal) returns on mutual
funds vary over time is known as the hypothesis of persistence in performance of the funds.
This hypothesis also receives a lot of attention in the empirical finance literature (see, e.g.

Carhart [1997a]). Mutual fund managers that are characterized by positive autocorrelation in
returns and recently showed a good performance are referred to as having 'hot hands~ (see, e.g.
Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993]). A recent paper of Sirri and Tufano [ 1998] indicates
that individual investors behave as if a persistence pattern is present, investing more in funds
that recently showed a good performance.

As stated, performance analysis of mutual funds is plagued by the fact that less successful
mutual funds tend to stop trading more easily. As argued by F3rown, Goetzmann and Ross
[ 1995] and Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [ 1997], performance analyses based on currently
traded funds that do not take this phenomenon into account can easily generate misleading
inference due to this so-called survivorship bias.

1.2 Overview and Contribution of the Thesis

Chapter 2 of this thesis presents an extensive overview of empirical mutual fund performance

evaluation studies, together with the main arguments that have been proposed in the literature

for investing through mutual funds. An important argument that will be addressed is that mu-

tual funds can extend the investment set by reducing the required risk to reach a prespecified

expected portfolio return. The chapter discusses a number of empirical studies that examine

whether mutual funds that recently showed good performance are likely to continue good per-

formance in the near future. As mentioned above, the methods that are used to measure mu-

tual fund performance and its persistence are possibly affected by survivorship effects. Chap-

ter 2 also gives a short review on the literature on survivorship bias and discusses the empirical

findings on the size of the bias on e.g. expected (abnormal) returns and persistence measures.

Moreover, a number of possible approaches will be analyzed that have been proposed in the

literature to handle the problem of survivorship bias.

Chapter 3 discusses how regression analysis can be used to test the claim that mutual funds
extend the investment set of the investor's current portfolio. The testing procedure that is pro-
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posed is a direct extension of the well known performance measure proposed by Jensen [ 1968]
and is based on the recent literature on testing for extensions of the investment set (see, e.g. Hu-
berman and Kandel [ 1987], Bekeart and Urias [ 1996] and DeRoon, Nijman and Werker [ 1996]).
Since investors are confronted with short selling restrictions and transaction costs, an important
shortcoming of the standard tests for extensions of the investment set is the underlying assump-
tion of frictionless markets. Recent papers of Luttmer [ 1996] and DeRoon, Nijman and Werker

[ 1998] have developed tests that take these market frictions into account. Chapter 3 empirically
analyzes the performance of internationally investing U.S. based mutual funds in a frictionless

market as well as a market with short sales constraints and transaction costs. Moreover, we test
for outperformance of the mutual funds in an unconditional as well as a conditional framework.

Most mutual fund performance evaluation studies start with comparing realized mutual fund
returns with a benchmark asset that corresponds to the self-reported investment style of the
mutual fund. The disadvantage of this so-called relative performance evaluation is that the ac-

tual investment style does not always correspond to the reported style, as shown by Brown

and Goetzmann [1997]. Chapter 4 of this thesis shows how return-based style analysis, intro-

duced by Sharpe [1992], can be used to avoid the self-reported investment styles. Moreover,
the chapter shows how style analysis can be used as a valuable instrument in relative perfor-

mance evaluation in order to determine the exposure to asset classes. Subsequently, relative
performance evaluation is related to testing whether mutual funds extend the investment set of

the investor's current portfolio. Empirical estimates of the perfonnance of a sample of Dutch
mutual funds, both in terms of performance relative to the reported style and to the estimated

style as well as in terms of ineasures like Jensen's alpha are also presented in Chapter 4.
A number of papers (see e.g. Jegadeesh [1990], Hendricks, Patel and "Leckhauser [1993])

have addressed the estimation and testing ofpersistence in performance ifonly data for a small
number of time periods is available or if one is only willing to assume that the parameters in
the model are constant for a small number of periods. Several proposed estimation procedures
have a bias that is inversely related to the number of periods T in the sample. Chapter 5
analyzes how this bias depends on the parameters in the model and discusses to what extent
recent findings in favor of a'hot hand' phenomenon can be explained by this bias. Analytical
expressions, combined with a simulation study, show- that the importance of these biases cannot
be neglected for the samples that are typically used in applied work, in particular if the number
of time periods is small. Furthermore, we propose an instrumental variables estimator of the
persistence parameters that does not suffer from biases in the order of T t and present empirical
estimates of the size of the persistence effect for U.S. based mutual funds that predominantly
invest in U.S. growth stocks.
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Chapter 6 of this thesis considers the estimation of persistence in performance in case sur-

vival depends on past returns. We specify a longitudinal probit model for the probability of sur-

vival ofa mutual fund. Obviously the past record of fund returns will be one of the most impor-

tant variables that determine the probability of survival besides the time since fund inception.

The probit model that is proposed is an extension of the model ofBrown and Goetzmann [ 1995]

by allowing for aggregate macro-economic shocks. In a number of simulation experiments,

where we apply the probit specification to determine the probability of survival, it appears that

for instance the expected returns of samples of surviving funds are upward biased. Moreover, a

spurious persistence in performance pattern is found in a sample plagued by survivorship. After

having obtained knowledge and insight in the size ofsurvivorship effects on various processes,

we propose a fairly simple weighting method based on the use of estimated survival prohabil-

ities that eliminates the survivorship biases that arise using traditional techniques.



Chapter 2

A Survey of the Literature on Mutual
Fund Performance Evaluation

2.1 Introduction

The mutual fund industry has grown considerably. Since the early 1920~s when the first mutual
funds were formed in the United States, the amount im~ested in mutual funds at the end of 1996
has grown to more than a trillion dollars in the U.S. and to more than 100 billion guilders in
the Netherlands. In the early days all mutual funds had similar investment policies, mainly
of~èring a diversified portfolio of common stocks and bonds. Nowadays, there is an enormous
diversif"icatíon in the types of mutual funds, varying from investment policies within particular
industry groups to investing mainly in emerging markets. Together with the growth in the
number of funds, the number of papers published on evaluating mutual fund performances and
its persistence has grown signiticantly.

One of the main motives for the research in these papers is to examine why investors invest
in mutual funds. The following reasons may esplain the observed behavior of imestors (see,
e.g. Gruber [1996]):

1. Mutual funds have a professional management that is able to select the right stocks at the
right moment.

2. Mutual funds are an easy way to obtain a diversified portfolio of stocks.
3. Mutual funds have low transaction costs compared with buying individual stocks.
4. The investment companies managing various mutual funds offer the opportunity to switch

among funds within the company without much effort.

Although the second, third and fourth argument can be important motivations to invest in
mutual funds, the first motivation gets most attention in mutual fund evaluation studies. In
Section 2.2 of this survey we will present a number of performance evaluation techniques
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that are used to analyze the validity of this first argument. This will be illustrated with some

empirical results from recent performance evaluation studies.

The realization of high average past returns relative to other mutual funds or market in-

dices appears to be an important motive to invest in a mutual fund, as stressed by, for instance,

Rockinger [1995] and Sirri and Tufano [1997]. In order to examine whether investors behave

irrationally in choosing funds with a currently good performance, the persistence in perfor-

mance of mutual funds gets a lot of attention in the performance evaluation literature. In Sec-

tion 2.3 of this survey we will present a number of inethods that are used to examine whether

funds with 'good' performance in the recent past are more likely to exhibit 'good' performance

in the future, i.e. whether 'good' performance is persistent. 'Chis will be illustrated with some

empirical estimates of persistence from recent performance studies.

The starting point in performance evaluation studies is the construction of the sample of

funds to be analyzed. Commercially available datasets are characterized by the fact that they

only contain mutual funds that are still in existence. Early studies on performance evaluation

(e.g. Jensen [ 1968]) did not take notice of the potential effect of observing only the surviving

mutual funds. Ignoring this effect creates the possibility of significant biases in performance

evaluation studies (see, e.g. Grinblatt and Titman [ 1989a]). For instance, if mutual funds with

high past returns have a higher probability to survive than mutual funds with low past returns.

the average return of the sample of mutual funds will be overestimated. Recent studies on

performance evaluation (e.g. Malkiel [1995], Carhart [1997a]) claim that their analyses do not

suffer from survivorship effects anymore. In these studies, the data on all the funds that did

not survive until the end of the sample period is also taken into account until the moment of

fund disappearance. However. Carhart [ 1997b] identifies a so-called look ahead bias that might

still be present in some methods. In Section 2.4 of this survey we will discuss the problem of

survivorship bias and look ahead bias in more detail. Methods will be presented that have been

proposed to measure the size of the potential effect on various performance measures. These

will once more be illustrated with some empirical evidence from the recent literature.

2.2 Measuring Mutual Fund Performances
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2.2.1 Introduction

One of the possible explanations for the enormous popularity of mutual funds is that the man-
agers of these mutual funds have special abilities which provide individual investors with su-
perior returns that could not have been attained by the investors themselves. To determine

whether fund managers offer an investment product with certain characteristics that was not at-
tainable for individual investors before the fund was taken into account, is an important ques-

tion that performance evaluation tries to answer.

A simple measure of performance is to compare the average return of a mutual fund with
the average returns on other mutual funds or market indices like, for instance, the SBcP 500.

Although this so-called relative performance evaluation is often applied, it suffers from at least
two potential problems. A first problem is that according to standard portfolio theory an asset

with a high expected return is not necessarily a more attractive investment than an asset with
a lower expected return. A second problem is the choice ofan appropriate reference group or

benchmark portfolio (see, e.g. Wermers [1997]). Most often, average mutual fund returns are

compared with those mutual funds with a similar investment objective or a benchmark asset

reflecting the fund's investment objective. However, this method can easily be gamed by the

fund managers since mutual fund managers have to report the investment style themselves

(see, e.g. Brown and Goetzmann [1997]). Consequently, the actual investment style does not

necessarily correspond to the reported style, and a wrong reference group or benchmark asset
could be used in performance evaluation. Moreover, for instance, equity funds do not invest all

wealth in stocks but hold some cash as well. Style analysis can be used to obtain an objective
estimate for the fund's investment style and the allocation to certain asset classes (see, e.g.

Sharpe [ 1992]). This will be extensively discussed in Section 2.2.6 and Chapter 4 of this thesis.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. In Section 2.2.2 we will discuss per-

formance evaluation methods where the portfolio that an investor initially holds is taken into
account. We will illustrate this in Section 2.2.3 with some empirical examples of recent perfor-

mance evaluation studies. In the Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 it is assumed that expected returns

and (co)variances are constant over time. This assumption will be relaxed in the Sections 2.2.4

and 2.2.5 where the so-cafled conditional performance evaluation techniques will be discussed

and illustrated. In Section 2.2.6 we will return to constant expected returns and (co) variances
and discuss style analysis and the link between style analysis and performance evaluation in

this setting. Recently, new data sets have become available that also contain information about
mutual fund portfolio compositions. In Section 2.2.7 we will refer to some performance eval-

uation techniques that explicitly take this additional information into account.
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2.2.2 Performance Measurement in a Portfolio Context

In this section we discuss several models that form the basis of modern performance measure-
ment and outline the underlying assumptions. Consider an individual investor that currently

invests in Ií assets with return vector Rr ft. The li-dimensional vector of expected returns is

dcnoted as

f~R - EÍ~cft]

with corresponding covariance matrix

~~ia - V [13r, i ].

(2.1)

(2.2)

Suppose the investor considers to extend his initial ef~icient set of IC assets by adding a

set of a mutual funds. The return on this set of mutual funds is denoted as r,}t, while the
corresponding expected return vector and covariance matrix are denoted as

Frr - E[rett] (2.3)

and

~,, - V[,~,~,]. (2.4)

In order to judge whether this set of N funds extends the mean-variance efficient set, the co-

variance with the initial set of h assets has to be taken into account. Let this covariance be

denoted as E,.rt. The vector of initial portfolio weights is referred to as wrr, while the extended

w~eight vector is denoted as 7u. In the sequel, we refer to the extended set when a subscript is

absent in the notation. Moreover, we assume, unless explicitly stated differently, a frictionless

market in evaluating mutual fund performances, i.e. no transaction costs and short selling of

assets is allowed in unrestricted amounts.

For a mean-variance investor, the optimal weight vector for the initial IC assets can be written
as (see Appendix 2.A or any standard textbook in tinance for the derivation):

wa - `Y iEart(F~H - rlcK), (2.5)

where y is the investor's risk aversion coefticient, r r; is a lí-vector ofones and ~7 is the expected

return on the zero beta portfolio of ti~1z, which can be obtained as the intercept of the line tangent

to the mean-variance frontier at w~~. From Appendix 2.A it also follows that the zero beta rate

rl depends on the risk aversion coe~cient j. If the investor cannot extend the investment set

by investing in the set of N mutual funds, the extended optimal weight vector will have the

following form u; - (wR , Oti.)'. It is straightforward to show that if this portfolio choice is
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efficient, the relationship

~ita ~it, ui~t
~~~ - ~~~l~fN - ~

~`.rR ~rr ) (~1N
(7.6)

will hold for the extended set of Ií -F .N assets. It is obvious that the tïrst k" elements of (2.6),
i.e. the optimal weights for the initial Ií assets, coincide with the expression given in (2.5).
Moreover, substituting (2.5) into (2.6) gives for the last N rows of (2.6)

i~r - ~~N - B~~R - 1~LIC~~ (2.7)

where I3 - E,.RE~~ is ofdimension N x Ií. Recall that ~f is the zero beta rate corresponding
to investor's initial portfolio of Ií assets. It is important now to distinguish two different cases.
First ofall it is possible that (2.7) only holds for one value ~~, this can be interpreted as stating
that the mean-variance eíJicient portfolio that the investor was holding, is also mean-variance
efTicient on the extended set of K f N assets. Consequently, the two mean-variance frontiers
will intersect at the investor's initial portfolio location.

Next to the possibility that there is only one value of the risk aversion coefficient for which
the investor cannot extend the investment set, there is the possibility that the investor cannot
extend the mean-variance ett"icient set by taking a position in the set of N mutual funds inde-
pendent of the risk aversion coefficient. If this is the case then (2.7) should hold for all ~(and
therefore for all rl), implying that

cN - 8~~, - 0 and pr - 8~~. (2.8)

Followin~ the same reasoning as above, (2.8) can be interpreted as stating that the mean-
variance frontier of the lí plus the .N funds will coincide with the frontier of the initial ]í assets.

As shown by, for instance, Jobson and Korkie [1989], the question whether investors can
extend the investment set by investing in a set of mutual funds is closely related to performance
measurement. In order to evaluate the performance of a mutual fund and to define outperfor-
mance a pricing model is required that specifies the set of Fí efficient benchmark portfolios
that span the mean-variance frontier. This implies that performance measurement and looking
for an extension of the etJicient set are equivalent under the assumption that the K initial assets
the investor holds are already an efïicient combination of the benchmark assets corresponding
to the pricing model.

The vector

a.t~r]Í - f~, - ~f~.N - B[l~a - ~Ick-). ~ (2.9)
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is known as the vector of generalized Jensen measures. A positive element in the vector of gen-
eralized Jensen measures a,i(r~) indicates outperformance of the benchmark assets by the cor-
responding mutual fund, while a negative element is interpreted as underperformance. More-
over, it is straightforward to show that, at least in the scalar case where N- 1, an investor can
extend the investment set by investing in a mutual fund that shows outperformance by taking

a long position in the mutual fund under consideration ( see equation ( 2.16) below and Appen-
dix 2.A for details). A similar analysis shows that a negative value for aJ(r~) implies a short
position in the mutual fund for the efficient portfolio.

The vector c~~(r~) generalizes the original alpha-measure proposed by Jensen [1968J in at
least four ways. First of all Jensen assumed that one of the benchmark assets is a risk free
deposit. In that case the zero beta rate will be equal to the risk free rate. Secondly, Jensen [ 1968]
assumed the validity of a specific pricing model. If a valid pricing model implies that the K
benchmark portfolios span the efficient frontier, based on public information, positive values
for Jensen's alpha can be attributed to superior investment skills. Thirdly, Jensen considered
the case where only two assets ( the risk free deposit and the market portfolio in his case) span
the frontier, while K in ( 2.9) is not restricted to be 2. Finally, (2.9) considers the simultaneous

addition of N mutual funds to the initial portfolio, rather than just one as in Jensen [ 1968].
As shown by Huberman and Kandel [ 1987], the hypothesis that there is only one value of the

risk aversion coe~cient for which the investor cannot extend the investment set by investing
in the set of mutual funds, i.e. a~(r~) - 0 for one r~, or the hypothesis that this holds for all

values of the risk aversion, i.e., that the restrictions in (2.8) are satisfied, can easily be tested
in a regression framework. Substituting realized returns r~,}i and Rt}1 for the expected returns
~,. and ~~ in (2.7) gives

rtft - ~ ~- BRiTi ~ ~cfi,

where n - p,. - B~k and the idiosyncratic error term

~cfi - (r~ft - l~r) - B(Ri.ft - Iia)

(2.10)

(2.11)

is by definition uncorrelated with the return on the K initial assets and has expectation zero.
The properties of the error term ~~t~ imply that equation (2.10) can be consistently estimated

by Ordinary Least Squares.

The hypothesis that only for the particular value of the risk aversion coefficient correspond-

ing to the zero beta rate r~ the im~estor cannot extend the efi'icient set by including a set of mu-

tual funds can now be framed as

Ho : a - (cN - BcK)~ - 0, (2.12)
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while the hypothesis that this holds for all possible T~ is given by

Ho:n-Oand c,v-Bck -0. (2.13)

Both hypotheses can be tested using a standard Wald test, which, under the null-hypothesis, is
XZ distributed with N and 2N degrees of freedom, respectively (see, e.g. Huberman and Kandel
[ 1987]). Rejection of the hypothesis implies a significant extension of the efficient investment
set. Alternatively, one can say that rejection implies an abnormal performance of the mutual
funds under consideration with respect to the Ií benchmark assets, where abnormal can imply
out as well as underperformance of the K initial assets. Note that the left hand side of (2.12)
equals the generalized Jensen measure nJ(~~). Consequently, testing for abnormal performance
in a particular point is equivalent to testing whether the generalized Jensen measure is equal to
zero for the corresponding zero beta rate.

As an aside we now introduce another performance measure that is often used in perfor-
mance evaluation studies. The so-called Sharpe ratio (Sharpe [1966]), defined as:

wxf~a - '~lH(rl) - (2.14)
wR~~t~t~r'ft

measures the expected excess return on a portfolio per unit of risk exposure. Note that there is

an important difference with the Jensen measure. The Sharpe measure only takes into account

the characteristics ofone portfolio, i.e. the expected return and the corresponding standard de-

viation, while the Jensen measure explicitly takes the covariance of a portfolio with the initial

set of assets into account. Therefore, these two performance measures answer diftèrent ques-
tions. The Sharpe measures answers the question whether portfolio .9 should be preferred over

portfolio B or vice versa, in case an individual investor is restricted to invest in either portfolio

A and a riskless deposit with return 7~ or in portfolio B and the riskless deposit. The Jensen mea-

sure answers the question whether investors can extend the efficient set by investing in portfolio

A, B or both, given that the individual investor already holds an efficient portfolio of R" assets.

In Appendix 2.A it is shown that the following relationship between the squared Sharpe
measure ofefficient portfolios and the Jensen measure holds:

BNfK(~i) - ~If(~) ~ ~J(~)~~F~~~J(~))~ (2.15)

where BNth ( rl) and Bk.(r)) are the squared Sharpe measures of respectively the extended set
of N f K assets and the initial set of K assets, and where the generalized Jensen measure
a J(~) and the inverse of the covariance matrix of~~~ 1i i.e. E;-' , can both be obtained from the
regression (2.10).
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The coefficients c~ and B in (2.10) cannot only be used to test (2.12) and (2.13), but can also
be used to construct the new optimal weights of the extended set of assets given knowledge of
the initial optimal weights wt~. In Appendix 2.A it is shown that for a given value i~, the new
optimal portfolio weights can be written as

m.-r~ 1
wr - ~ ~- (~~(rl)) (2.16)

aK(~I) ~- (7rt. - ~)~J(i)'~ÉEt(L~r - B[,~ ) ee

and

iu~ - ~i (~) w~ - B'tu, , (2.17)C BK(~i) -~ (~- ~)~J(~))'EÉEt(~N - BG,,)~
where as before B - E, RERR ,~É~t -(~,, -~, ~z~~za~~t,.)-t and BN-(rl) is the squared Sharpe
measure of efficient portfolios in the initial investment problem with expected return nt. Note
that B is equal to the matrix ofcoef~icients of R~t t that can be obtained in a regression of r,~ t
on a constant and Ritl, i.e. regression equation (2.10). Consequently, the optimal weights
in the mutual funds, i.e. (2.16) can be completely obtained from a regression of r, ~t on a
constant and Rrtt and knowledge of the initial et~ïcient portfolio w~. Note that in (2.16) and
(2.17) the zero beta rate r~ is fixed at the rate that corresponds to the initial efticient portfolio.
Consequently, the new optimal portfolio will have an expected return equal to m. (- u,'f1.),
while the old optimal portfolio has an expected return m. (- w`'~~~~.~~). Under the assumption
that a risk free asset is available, DeRoon (1997] gives expressions for the new optimal weights
under the condition that m. - nt,.

From equation (2.16) it follows that in case the additional set of .N mutual funds that the
investor is taking into account contains only one mutual fund, i.e. N- 1, the sign of a~(n)
determines whether the investor should take a long or short position in the additional asset. In
case of N 1 1. the inverse of the covariance matrix of ettt. E~t, as well as the sign of rY.~(~~)
determine the sign of the weight in the additional assets in the extended investment problem.
From (2.15) it follows that the Sharpe ratios of the extended set of assets and the initial set
of assets are identical in case of a generalized Jensen measure equal to zero. Consequently,
the investor cannot improve the risk-return trade-off of his initial portfolio by investing in the
additional set of mutual funds.

Thusfar, we avoided assumptions on the validity of any pricing model. In contrast, a large
part of the performance evaluation literature starts with assuming a pricing model. The models
that are used vary between single factor models such as the traditional CAPM and multi factor
extensions such as the Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT). Widely know.n anomalies of the single
index model, such as the failure to adequately explain the cross-sectional variation in expected
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returns between firms with a small or large market capitalization, the so-called size effect, have
lead to the development of multi factor models. Recall that testing whether an investor can
extend the investment set by im~esting in a set of mutual funds and outperformance by mutual
funds are identical under the assumption that investors hold etlicient combinations of the !í
benchmark assets that correspond to the pricing model used. Moreover, the benchmark assets
can be interpreted as factor mimicking portfolios for the h" risk factors of the supposed pricing
model. Accordingly, the estimate for the generalized Jensen measure can also be interpreted as
a risk-adjusted return.

Finally, it has to be mentioned that a common assumption in the performance evaluation liter-
ature is the absence of market frictions. However, when investing in assets or mutual funds, in-
dividual investors are confronted with transaction costs and short sales restrictions. Moreover,
mutual funds have operating expenses such as management fees, administrative costs, advisory
fees and marketing costs which are deducted from the fund's asset value. In performance mea-
surement these expenses are often taken into account by distinguishing between mutual fund
returns before expenses and after expenses are subtracted (see, e.g. Malkiel [199i]). However,
the load-fees charged by some of the mutual funds are usually ignored. In Chapter 3 of this
thesis, we evaluate the performances ofmutual funds where we explicitly take into account the
short sales restrictions and the transaction costs an individual investor is confronted with.

2.2.3 Evaluating Performances of Unconditional Strategies

In order to discuss whether the argument that mutual funds have a professional management
that is able to select the right stocks at the right moment is a valid motive for individual in-
vestors to invest in mutual funds, we present some empirical results of the recent performance
evaluation literature. Before discussing these results, we first ofall make a distinction between
actively and passively managed mutual funds. Actively managed mutual funds try to outper-
form an initial set of K benchmark assets, whereas passively managed mutual funds only try to
replicate benchmark assets. Since having a professional management that tries to outperform
K benchmark assets implies high management fees, passive mutual funds usually have much
lower operating expenses than actively managed mutual funds. Note that Gruber [ 1996] re-
ports that, although the expense ratio ofpassive mutual funds is on average lower than the ex-
pense ratio of actively managed funds, there is a lot of variation in the ratios' magnitude, e.g.,
due to the set of benchmark assets that has to be replicated. The operating expenses, together
with administrative costs, advisory fees and marketing costs are subtracted from the fund's as-
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sets. Therefore, since open-end mutual funds sell at their net asset value, investors are con-

fronted with these expenses, although not directly.
As discussed in Section 2.2.1, the simplest measure of performance is to compare the aver-

age return ofa mutual fund with average returns ofother mutual funds or with average returns
on benchmark assets like the SBzP 500. In this so-called relative performance evaluation, it is
usually found that U.S. based equity mutual funds show underperformane relative to a value

weighted market index. For instance, Gruber [ 1996] reports an underperformance of 1.940~0
per year over the period 1985-1994, and Malkiel [1995] an underperformance of 1.830~o per
year over the period 1982-1991. Wërmers [ 1997] reports a before expenses outperformance of

1.290~o per year over the period 1975-1994, but finds a before expenses underperformance of

O.S3oro per year over the period 1983-1994. To illustrate that the choice of the reference portfo-
lio or benchmark is important, Wermers also compares the mutual fund returns with the return

on an equally weighted market index. In that case the mutual funds heavily underperform the
market index with 3.460~o per year. Since during this sample period small stocks realized much

higher returns than large stocks, the observed outperformance of mutual funds with respect to
the value weighted index is probably due to the fact that mutual funds more heavily invested

in small stocks than the corresponding weight in the value weighted market portfolio (see also
Brown and Goetzmann [1995]).

Recall from Section 2.2.2 that a mutual fund with the highest average return within a group

of funds is not necessarily an attractive investment. In order to judge whether it is optimal for a

mean-variance investor to invest a fraction of his wealth in a given mutual fund, the covariance

of the fund with the initial assets in his portfolio has to be taken into account. The recent lit-

erature on modelling the cross-sectional variation of stock returns (see, e.g. Fama and French

[]996] and Chan, Jegadeesh and Lakonishok [1996]) finds that many significant explanatory

variables can be found, like for instance, size, book-to-market ratio, earnings-to-price ratio and

cash flow-to-price ratio. The single index model fails to adequately explain a lot of the ob-

served cross-sectional variation in stock returns. Nevertheless, most mutual fund performance

evaluation studies report Jensen measures under the assumption that the traditional CAPM is

the appropriate pricing modeL These results can be interpreted as assuming that the market

portfolio and the risk free asset are the initial assets of the individual investors.

More formally, in order to evaluate the performance ofmutual funds with a one-factor model,

the following regression equation is estimated:

r'i,t}1 -TJ~}1 -~Yi f~i~T}1 - ~ J,f}1) f Ef t}t. (2.18)
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where r,,,, i is the return on mutual fund i in period t~-1, r~'t~ is the corresponding retum on the

market portfolio and r~,~}~ is the return on a risk free asset. In this model, a test for abnormal

performance is equivalent to testing whether cr; - 0. Notice that cr; in (2.18) is the original

Jensen's alpha as introduced by Jensen [ 1968]. Recall that a positive value for rx, indicates that

the individual investor that is currently investing in the market portfolio and the risk free asset,

can extend the efficient set by taking a long position in the mutual fund under consideration,

while a negative value indicates a short position in the fund. Alternatively, a test for rr; - 0

can be interpreted as a test for the validity of the CAPM as the right pricing model.

Using (2.18) with the SBr.P 500 index as the market portfolio, Malkiel [ 1995] reports an av-

erage yearly underperformance of 3.200~0 over the period 1982-1991. Moreover, Malkiel finds

negative estimates for the Jensen measure for most of the funds, 19 mutual funds out of the

total sample of 239 funds have a signifïcant negative estimate for c1,. Malkiel's findings are

confirmed by Gruber [ 1996], who reports an average yearly market-risk adjusted underperfor-

mance of 1.560~0 over the period 1985-1994. This means that investors currently investing in

assets that are reflected by this market index can extend the effcient set by taking a short po-

sition in most of the mutual funds under consideration.

As mentioned before, in measuring mutual fund performance one has to note that mutual
funds have operating expenses which are subtracted from the fund's asset value. Therefore, it

can be the case that mutual fiinds have special abilities, but, if the expenses are too high, the

ability is no longer visible in evaluating returns atter expenses. Malkiel [1995] also evaluates
mutual fund returns before expenses are subtracted, but still finds an average Jensen measure

of -2.030~0. In contrast, Daniel, Grinblatt, Titman and Wermers [ 1997] report a before expenses
outperformance of 0.600~0 over the period 1975-1994. However, these results are not really

comparable because of the different market portfolios used in the analyses. Daniel et al. use
the much broader CRSP value weighted market index. Moreover, when Daniel et al. correct
their reported outperformance for the average expenses, an underperformance is found. So,
although the mutual funds seem to have outperformance for individual investors whose initial

portfolio is covered by the CRSP index, efficient portfolios still contain a short position in the

mutual funds due to the operating expenses that have to be taken into account.
In order to answer the question whether individual investors whose current portfolio is re-

flected by a market, a size, a book-to-market and a momentum index can extend the efficient

set by investing in mutual funds, Carhart [ 1997a] proposed to test if a; - 0 in a four-factor ex-

tension of (2.l 8), i.e.

ri,t-F1 - T~f.lfl - ~i ~~mi~tfl - rl.~fl~ }~s~rt-f-1 ~~hiTf~l f F.~P;~~Lyr f Ei,t~-1 e (2.19)
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where ~~,}w is the diftèrence between the return on a portfolio of small stocks and a portfolio
of big stocks, i~~}~ is the diflèrence between the return on a portfolio of high book-to-market
and a portfolio of low book-to-market stocks and r,}iyr is the difference between the return on
a portfolio of stocks with the highest return over the previous year and a portfolio of stocks
with the lowest return over the previous year. Notice that because of the assumption of the
existence of a risk free asset in (2.18) as well as in (2.19), that a test for cr, - 0 is equivalent
to testing whether the mean-variance frontier of the extended set of assets coincides with the
mean-variance frontier of the initial assets in portfolio. Alternatively, equation (2.19) can be

interpreted as a pricing model with four risk factors, where ~~"' , r~s"'~, rr""r and r'" ~"' reflectr f-1 t f 1 r-~ t r.~.1
the factor mimicking portfolios.

In contrast to Gruber's [ 1996] four-factor model, Carhart [ 1997a] uses a one-year momen-
tum in stock returns portfolio instead of a bond index as fourth factor "The use of the one-year
momentum portfolio is based on the failure of Fama and French's [ 1993] three-factor model to
explain cross-sectional variation in momentum sorted portfolio returns ( see Jegadeesh and Tit-
man [1993] and Chan, Jegadeesh and Lakonishok [1996]). Notice that the models mentioned
give in fact answers to different questions. For instance, the three-factor model gives answer
to the question whether an investor that currently follows a strategy of im~esting in a market
portfolio, a size portfolio and a book-to-market portfolio can extend the ef~icient set by invest-
ing in a set of mutual funds. This in contrast to the four-factor model, that also supposes that
the investor already follows a momentum strategy Consequently, the mentioned anomaly of
the three-factor model can also be interpreted to imply that investors who do not follow a mo-
mentum strategy yet, can extend the el~icient set by taking a position in a mutual fund that fol-
lows such a momentum strategy.

Unfortunately, Carhart does not report average Jensen measures based on his four-factor
modeL Carhart concentrates on the predictability of these Jensen measures, a topic that will be
discussed in Section 2.3 of this survey and Chapter 5 and 6 ofthis thesis. Daniel et aL [1997]
apply Carhart's four-factor model on mutual fund returns before expenses. They report an av-
erage yearly outperformance of0.390~0 over the period 1975-1994. Moreover, Daniel et al. also
examine the performance of funds with the same investment objective. It appears that funds
with the investment objective 'balanced and income' show a before expenses outperformance
of 0.820~o per year. The average expenses of the mutual funds are on average almost 1.OOo~o
percent, indicating that a short position in most of the funds provides the individual investor
an extension of his efficient portfolio. Finally, note that funds that charge a load fee almost al-
ways underperform no load funds ( see, Gruber [1996]).
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2.2.4 Conditional Performance Evaluation and Timing Strategies

Thusfar we assumed that expected returns and (co)variances are constant over time. However,

in recent studies evidence is found that stock and bond returns are predictable over time (see,
e.g. Ferson and 1-larvey [ 1993], Keim and Stambaugh [ 1986]). Dividend yields, interest rates or
some other variables appear to be valuable instruments in detennining expected stock returns.
If expected returns are time-varying, the weights in an optimal investment strategy will also

be time-varying. Consequently, mean-variance optimizing investors will dynamically adjust
their portfolios because of changing economic conditions. Interpreting this in the framework

sketched in Section 2.2.2, this implies that under certain economic circumstances an investor
can improve the risk-return trade-off of his initial portfolio by investing in a set of 1V mutual

funds while under other circumstances the diversitïcation benefïts are absent. A cotnplicating
factor in conditional performance evaluation is that the optimal weight vector (and thus the
mean-variance frontier) changes over time.

Let us denote zt as the L-dimensional vector of information varíables supposed to reflect
the state of the economy, and define Z, as Z~ -(1 z; )'. Assume that the K-dimensional vector
of expected returns on the initial set of assets is denoted as

E[~tttlzrl- r~;~.
with corresponding conditional covariance matrix

V ~R~ti ~Zr~ - S~ii~t-

(2-?0)

(2.21)
The conditional expected return and covariance matrix of the additional set of N mutual funds
are defined in a similar way, but with subscript r. Equivalent to the unconditional case, in
order to judge whether the set of N mutual funds provides an extension of the efficient set, the
conditional covariance of the initial set of I~ assets with the set of .N mutual funds has to be

taken into account. Let this co~~ariance be denoted as

G~o2~~rtti, ~rtt ~zr~ - ~,~. (2.22)

In case that the investor cannot extend the efTicient set by investing in the set of íV mutual
funds, it is straightforward to show that for a given value of the zero beta rate ~~, the last N
elements of the extended (N f K)-dimensional optimal weight vector w can be written as:

Fir - ~l~N - B~~(~á - rI~K), (2.23)

where B~ - 52;~(52~~~)-t. Note that this is the conditional analogue of (2.7).
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A number of alternative ways are proposed in the literature to incorporate conditional in-
formation in mutual fund performance evaluation. Ferson and Schadt [ 1996] for instance, as-
sume that each of the elements in 13~ is linear in the set of variables reflecting the state of the

economy, Z,. Consider the case of one additional mutual fund, i.e. N- 1. Following Shanken
[1990] and others, they approximate the elements in B` linearly, i.e.

B~ - bok ~ bk.z,, (2.24)

where Bk denotes the k~-th element of the 1 x K dimensional row vector B~, and where bA, -

(btc;...b~k-) is a 1 x L row vector. Denote b~, -(6„i...bt~r,) and b~ -(biz,...b~zc). Substituting

realized returns for the conditional expected returns in (2.23) gives

reft - n f b~Rcft f bZRett f Eeti,

where cr - pT - BZ{~~;, where

Ectt - ~rcft - Flr) - B`~Bcft - l~ir)~

(2.25)

(2.26)

Using the same framework as in Section 2.2.2, this implies that for a given zr, say z, the hy-

pothesis that only for a particular value of the risk aversion coe~cient the investor cannot ex-

tend his efficient set by investing in the set of mutual funds, is equivalent to testing whether

a - ~7(1 - bo~x - b~cti ) - 0, (2.27)

while the hypothesis that this holds for all possible risk aversion coefficients is equivalent to

rti - 0 and 1 - bór,K - b`c.~~ - 0. (2.28)

For arbitrary values of the set ofeconomic variables, these hypotheses can be framed as

~~ -~c~(1 - b~~crc) - 0 and b~ - 0 (2.29)

for a particular value of the risk aversion coefFicient and

a - 0
1 - 6~cx - 0

bk - 0

(2.30)

for all possible values of the risk aversion coefficient, and where bk - 0 means that all the

elements in the K row vectors should be equal to zero.
Note that the main difference between (2.10) and (2.25) is the presence of the product of

the information variables ze and the returns on the initial set of K assets. Consequently, the
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disadvantage of this method is the dimensionality problem, since in case of L information

variables and K initial assets, there are (L-~ 1)K-~ 1 regressors in the case that N - 1. As in the

unconditional case, all hypotheses in the conditional framework can be tested using standard

Wald tests. However, this implies for ( 2.30) that 2 f Llí restrictions have to be tested.

Similar to the unconditional case, we can define the vector

~:1(rl) - (l~r - rl~N) - B`(~~ - ~)~~. ) (2.31)

as the conditional generalized Jensen measure. Under the assumption that BZ is a linear func-

tion of Z,, the left hand side of (2.27) equals this conditional generalized Jensen measure.
Moreover, a positive element in the vector of conditional generalized Jensen measures can be

interpreted as outperformance of dynamic investment strategies by the mutual fund, while a
negative value implies underperformance.

An alternative method to incorporate conditional information assumes that the expected

returns are time-varying instead of B4. In Chapter 3 of this thesis it is shown that under the

assumption that ~e~; is a linear function of the information variables, i.e. ~~~; - F'Z, where P'

is of dimension k" x(L ~ 1), and that the conditional covariance matrices are constant over

time, implying that B~ is time invariant, that a comparable regression framework as in (2.10),

with P'Zt as regressors, can be used to test the hypothesis whether there is no extension of the

investment set for only one value of the risk aversion coefticient or the hypothesis that this

holds for all values of the risk aversion coefficient.

A third method to incorporate conditional information in performance evaluation involves

the use ofscaled returns Z, 2vl~t~ i (see, e.g. Bekeart and Urias [ 1996], Cochrane [ 1997]). These
scaled returns can be interpreted as returns to dynamic investment strategies. For instance in the

case of only one information variable, i.e. L- 1, if a high value of zt predicts that the returns
are likely to be high in the next period, then the investor can invest in z, units of I~, f~ and the
investor receives z,R, f, the next period ( see, e.g. Cochrane [1997]). The crucial difference
with Ferson and Schadt [1996~ is the introduction of LK additional assets in the investors

initial mean-variance optimization problem. It is straightforward to derive the optimal weight
vector if it is taken into account that since the current price ~~, of a return R,}~ is by definition

equal to l, the scaled returns Z, ~,~~ R,~~ will have an average price q~~ - E[Z, ~ r.K~.
Similar to the case of K initial assets, in case the investor cannot extend the efficient set by

investing in the set of N mutual funds, it is straightforward to show that for a predetermined
value of the zero beta rate ri, the following expression holds for the last N(L - ~ 1) elements of
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the extended set of assets:

lir - ~I~IN - B ~(Ilï~ - ~14~, ), (2.32)

where ~i;. and p~ also include the scaled returns on the N mutual funds and the K initial
assets respectively. The introduction of the scaled returns imply that the dimension of B- in

(2.32) changes to (L -F 1)N x(L f 1)lí. If the expected returns in (232) are replaced by
realized returns, a similar regression framework as before can be used to test for extension of the
efficient for one particular risk aversion coefficient or for all possible risk aversion coefficients.
However, the number of parameters to estimate and the number of restrictions to test is the
main disadvantage of this method.

Recall that one of the possible reasons for the popularity of mutual funds is the potential

special abilities of the fund managers. Thusfar we did not make the assumption that portfolio

managers use superior information in their investment decision. However, in the mutual fund

performance evaluation literature it is common to distinguish two kinds of special abilities

which are based on the use of superior information (see, e.g. Admati, Bhattacharya, Pfleiderer

and Ross [1986], Grinblatt and Titman [1989b]). First of all there is the ability to select the

stocks with a higher expected return conditional on the managers' information than the publicly

expected return, i.e. the so-called selection ability. For instance, the fund manager could have

received an information signal that provides him the knowledge that the probability of a low

return for an asset in the next period is much lower than expected by individual investors.

Under the assumption that the manager interprets the signal in the right way, it can be expected

that he will increase the weight of the asset in the mutual fwid. A common assumption in the

performance evaluation literature is that the behavior of the fund manager will not affect the

publicly expected return of the asset, i.e. the behavior of the fund manager does not serve as a

signal for individual investors.

The second special ability is to time the market. rhis means that a fund manager will in-
crease ( decrease) the sensitivity of the mutual fund for the market when the manager receives
a signal that makes the expected return on the market index conditional on the managers' in-
formation higher ( lower) than expected by individual investors. Note that this supposes time-

varying expected returns. If present, both types of abilities make actively managed mutual
funds an attractive investment product.

If expected returns and (co)variances are time-varying, it is straightforward to show that
estimation of the misspecified model in (2.10) will be biased and can even lead to negative
estimates of the unconditional generalized Jensen measure ( see, e.g. Grinblatt and Titman
[1989b]) even if n-~(r)) - 0 for all ~. For instance, in the case that f3~ is a linear function of zt,
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and where high values of z, predict that the rehtrns are likely to be high in the next period, :i in
(2.10) will be overestimated and possibly cause a negative estimate for n r(r~). Alternatively,
this can be interpreted as an omitted variable bias in equation (2.10).

In order to measure timing ability of fund managers, a number of inethods are suggested in
the literature. For instance, following the same analysis as Admati et aL [1986], and extending
the tïrst approach discussed above to incorporate conditional information, Ferson and Schadt
[ 1996] assume that the elements in B- arc a linear function of ihe public information variables
zr and the private information signal (R,~ ~ f~i, ). where r~,, can be interpreted as a measurement
error, i.e.

Bk(zl~Y't~ - ~Ok -i' C~kzt ~ ~2k(~l~l ~ ~t )~ (2.33 )

where BÁ(z,,c~,) denotes the k-th element of the I x I~ dimensional row vector B', and
c~k -(c~k...crk) is a 1 x L row vector Denote ri, -(r~„r...~~r,k), c~~ - (r~r:r...ci~,z,) and
c2 -(c.21...czk). Substituting realized returns for conditional expected returns in (2.23) gives~

Teft - a f ~~Rrtt f c~~IZrtt f clRitt f t~ef~~

where a - ~~.r - Bz~~; and

t'r~i -(r~rtt - f~r) - B~(Rrfr - l~it) f rl~~r~rtt.

(2.34)

(2.3~)

Equation (2.34) can be interpreted as the conditional version of the quadratic regression sug-
gested by Treynor and Mazuy [ 1966]. Note that c2 in (2.34) measures the effect of the private
information signal, while ciRr}1 corrects for publicly available information.

Thusfar we presented a regression framework that can be used to answer the question whether
investors can extend the e~cient set by taking a position in a mutual fund. The framework pre-
sented in (2.33) to (2.35) is developed for measuring timing ability of mutual fund managers
that is not based on publicly available information. Since squared return ~,'fr is not the return
on an investment strategy, estimation of (2.34) does not directly answer the question whether
there is an extension of investment set by taking a position in the fund under consideration rel-
ative to a prespecified set of benclunark assets. However, a positive estimate for cz in (2.34)
can be interpreted as timing ability bascd on private information.

~ Let R2~ ~ denote squared returns and mrRrf i reflect the element wise multiplication of~, and Rftl.
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2.2.5 Evaluating Performances of Conditional Strategies

We will now continue our discussion of empirical results, explicitly focussing on the condi-
tional performance evaluation literature. As discussed in Section 2.2.4, simply estimating an

unconditional performance evaluation model while conditional moments are time-varying may
lead to biased estimates of the unconditional Jensen measure even if the benchmark assets are
conditionally efficient. The unconditional performance evaluation model may suggest that the

investor should take a short position in the mutual fund under consideration for an improve-
ment in the risk-return trade-off. However, when we incorporate a set of economic variables

that reflect the state of the economy, the mutual fund might show outperformance, indicating
that the investor should actually take a long position in the fund under consideration.

In order to illustrate the size of this effect, Ferson and Schadt [ 1996] estimate the uncondi-

tional in (2.18) as well as the following conditional one-factor model

~'~,tfi - a~ ~-bp~rift~ ~ 6i~z~~~iftÍ ~ f ~~,tfi, (2.36)

where r,,~ ft is the return on mutual fund i in period t f 1 in excess of the risk free rate rf,~~~,

r,"~1 is the corresponding excess return on the market portfolio, and z, is a vector of the fol-

lowing (predetermined) information variables that previous studies have shown to be useful
for predicting stock returns: the dividend yield on the market portfolio, the yield on a short

term Treasury Bill, the term spread (measured as the difference between the yield on a long

and short term bond), a corporate bond yield spread (measured as the difference between the

yield on low grade and high grade bonds), and a dummy for the montl~ January. Recall that in

the unconditional version of (2.36) the term bi(z~,(r'~'}t)) is absent In the model, a test for ab-
normal performance is equivalent to testing whether ~e; - 0. Moreover, a positive value for cr,

indicates that the individual investor that is currently dynamically investing in the market port-
folio and the risk free asset, can extend the mean-variance efficient investment set by taking a

long position in the mutual fund under consideration, while a negative value indicates a short

position in the fund. Alternatively, a test for a, - 0 can be interpreted as a test for the validity

of the conditional CAPM as the right pricing model.

Over the sample period 1968-1990, Ferson and Schadt report for the unconditional version

of (2.36) an average underperformance of 0.030~o per month (i.e. 0.360~o annually). Moreover,

the mutual funds that are classified as 'maximum capital gains' even have an average under-

performance of 0.960~o annually. However, using the conditional one-factor model (2.36) the

funds in the investment category 'maximum capital gains' appear to have an average outper-
formance ofabout 1.010~0. This implies that dynamically investing investors whose initial port-
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folio is reflected by the market portfolio and the risk free asset can extend the efficient set bv
taking a long position in these kinds of mutual funds, while the unconditional model suggested
that the investors should take a short position. Moreover, in case of the four-factor equivalent
of (2.36), Ferson and Schadt find a comparable di[ièrence between the unconditional and con-
ditional Jensen measure.

Since Ferson and Schadt [ 1996] do not test for the absence of abnormal perfonnance under
specific economic circumstances z, and moreover, they assume that a risk free asset is avail-
able, the hypothesis they test is in fact equivalent to (2?9), however they impose that 1- 6~,~ ~;
what implies that a part of the hypothesis already holds. Consequently, the zero beta rate r~ be-
comes irrelevant. The hypothesis that the product of the information variables with the market
portfolio does not matter, is rejected for most of the funds in the sample. However, it appears
that the corporate bond yield spread and the dummy for the month January have insignitïcant
parameter estimates, indicating that these information variables have little prediction power.
Alternatively, it can be said that there is no January effect (or anomaly) present in this data set.

As discussed in Section 2.2.4, in order to measure timing ability of fund managers, a quadratic
term can be added to (2.36), which gives

;~ co(~'ift) ~ ~i(z~('t'~ft)Í f c2(~itt)~ f t';.rti, (2.37)

where the returns are in excess of the risk free rate r~,~~l. For a sample of internationally in-
vesting U.S. based mutual funds, Cumby and Glenn [1990] test for timing ability in an uncon-
ditional setting, i.e. the term c~(z~(~;'~i)) is not present. Using the MSCI World index as mar-
ket portfolio, they only tïnd negative estimates for the timing coefficient c1 over the sample
period 1982 through 1988, indicating that mutual fund managers have a kind of perverse tim-
ing ability. This conclusion is confirmed by Ferson and Schadt [ 1996] for their sample of mu-
tual funds and sample period. However, using the conditional framework (2.37), Ferson and
Schadt mostly find positive estimates for c2, indicating that mutual fund managers indeed have
timing ability that is based on extra information.

2.2.6 Return-based Style Analysis

As discussed in Section 2.2.1, relative performance evaluation, i.e. the comparison of the return
of a fund with the return on some appropriate benchmark, is the most popular performance
measure in newspapers. In Section 2.2.1 we claimed that the actual investment style of a mutual
fund does not necessarily correspond to the reported style ( see. Brown and Goetzmann [ 1997]).
Moreover, most mutual funds hold some cash as well. Both reasons make relative performance
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evaluation somewhat unfair, since mutual fund returns are compared with each other or with a

benchmark asset that is supposed to reflect the mutual fund's investment style. Return-based

style analysis, introduced by Sharpe [ 1992], can be used for obtaining an estimate of the fund's

investment style and the exposure to certain asset classes. Examples of asset classes are for

instance, growth stocks, value stocks, sector indices or market indices.

In order to estimate the investment style, the following regression equation can be estimated

:
(2.38)

k-1
hk~ktfl ~ ~tfl

K
s.t. ~ bk - 1 (2.39a)

k-1

bk ~ 0 (2.39b)

where r,t~ denotes the return on a mutual fund, lt is the number ofasset classes, bk. reflects the

sensitivity of the fund return for the asset class return Rk~tt and u,, i is the idiosyncratic fund

return, independent of all asset class returns. The fact that the exposures should sum to one

implies that ~Á` 6A.Iik.~}t can be interpreted as the return on a passive portfolio with the same

style as the fund, while the positivity constraint reflects the short selling restrictions that are

otten present for mutual fund managers. Furthermore, the constant a is the average tracking

error between the fund and the passive portfolio, and can therefore be interpreted as return due

to selection.

Note that the style regression only works well when the fimd return is highly correlated with

the lí asset classes, otherwise constraint (2.39a) might lead to misclassitied styles (see, e.g.

Fung and Hsieh [1997]). In contrast to Sharpe's style analysis, Brown and Goetzmann [1997]

assume that a mutual fund is exposed to one asset class only. [n Chapter 4 of this thesis we

analyze the performance ofa sample of Dutch mutual funds using style analysis. Moreover, we

discuss the connection between style analysis and performance evaluation in more detail, and

we present sufficient conditions under which relative performance evaluation is the appropriate

method in detecting a fund managers ability.

2.2.7 Performance Measurement Using Portfolio Holdings

Most of the papers discussed in this survey have in common that performance measurement is

based on return data only. Since the end of the eighties, new datasets on mutual fund returns

together with the corresponding fund holdings become slowly available. The frequency of the
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availability of the fund holdings determines the value of this extra infonnation, and unfortu-
nately at present otten only say quarterly information on the holdings is available. Neverthe-
less it is of interest to consider the evaluation methods that have been developed to take the
portfolio holdings into account (see, e.g. Grinblatt and Titman [1993], Daniel, Grinblatt, Tit-
man and Wermers [1997]).

As claimed by Daniel et aL [1997], directly evaluating fund holdings has a number of
advantages. The portfolio holdings of the funds can be applied to detect the investment style of
the fund, such that the corresponding benchmark assets can be used for relative performance
evaluation. This makes return-based style analysis as discussed in Section 2.2.6 not really
necessary. Furthermore, the hypothetical returns that can be generated from the holdings are
not attècted by operating expenses of the fund. In that sense, performance evaluation using
portfolio holdings is more suitable for detecting potential selection and timing ability of the
fund managers. Due to the fact that we and many others do not have a dataset available that
also contains the fund holdings at a regularly basis, we will in this survey and thesis not pay
attention on performance measurement methods that incorporate fund holdings.

2.3 Persistence in Fund Performances

2.3.1 Introduction

Mutual funds otten prominently advertise their past performance. When the past performance
is good relative to other mutual funds or some benchmark asset, individual investors are in-
fluenced by these advertisements, investing more in funds with a good past performance (see,
e.g. Sirri and Tufano [ 1997]). As claimed by Gruber [ 1996], if management ability exists, and
is not included in the price of the mutual fund, then past performance should be predictive for
future performance. Consequently, active mutual fund selection strategies can increase the ex-
pected return on a portfolio if mutual fund performance is really predictable.

The hypothesis that mutual funds with a good performance in this period will also have a
good performance in the next period, implying a predictable pattern, is known as the hypothesis
of persistence in perfonnance. This terminology is used for time-varying expected returns as
well as time-varying risk-adjusted expected returns. Moreover, fund managers that recently
showed a good performance together with the presence of positive autocorrelation in mutual
fund returns or risk-adjusted returns are referred to as having 'hot hands'.
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Empirical studies often find that persistence in performance is a short-term phenomenon

(see, e.g. Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993], Wermers [1997]). A number of possible

explanations for the disappearance of persistence in performance after some periods are:

1. the salaries of the fund managers and the fees that the funds charge rise, capitalizing recent

successes.

2. once the reputation is established, mutual fund managers put less energy in selecting stocks

3. superior managers get bid away once a track record has been built

4. the flow of new money is too large, leading to fewer good investment opportunities per

managed dollar

The remainder of this section is organized as follows. In Section 2.3.2 we will briefly discuss

some methods used to measure persistence in performance, using much of the terminology of

Section 2.2. Section 2.3.3 presents some empirical results of recent studies in performance

persistence.

2.3.2 Measuring Persistence in Performance

The main question of interest in studies ofperformance persistence is whether past performance

is to some extent informative about future performance. In the method most often applied, two

periods are distinguished. In the tirst period, the so-called selection period, the mutual funds

are ranked on the basis of returns or risk-adjusted returns. These rankings are split up into

subgroups of mutual funds, and in the subsequent period, called the performance period, the

performances of the subgroups are evaluated. Subsequently, it is examined whether the best

performing mutual funds of the selection period continue to be the best in the performance

period, indicating persistence in performance. More formally, let us define ~~; as the rank order

in the selection period of a performance measure .z.; of mutual fund i divided by the total number

of mutual funds available, N, i.e.

.v
c~ - N~I~~i ~ ~z) ~~ i,

;-t
(2.40)

where IO is the so-called indicator function that equals one if the performance measure ~~

of fund j, is smaller than the performance measure a; of fund i. Note that c, is between zero

and one. Examples of performance measures of a mutual fund in the selection period are the

generalized Jensen measure or the average return of a fund over the selection period.
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In order to examine whether the rank c, in the selection period is informative about a per-
formance measure in the evaluation period, it can e.g. be tested whether

E[ce.~~ ~ c2] ] E[a.1,i ~ c~], with c; ] c~, (2.41)

i.e. is the expected value of the generalized Jensen measure in the evaluation period larger

given that the fund's rank order in the selection period is larger, or

E['';,rtl ~ c~] ) E[r~,r~~ ~ c~], with c, 1 c~, (2.42)

i.e. is there a positive difference in the expected returns of fund r and fund j given that fund i
was ranked higher in the selection period. 1 f it is the case that the funds with the highest (lowest)
rank in the selection period are also the best (worst) performing funds in the evaluation period,
this can be interpreted as persistence in performance.

Note that testing of (2.41) is sensitive for the K factor mimicking portfolios included in the

performance evaluation model. Recall that Carhar[ [1997a] uses a four-factor model for eval-
uating mutual fund returns, because Fama and French"s [ 1993] three-factor model failed to ex-

plain cross-sectional variation in momentum sorted portfolios. Consequently, persistence in the
Jensen measure cr,~,; obtained from the Fama-French model can also imply that the fund suc-

cessfully follows a momentum strategy, that leads to the observed persistence pattern. More-
over, recall from Section 2.2.2 that a positive value for the generalized Jensen measure indi-

cates outperformance of the K benchmark assets by the mutual fund under consideration. Con-
sequently, the question whether there is a predictable pattern in the generalized Jensen measure
can be interpreted as looking for mutual funds that continue in outperforming the K bench-
mark assets over time. Therefore, similar to the empirical results in Section 2.2.3, the choice
of the K benchmark assets determines the question that is answered in the persistence analysis.

Recall that the reason why conditional performance evaluation is advocated is that in re-
cent studies on stock and bond returns it is shown that returns are predictable over time. Con-
sequently, the assumption of constant expected returns and (co)variances that is made in un-
conditional performance evaluation is hard to justify. Christopherson. Ferson and Glassman
[1998] examine the question whether conditional generalized Jensen measures (2.32) contain
a persistent pattern, where the conditioning is upon a set of information variables supposed to
reflect the state of the economy.

The procedure ofexamining whether a ranking is informative about future performance that
has been sketched above has a non-parametric character A parametric procedure for testing
for persistence can be based on the following set-up. Consider a set of .1~ mutual funds and
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assume that the conditional expected return of mutual fund i in period t can be written as

~ r
E['r;c~le-t] -?';o f ~ 1;j~t';,t-j - l4 f~ 1',j~~t~;,t-r - 1~;), (2.43)

i-t j-1

where ~~; is the unconditional expected return. The coefficients ry;j reflect persistence in return

of fund i, relative to its own unconditional mean, where positive coefficients and above average

returns are usually interpreted as fund managers having 'hot hands'. Recall from Section 2.2

that a potential persistence pattetn in (2.43) does not imply that individual investors can extend

the efficient set by taking a position in the mutual fund under consideration. [n order to answer

that question, the covariance of the initial assets in portfolio with the set of mutual fwtds has

to be taken into account. In (2.43) the focus is explicitly on the predictable pattern in mutual

fund returns.

In order to test whether a predictable pattern in mutual fund returns is present, one can

simply estimate the following regression equation

~

T;r - 7io } ~7~;j7';,t-j -i- E;t,

j-t

(2.44)

where e,t -(r;t - E[r;,~It-1] ) is the unexpected return of fund i in period t, and test whether the

persistence coefficients ry;j are significantly different from zero. Although (2.44) can simply

be estimated for the .~' mutual funds separately. it is common practice to pool the returns of

all funds and estimate a set of common persistence coefficients. This choice can be motivated

by the fact that some mutual funds only have a very short history of fund returns available,

implying inaccurate estimates, or because of the fact that the question of interest is whether

fund returns are on average predictable.

[n Chapter 5 of this thesis we discuss a number of approaches that have been suggested to

estimate short-term persistence in mutual funds returns. Most of the approaches are based on
estimating the following cross-sectional regressions

J

r;t - kt ~~ 1'jtr;,t-~ f u;t, (2.45)
j-1

where it is imposed that there is a time-varying homogeneous persistence pattern over the funds.

Note that ( 2.45) also supposes a common time-varying mean, implying that the expected re-

turn on each of the funds is the same. This assumption might be very hard to j ustify in empir-
ical applications. Moreover, it is straightfonvard to show that if there is variation in expected

returns over the funds, estimating of (2.45) by Ordinary Least Squares will lead to a spurious
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Tàble 2.1 : Summary Persistence in Performance l'hc results in thc tahlc are taken I~om IàMcs III and VI in Carhart ~ 1997a~.
I'ancl A rcports avcrage returns and estimated values for the gencralized .Icnsen mcasures (column labclled 'Alpha') and
csposurc coeflicicnts for thc hcst ( and suhgroup top-third) and worst pcrforming funds (and suhgruup bottom-third) (dccilcs)
fonncd on laggcd ono-ycar return. Panel B reports avcragc returns and estimatcd ~ alucs for the Icnszn measurc and czposure
coctl'icients lor thc best and ~aorst perfnrming funds (dccilcs) tbrmed on thc Icnsen mcasure in thc selcction period. In thc
table. V~b'RP is Ihe c~cess re[urn on the CRSP valuc-~~cighted market indes, RMR~ ii thc excess rcturn on a value-wcighted
aggregate market pro~~. SMB, HML. and I'R I YR arc returns on ~aluc-~~eighted, zem-im-estment, factor mimiching portliilios
fvr sizc. book-to-market and one-year momentum in stock rcturns.

Pancl A : decile portfolios formed on lagged one-~ear return
1?scess one-factor model four-fàctor model

portfolio Return Alpha VWRP Alpha RMRP SMB IiMI. PRIYR
(topl (1.7~ Io 11.27"ro 1.08 - 0.1I"io 0.91 0.72 -0.07 9.33
hest 0.68"ro 0.22"ó 1.03 -0.12"~ O.RB 0.62 -Q(15 0.29
worst 0.01"~0 - O.45"~0 1.02 -0.40"~ 093 (1.32 -0.(18 -0.(19
(hottom) -0.25~0 -0.7406 1.05 -0.644~0 0.98 (1.32 -O.Od -O.17
Panel B : decile portfolios formed on fi~ur-factor Jensen measure

f;sccss titur-fàc[or modcl F,xp
portfolio Return Alpha RMRI- SMB f1ML PRIYR Ratio

~ br,t ~ lLG'",~ rL~l?o~, ~19, O~S -UJ-I ii I 1 ~ I I~
~~~n~,~ n I~r~„ u!? ~~ uv} n l~i -i~nn , ~l I-,

persistence pattern. A solution for this problem suggested in the literature is to subtract some
estimate for the expected return on fund i. i.e. ~);, from the left hand side variable in (2.45) (see,

e.g. Jegadeesh [1990] and Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993]). In Chapter 5 of this the-
sis we show that a number of estimators suggested for F); indeed solve the estimation problem.
but generate another spurious pattern. Therefore, we suggest an alternative estimation method
that is based on removing fixed individual efTects in a dynamic panel data model.

2.3.3 Empirical Persistence Results

To illustrate the potential presence of persistence in performance, this section presents some

empirical results of recent studies. Carhart [ 1997a] examines the persistence in performance

of equity funds over the period 1962 through 1993. "The mutual funds are sorted on the basis

ofone-year lagged returns or on the basis of the Jensen measure of the four-Factor model given

in (2.19). Moreover, these rankings are split up into deciles, implying that the mutual funds

with rank order c, 1 0.9 form the portfolio of the best performing funds in the selection period,

while the funds with rank order c; C 0.1 form the portfolio of the worst performing funds. In

the performance period, Carhart [1997aJ evaluates the performances of the funds with the one-

factor model given in ( 2.18) and the four-factor model given in (2.19). In Panel A of Table Z.l

we summarize his results for the best and worst performing deciles formed on lagged one-year
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returns. Moreover, we report the results for the top-third performing funds in the best decile

and the results for the bottom-third performing funds of the worst decile.
It appears that best performing funds in the selection period outperform the worst perform-

ing funds with almost 0.700~0 (i.e. approximately 80~o annually) in the performance period. The

difference between the top perfom~ing and the bottom performing funds is even 10~o per month.

Note that the bottom performing funds have a negative excess return in the evaluation period,

indicating that these funds continue to underperform the risk free asset. Moreover, the best per-

forming funds have a positive one-factor Jensen measure, indicating that individual investors

whose initial portfolio is reflected by the risk free asset and a value weighted market index can

improve the risk-return trade-off by investing in these mutual funds. In case of the four-factor

model, the worst performing funds have a negative .Iensen measure. Alternatively, it can be

said [hat the mutual funds underperform the four factor mimicking portfolios.

ln order to explain the difference in performance between the best and the worst performing

funds, or put differently, in order to explain the observed persistence pattern, Carhart looks

at the exposure to the factors involved. In case of the one-factor model, it appears that the

two deciles are almost equally exposed to the market portfolio (i.e. 1.03 vs 1.02), indicating

that the one-factor model cannot explain the difference in returns. However, in case of the

four-factor model it appears that the difference in exposure to size (SMB) and the momentum

(PRl YR) portfolio explain a lot. The best performing mutual funds are much more sensitive

for the performance of small stocks (i.e. 0.62 vs 0.32). Moreover, the best performing funds

are positively correlated while the worst performing funds are negatively correlated with the

momentum portfolio. Therefore, it can be concluded that exposure to common factors, such

as a momentum factor, explain much of the observed persistence in mutual fund returns (see

also Brown and Goetzmann [1995]). However, for the bottom performers there still remains

some persistence, that cannot be fully explained by the differences in exposure to the common

factors. A remarkable result is that the worst performing funds have a much higher expense

ratio than the other nine deciles, i.e. 1.920~o vs 1.220~o annually (not reported in Table 2.1). Since

there is no real dif~erence in the size of the funds, there is not a clear reason for this difference

(see also Elton, Gruber and Blake [ 1996]).

In Panel B of Table 2.1 we summarize Carhart's [ 1997a] results for the best and worst per-

forming funds formed on the basis of the four-factor Jensen measure (estimated over a three-

year period). The spread in the excess return is only 0.400~0 (i.e. approximately So~o annually),

while the spread in the four-factor Jensen measure is 0.450~o per month. The exposure to the

four factor mimicking portfolios is almost equal for the best and worst performing funds, in-

dicating that these factors do not explain the difference in performance. However, a part of
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the difference can be explained by the corresponding expense ratio of the two decile portfolios
(i.e. 1. ] 30~o vs 1.760~o annually). Looking at the funds in the decile with rank order in the range
0.1 c c, G 0.?, i.e. decile nine (not reported), it appears that there is a differenee in the four
factor Jensen measure of almost 0.2~0~o with the worst performing funds ( decile ten). Appar-

ently, it is the case that the worst performing funds persist in performing bad and this cannot
be explained by differences in exposure to the four factor mimicking portfolios.

In order to examine whether investors are aware of the observed pattern, i.e. returns and
risk-adjusted returns are predictable to some extent, Gruber [ 1996] examines whether new cash

flows to funds are predictable. It appears to be the case that the worst performing funds indeed
have a negative new cash flow; while the best performing funds are rewarded with a positive

new cash flow ( see also Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993], Sirri and Tufano [1997]).
Moreover, it appears that investors can benetit from an active fund selection strategy Gruber's

result suggest that investors that withdraw the money invested in the worst performing funds
and subsequently invest this money in new funds, earn a risk-adjusted return of almost 10~o per

year.

2.4 Survivorship Effects in Measuring Fund Performances

and its Persistence

2.4.1 Introduction

Commonly used commercially available datasets often only contain the mutual funds that are
still in existence. As argued by Brown, Goetzmann and Ross [1995] and by Hendricks, Patel
and Zeckhauser [ 1997], empirical analyses based on currently traded funds that do not take
this phenomenon into account can easily generate misleading inference due to this so-called
survivorship bias. For instance, consider a mutual fund that takes a lot of risk. Such a fund will
have a high probability of failure, in the sense that it realizes low returns. Low returns for a
number of consecutive periods might the management of the fund let decide to merge the fund
with another fund within the same investment company or to close down the fund completely
and ofl'ering the investors the opportunity to switch to another fund. However, given that a
mutual fund survived until the current period, it has probably realized high returns. Therefore,
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an analysis that does not address the problem of endogenous survival will easily generate an

upward biased estimate of the expected return of a fund.
Survivorship bias is not only restricted to performance analysis of mutual funds, but is im-

portant in many more applications (see, e.g. Brown, Goetzmann and Ross [1995]). For in-

stance, at the individual stock level, companies might go bankrupt, possibly leading to datasets

that only contain successful companies. Event studies that measure the etTect of a positive

earnings announcement observe an upward drift in the cumulated return in excess ofa risk-free

rate. However, if only the funds that survived a financial distress position are taken into ac-

count in the analysis, some bias might be present. Closely related to this example is the equity
premium puzzle. The fact that the historical premium provided by stocks over bonds is much

larger than expected given a reasonable estimate of investors' risk aversion, might be due to the

relative absence of returns on stocks that defaulted or merged because of poor performance.

The remainder of this section is structured as follows. In Section 2.42 we discuss thc po-

tential effect of survivorship on performance measures of mutual funds and its persistence. We

discuss the claim that recent performance evaluation studies do not suffer from survivorship

bias anymore, since all the funds that ceased to exist are taken into account until the moment

ofdisappearance. Section 2.4.3 shows some empirical results of survivorship bias studies, and

gives an impression of the size and impact of the bias in performance evaluation using tradi-

tional techniques.

2.4.2 Evaluating Survivorship Effects

The starting point in performance evaluation studies is the construction of a sample of mutual
funds to be analyzed. In general one can distinguish two kinds of datasets that have been

employed in performance evaluation studies. Early studies on performance evaluation often

used a set that only contains the mutual funds that were still in existence at the moment of

analysis, possibly leading to survivorship effects due to endogenous selection (see, e.g. ,lensen

[1968]). In the sequel, we will denote these samples as survivors only samples. Being aware

of the potential survivorship effèct, recent studies on performance evaluation employ samples

that also contain the mutual funds that do not exist anymore (see, e.g. Brown and Goetzmann

[ 1995], Carhart [ 1997a]). In this case the mutual funds are taken into account until the moment

of disappearance. These samples are usually denoted as survivorship free samples. Most of

the empirical performance evaluation studies discussed in the Sections 2.2.3, 2.2.5 and 2.3.3

employ such a survivorship free sample.
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In Section 2.2.2 we discussed a number of performance measures that consider the question

whether fund managers offer an investment product that was not attainable for individual in-
vestors before. Or put differently, whether the potential ability of thc fund managers is a valid

reason to invest in mutual flmds. The simplest measure is the average return of a mutual fund
or sample of funds. In order to examine what the effect of mutual fund disappearance is on per-

formance evaluation and persistence in performance measures, knowledge of the survival or
selection process is essential. Obviously, if survival of mutual funds is a random process, im-

plying that the past record of fund returns, the investment style of the fund or other fund char-

acteristics do not influence the probability that the fund is ohserved, performance evaluation

will not be affected by survivorship.

Preluding on an example that will be extensively discussed in Chapter 6 of this thesis, we

show that non-random survival generates survivorship effects in performance measures. As-

sume that there is a population of i- 1, ...,11I mutual funds. Moreover, two consecutive sam-

ple periods can be distinguished. A mutual fund realizes a good return with probability ~~;,

which can be interpreted as an indication of the ability of the fund manager. The cross-sectional

mean of p; is p. Which returns will be denoted as good is not important, but one could for in-

stance distinguish between positive or negative returns. If the return of fund i in period t was

good, then r;~ -~~y, and ~~.~~ otherwise. Consequently, the expected return on a mutual fund is

f~ r,
Fr; - Pzl~ f ~1 -7~,)F~ .

We assume that in period 1 all funds are observed, while in the second period a fund is observed

with probability 1 if it had return r,~ - N.H in the first period, while it is only observed with

probability q if it had return r;, -~~~. We index availability of fund i in the second period by

71a-1.
The standard estimator for the expected return F~; of timd i from a so-called 'survivorship

free' sample is:

i'~t f yzr~zN,~ - .
1 ~- yz

(2.46)

In Table 2.2 we report the possible outcomes for fund i in both periods together with the corre-

sponding probabilities. By using the probabilities for each of the possible outcomes, it can be

shown that

I z 1 1 1 z ~~ 1,
E~f~r~ - F~a - ~ZPa - 2pz i- ~2Pd - ZP; )4)~Ei - Fi )

- [ZP~~I - 9)~I - P,)~~l~i,
- ~rn~. (2.47 )
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Table 2?: Non-random survival I'hc tablc repons the possiblc return rcalisatíon in the two consecutive samplc periais
~sith the corresponding probabilitity. I hc final two colums show the estimate for the expected return ~~ ith the corresponding
probability. NA indicates not available.

Pcriod I
Prob. Rcturn Prob

Period 2
. Return

Estimatc
expected reWm Prob.

Pi r;i Pz T.2 {i~ P
n; {~ n; u {~ n,
p, F2~ (t- P;) !s~ ~({r~t f{i~) p;(I-P~)
(1 -P~) IrL 9P, {rtr 2({1H -1-{~~) 9P.(1 -P:)
(1 -P,) l~~ 9(1 -P;) F~~ 12~ 9(t-n;)(t-P~)
(1 - P;) Fr~ (1 - 4) NA li~~ (t - q)(1 - p;)

what implies that a bias might be present in the estimator j~~ for the expected return of fund

i using a survivorship free sample. In Figure 2.1 we show the size of the bias ( 2.47) for three

different values of survival probabilities q, where we assume that the difference between ~~{{

and ~~' is lOolo.

Figure 2.1: [3ias in expectcd return estimate. The figure sho~as the bias in the expectcd return estimate ~, for [hree diftèrent

values of survival probabilitics q, givcn that fa{{ -{iL - l0~ro.

Obviously, in four rather special cases the bias will equal zero. First of all, the case where

~ef~ -~i{~, second, the case where q- 1, and finally the cases where ~2 - 0 or p; - 1.

Moreover, it appears that the bias in the expected return estimate attains a maximum when the

probability that a fund realizes a good return is 0.5, i.e. 0.120~o in the case of survival probability

q- 0.9. Consequently, even a survivorship free sample is not free of survivorship effects in

the sense that the properties of standard estimators can be affected by the survival process.

In Chapter 6 of this thesis, we reconsider this example and also present an example concern-

ing persistence in performance. Moreover, we show that in order to correct for survivorship
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bias, knowledge of the survival process is required. A probit model that specifies mutual fund
survival probabilities can be estimated from a dataset that also contains the funds that ceased
to exist, i.e. a survivorship free sample is a prerequisite for obtaining survivorship bias free re-
sults. The correction method that we propose involves the use ofweights, which can simply be
derived from the survival probabilities of the probit specification. The correction method will
be illustrated by applying it to the example above.

2.4.3 The Size of Survivorship Effects

In order to illustrate the size and impact of survivorship et~ects in mutual fund performance
evaluation using traditional techniques, we show some results of studies that take the problem
of survivorship explicitly into account. Early studies on performance evaluation neglected fwid
attrition simply because the data on the disappeared funds was not avaílable (see, e.g. Jensen
[1968], Henriksson [1984]). Since the end of the eighties, mutual fund attrition receives more
and more attention in the literature. One of the first studies that analyses the potential effect of
survivorship on performance evaluation is Grinblatt and Titman [1989a]. A simple simulation
analysis of the average return of a survivors sample and a survivorship free sample indicates
that the effect varies between 0.10~o and 0.30~o per year. However, in the simulation experiment,
it is unclear whether the size and impact of the survivorship effect varies for, for instance,
mutual fitnds with diffèrent investment objectives.

Using all the equity funds that existed between 1971 through 1991, Malkiel [1995] provides

some estimates of survivorship bias in average annual returns for funds with different objec-
tives by comparing a survivors sample with a survivorship free sample. It appears that when

the funds that ceased to exist are not taken into account that for funds with objective 'capital
appreciation' the average return is 1.80~o higher, while for funds with objective 'growth and in-

come' the difference is only 0.40~o per year Note that both estimates of survivorship bias in
average returns are larger than the 0.30~o claimed by Grinblatt and Titman [ 1989a]. Another in-

teresting result from Malkiel [1995] is that the nonsurviving funds have a significantly smaller
return each year than the surviving mutual funds, indicating that low returns are a motive to let

a fund merge or disappear.

Using a technique which they refer to as ' fol low the money' Elton, Gruber and Blake [ 1995]
provide estimates for survivorship bias in mutual fund performance evaluation using a one-
factor model and a three-factor model. For the three-factor model Elton et al. report a dif~erence
between the average Jensen's alpha of the survivors sample and the survivorship free sample
that varies between 0.700~o and 0.900~o per year dependent of the exact technique used, while
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for the one-factor model the diíterence varies between 0.300~o and 0.70o~a per yeac The main
difference between the 'follow the money' technique and the inclusion of the funds in the
sample until the moment ofdisappearance is that Elton et al. track all the funds that ceased to
exist until the end of the sample period. If a fund merged with another fund, the hypothetical
return of the mutual fund that ceased to exist is equal to that of the fund they merged with.
Moreover, a policy change of a fund leads to a hypothetical return record that is the average of
all the other funds.

Brown and Goetzmann [1995] focus explicitly on factors that affect mutual fund survival
probabilities. A probit analysis of annual data shows that next to the record of past returns, the
age of the fund, the size of the fund and the expense ratio are important factors in mutual fund
survival probabilities. The older the fund the less likely it is that the fund will disappear the
next year. Bigger funds have a lower probability of disappearance than small funds. The size
and age effect are probably closely correlated with the effect ofpast returns, since high returns
positively affect the investor's decision to invest in a fund (see, e.g. Sirri and Tufano [1997]).
Bigger mutual funds probably had a good performance record, which attracts more money and
which makes decision to close or merge a fund less likely. In Chapter 6 of this thesis, we extend
the probit model of Brown and Goetzmann [1995] by allowing for aggregate macro-economic
shocks that afl:êct the survival of all mutual funds, such as for instance, bad returns on the stock
market as a whole.

As mentioned in Section 2.4.2, if survival of mutual funds is non-random, but depends on
endogenous factors such as past returns, this might seriously affèct mutual fund performance
evaluation. Most of the persistence in performance studies presented in Section 2.3 are condi-
tional upon mutual fund survivaL For instance, in order to compute the Jensen measure of a
mutual fund, a fund has to be observed over a number of periods. This period, what Carhart
[ 1997b] refers to as the look-ahead period, is linked to the performance evaluation method used.

Therefore, it might be the case that observed persistence patterns can be explained by a sur-
vivorship effect. In order to obtain insight in the size of the effect in persistence in performance
studies, Brown, Goetzmann, Ibbotson and Ross [1992] performed a Monte Carlo simulation
experiment. They generated random annual returns from the following one-factor model:

m
r~.ef1 - r~J - ~, refl - rl ~ `d,rf1, ( 2.48 )

where r;,~~t is the return on mutual fund i in period t~- 1, rm ~ is the corresponding return on
the market portfolio and rJ is the return on a risk free asset. The equity premium and the index
for systematic risk ,3, are assumed to be normally distributed. The variance of the nonnally
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distributed idiosyncratic error term ",,T i. is approximated b}

~~ - k(1 - ti3~)~. (2.49)

This relationship between non-systematic risk and the index for systematic risk is based on the
observation that funds with a,f close to unity have very low values of non-systematic risk,
whereas funds that deviate from the market are less well diversif ïed. The value of the constant
of proportionality, k, is chosen such that the average value of F7"- is 0.90 across mutual funds,
given the distribution of ï~ and the assumed variance of the equity premium.

Using a simple survival process, where the bottom So~o, l00~0 or 20a~o of the mutual funds
disappear from the sample each ycar, Brown et aL [ 1992] find a spurious persistence pattern in
risk-adjusted returns. Funds with an above median perfonnance in the selection period, have a
more than SOo~o probability of being an above median perf~~rmer in the evaluation period, where
this probability is increasing in the cuto8~percentage. In Chapter 6 of this thesis we reconsider
this Monte Carlo simulation experiment, where we explicitly take a dynamic survival process
into account that we obtained from a probit analysis to determine factors that affect mutual fund
survival probabilities. In contrast to Brown et al., we split in the selection period the ranking
of the funds in octiles. Our method closely corresponds to Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser
[1997], who observe a spurious J shape persistence pattern using their survival process.

2.5 Contribution of this Thesis

[n this survey we gave an extensive overview ofmutual fund performance evaluation methods
that are used to examine the reason why investors invest in mutual funds. In Chapter 3 of this
thesis, we incorporate market frictions such as short selling constraints and transaction costs in
a number of perf~~rmance measures. We test for outperformance of the mutual funds in an un-
conditional as well as conditional framework. This chapter can therefore be seen as an exten-
sion of the framework discussed in Section 2.2 of thís survey. [n order to illustrate the etlect of
having a cash position on relative performance evaluation of mutual funds, we apply in Chap-
ter 4 style analysis on a sample of Dutch mutual funds. This chapter extends style analysis in
its application, but moreover, we show a direct connection between performance evaluation in
a portfolio context and style analysis. "I~he main contribution ofChapter 5 is that a number of
approaches that have been suggested to estimate a potential persistence pattern in mutual fund

returns, contain a bias. However, the sign of this bias does not generate a'hot hands' phe-
nomenon. Furthermore, we suggest an alternative estimation method that does not generate a
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spurious persistence pattern. The estimation methods are applied on a sample of U.S. based
grownh funds. Finally, we show in Chapter 6 that a survivorship free sample is not free of sur-

vivorship eftècts. A well-known approach in econometrics to handle endogenous samples is

to model the survival process simultaneously with the phenomenon of interest. We propose to

use these techniques to examine the size and the direction of the survivorship effect on per-

formance evaluation and persistence in performance measures. The size of the bias that arises

in persistence in performance studies is illustrated in a simulation experiment. Moreover, an

extensive analysis of a sample of U.S. based mutual funds gives insight in the factors that af-

fect mutual fund survival probabilities. Furthermore, we propose a weighting procedure based

upon probit regressions that can be used to correct for the survivorship bias that might arise

in performance evaluation using traditional techniques. The correction method is used to esti-

mate persistence in performance of U.S.-based growth, aggressive growth and income funds.
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Appendix 2.A

Optimal Portfolio Choice and Adjusting Weights

In this appendix we discuss the basic elements of Modern Portfolio Theory that are required to
obtain and interpret the performance measures in the main text. A closely related discussion
was presented before by DeRoon []997]. Consider a mean-variance optimizing investor that
chooses his portfolio from a set of K assets. Let the expectation and the covariance matrix
of the Ií-dimensional return vector R,~1 be given by N.~i and ER1z respectively The investors
utility function is of the form f(iu~{F~R, ilJRERkwR),where u,~; is the vector of portfolio weights
and the function f is increasing in the first argument and decreasing in the second. The mean-
variance problem yields the following Lagrangian:

rn.a~{w} L - f (~Ur~N~a, ~~REiznwa) - ~l (wHCic - 1). (A.1)

where e~, is a K-vector of ones. Differentiating (A.l ) gives the first order conditions:

fiFra f Z.Ïs~iiRwn - ~1i~ - 0 (A.2a)

wRCK - 1 - 0, (A.2b)

where fl and fz are the partial derivatives of the utility function with respect to its first and
second argument. From the first order conditions it follows that the optimal weight vector w~~

is determined bv

- i' t~RR(F~R - ~I~K~, (A.~)

where ry-' --~ is the investor's risk aversion coefficient. From the first order conditions it
also follows that ry - uRE~~cK -ck.E~~~~ti ~, implying that mean-variance efficient portfolios
are uniquely determined when either the risk aversion coefficient ~ or Lagrange multiplier ~7 is
known. It is straightforward to show that for a given mean-variance ef~icient portfolio tu~z, the
Lagrange multiplier ~ equals the expected return on the zero-beta portfolio of w~;.which can
be obtained as the intercept of the line tangent to the mean-variance frontier at 2"u~;.

Suppose now that the investor takes a set of N mutual funds with N-dimensional return
vector rt}1 into account. The expected return and (co) variances of these mutual funds are
given by ~, and ~,r respectively. The covariance with the set of initial assets is given by E, R.
Recall that we refer to the extended set of assets when a subscript is absent in the notation.
It is straightforward to show that for a given value of i7, the optimal weight vector w' for the
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extended set of assets can be v,.ritten as
t

YuR -1 ~RR ~Rr ]lR - r][.ti

~ 7Ur ~ ~ ~ ~ ~rH ~-'rr ~ ~ ~ ]lr - 1]LN
,

which can easily be rewritten ( using partitioned inverses) as

C wR 1 -1 ~~Rc~R t~ B'~.T' B -B' .F.rr 1 ~]LR - 7]GK

ZUr J - ry - L~rrU Lrr J ]Lr - 7]G(~

u~r -
ry-l~rr(]~r -

~L1V - B~(I~R - t]~iC))

~~R - 77-1wR - B,wr,

(A.4)

(A.Sa)

(A.56)

where B- ErREkR and E'' -(Err - ErREH~[Er[,.)-~. 'rhe part between parentheses on the

right hand side of (A.Sa) is also known as the generalized Jensen measure [~,i(r]), where T] is

the zero beta rate corresponding to the investor's initial portfolio of Ií assets. However, note

that (A.Sb) contains two different risk aversion coefficients. First ofall 7, corresponding to the

initial set of assets, and second, ry corresponding to the extended set of 1V f K assets, which

makes (A.Sb) rather difficult to interpret.

The Sharpe ratio of a mean-variance efficient portfolio w~j is defined as

zu~FiR - r1
dr,'(t1) - (A.6)

wá~RRwiZ

i.e. the expected excess return divided by the standard deviation of the portfolio return. Using

(A.3) this Sharpe ratio can easily be rewritten as

~[: (r]) - ((NR - r][.r: )~~Ri[(l~R
o.s

T]6h )) , (A.7)

Similar expressions can be derived for the Sharpe ratio of inean-variance efticient portfolios of

the extended set of assets, referred to as BN~[; (r]). Now define nz -~'uk]~R and m- w"~ as

the expected returns on the investor's optimal portfolio for the initial and extended set of assets

respectively. Then it is straightforward to show that by substituting (A.3) into the denominator

of (A.6), the following relationship between the squared Sharpe ratio and the risk aversion

coefficient holds:
`l

Bk-(~7)
7- ~r[. - r] . (A.8)

A similar relationship can also be derived for the squared Sharpe ratio and the risk aversion

coefficient 7 of the extended investment problem. Substituting the expressions for ~ and ry into

(A.Sa) and (A.Sb) gives the new optimal weights of the extended investment problem without
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the two dit~crent risk aversion coetiïcients:

1Lr -

2t~R -

Furthermore, by writing

rn. - r) r,~ (a~J(~))1
yNfh'(t))

BK(~)) )n - 1) iC~N;ii(~l)~ ~~rii - y)~ rL'it - B wr.

NNfI~ (L)) - ~~(rn. - r)) - (N~ - 7)l,)~~~t (~ - r)~),

dl

(A.9)

(A.10)

(A.11)

and using the partioned inverse, it can be shown that

BNfk'(~)) - A~,.~rl) ~ aJÍrl)~~rrrYJ(rl). (A.12)

Note that in analogy to (A.1), the f rst order conditions of the extended mean-variance problem

(A.4) imply that

'y - )~'~-t c - t.'E-t t. ~), (A.13)

which can easily be rewritten as (using the partioned inverse)

7 - i~ ~ (kJ~~)~~T r1LN - Blh'). (A.14)

By substituting (A.14) and using the expressions for ry and ~ given in (A.8), it is straightforward

to show that (A.9) and ( A.10) can be rewritten asC rn - 7) ~ ~~~r(~J(rl))w,. -
Hk (~) f (r'n - ~1)crJ(~~))'E'r(~.h, - Br.h.)

(A.15)

and

tuR -
~8~.(~)) ~- (7n. - rl)~Y (~'7)~Err(ch. - BLh)~

ti~L; - B'w,.. (A.16)



Chapter 3

Performance Analysis of International

Mutual Funds Incorporating Market

Frictions

In this chapter we unulyze the performance of internationally investin,~ U.S.-based mutual
f:~nds, correcting for market frictinn.r a~uch us short sell consiruints und lransuction costs u.r-

ing u vnriery ofperformance meusures. We first of all shou~ thut for cr ntrmber ofJirnds Jensens
a i.s significantly positive if markel frictions ure ignored. Suhseyuently we show thul !he evi-

dence of outperformance is robust lo meusuring performance with respect to crn inlernationul
asset pricing model wiih three coun[ry portfolios and a currencyportfnlio ua the factor mim-

icking portfolios. As is well known by now these performunce meusures cun crlternutively be in-
terpreted as tests ofthe hypothesis that the supposed factor mimicking porlfcrlios span the efft-

cient.frontier ofthese portfolios nnd the mutual firnd, i.e. oJlhe hypothesis thal meun-vuriance

agents can not improve their risk return trade-off by aLso investing in the nu~tuul fund.

3.1 Introduction

The empirical literature on performance evaluation ofmutual funds concentrates on the ques-
tion whether fund managers have special abilities in composing a portfolio (e.g., .lensen [ 1968]),
which could provide investors with superior returns. The issue ofperformance measurement is
closely relate3 to the question whether investors can improve their portfolio's risk-return trade-
offwhen additional assets are taken into account (see, e.g. Jobson and Korkie [ 1989], Chen and
Knez [ 1996]). Perfonnance measurement requires a pricing model in order to detïne outperfor-
mance of efficient benchmark portfolios. On the contrary, a test for a shift in the mean-variance
frontier by including additional assets can do without a pricing model since it only starts with
the assumption that the investor already holds an e~cient portfolio of the benchmark assets.
This implies that performance evaluation of mutual funds is equivalent to a test for diversifi-
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cation benefits under the assumption that investors hold efficient combinations ofbenchmark

assets that correspond to the pricing model used. If no mean-variance optimizing investor can

significantly extend the investment set by considering a set of additional assets then there is

mean-variance spanning, as defined by Huberman and Kandel [ 1987]. [f there is only a partic-

ular group of investors that cannot extend the efficient set by adding an additional asset then

there is intersection. In the latter case the mean-variance frontier of the original assets in port-

folio and the mean-variance frontier of the extended portfolio have one point in common.

An important shortcoming of many tests for mean-variance spanning proposed in the lit-

erature is the supposed absence of market frictions. When buying assets, investors are con-

fronted with transaction costs. In particular, investors considering international diversification

have to deal with high transaction costs. For these investors internationally diversified mu-

tual funds are an alternative for obtaining a highly diversified portfolio (see Cumby and Glenn

[1990]). However, mutual funds have operating expenses such as management fees, adminis-

trative costs, advisory fees and marketing costs which are deducted from the fund's assets. Al-

though in performance evaluation studies the difference between returns before expenses and

returns after expenses is taken into account (see, e.g. Malkiel [ 1995]), the load fees charged by

some of the mutual funds are usually ignored.

Only recently, tests for mean-variance spanning have been extended to take frictions, such as

transaction costs and short selling restrictions, into account (see Hansen, Heaton and Luttmer

[1995], Luttmer [ 1996] and DeRoon, Nijman and Werker [1998]). In this chapter we employ a

sample of internationally investing mutual funds, and we will show that for a large number of

the funds the hypothesis of inean-variance spanning will not be rejected if short selling restric-

tions are incorporated, whereas in the case without market frictions, mean-variance spanning

is rejected for most of these funds. Furthermore, we will show that incorporating load fees for

mutual funds substantially affects the diversification benefits that investors can realize by in-

cluding internationally investing mutual funds in their portfolio. This chapter extends the pa-

per from DeRoon, Nijman and Werker [1998] in its application to mutual fund performance

evaluation. Moreover, we incorporate market frictions in conditional performance evaluation,

and we show how to test two-sided inequality restrictions that arise in mean-variance spanning

tests where transaction costs are incorporated.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we show the relation-

ship between performance evaluation and testing for diversitication benefits by adding an as-

set to the initial portfolio. Furthermore, we present our sample of internationally investing mu-

tual funds, and discuss some previous empirical results on performance measurement of mu-

tual funds. In Section 3.3 we show how market frictions such as short sales restrictions and
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transaction costs can be incorporated in performance evaluation. Section 3.4 presents the tests
for mean-variance spanning in case of a frictionless market as well as when market frictions are
incorporated. The empirical results show that the possible diversification benefits by includ-
ing internationally investing mutual funds are seriously affected by short selling constraints on
some of the assets under consideration. In conditional performance measurement studies some
predetermined information variables, that can be used to predict stock returns, are explicitly
taken into account in evaluating mutual fund performances. In Section 3.~ we present the tests
as well as the empirical results for potential diversification benefits of mutual funds in a fric-
tionless as well as a market with frictions when we allow for time-varying expected returns.
Finally, Section 3.6 concludes.

3.2 Performance Analysis of US based

International Mutual Funds in a Frictionless Market

For a risk-averse optimizing agent, the decision to invest in an internationally diversified mu-
tual fund depends on the question whether a fund manager is able to extend the investor's ef-
ficient set of assets. Tlle superior risk-return trade-off that a mutual fund potentially provides
due to timing or selection ability of the fund manager, will be the motive to add a fund to the
initial portfolio ofassets. Suppose a mean-variance investor considers to extend his initial effi-
cient set of K assets by adding a set of N internationally investing mutual funds. The gross re-
turn vector r,t t, represents the returns of the mutual funds after operating expenses. "fhe gross
returns for the IC benchmark assets are denoted by the vector R,~t. In a frictionless market,
where the Law of One Price holds, there exists a stochastic discount factor Al, f~ such that

E[lL7,fiRttt~ Ie] - r.h~, (3.1)

where eh- is a K-vector of ones and I, is the public information set available at time t. In the
Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, we assume that the expected returns on the assets and the correspond-
ing (co)variances are constant over time. Extensions to the conditional version of (3.1) will be
implemented in Section 3.5, following Ferson and Schadt [ 1996].

Since we consider a mean-variance optimizing investor, a stochastic discount factor AI,, I
is a linear function of the Ií asset returns. Moreover, as shown by Hansen and Jagannathan
[1991], the mean-variance stochastic discount factor m(~~)~}t given by

rrt ~t')ttt - v f ~(v~'(Rrft - E~Rrft~)~ ~3.2)
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with

ti(i~) - Var[Ít'ttt]-t (~K - t!E[Erti]),

has the lowest variance of all stochastic discount factors with expectation 7~, that price Ii,~t

correctly. It is straightforward to show that the zero beta rate~ corresponding to the mean-

variance investor's optimal portfolio is equal to l~t~, i.e. the inverse of the expectation of the

stochastic discount factor. A mean-variance optimizing investor cannot extend the efficient set

by investing in the mutual fund under consideration if the stochastic discount factor given in

(3.2) also prices the mutual fund's return rrf1 correctly (see, e.g. Bekeart and Urias [1996].

DeRoon, Nijman and Werker [ 1996]). This can be seen easily ifwe recognize that (3.1) can be

interpreted as the first order conditions of an investors portfolio problem.

As mentioned, the question whether there is a shift in the efficient frontier by extending

the investment set is closely related to performance measurement (see, e.g. Chen and Knez

[1996]). A well known measure of the performance ofa mutual fund is the generalized Jensen

[ 1968] measure. It can be obtained as the intercept in a regression of the excess returnZ of the

mutual fund on the excess returns of some benchmark portfolios and a constant. However, in

order to evaluate the performance of a mutual fund a pricing model is required that specifies

the set of K eí~icient benchmark portfolios that span the mean-variance frontier. For instance,

under the assumption that the CAPM is the pricing model, the so-called market portfolio with

return R;}t and the risk free deposit are the efficient benchmark portfolios.

Since a tninimum variance stochastic discount factor is linear in the returns of the bench-

mark assets, it is straightforward to show that the performance of a fund relative to the set of

benchmark assets can be measured by

~('r!) - E[m(7')rft7'eft] - 1 - 7rex~(7'), (3.3)

where cx,~(v) is the generalized Jensen measure. A similar relationship can be derived for a

multifactor pricing model, implying a stochastic discount factor m.(~~)~tt that is linear in the

factor mimicking portfolios (see, e.g. Fama [ 1996]). The performance measure (3.3) indicates

that an investor can improve the risk-return trade-off by buying the mutual fund if ~(v) 1 0,

and selling the fund, i.e. taking a short position, if .~(~r) c 0. The case where ~(v) - 0

corresponds to no diversification benefits by including this fund into the portfolio. If ~(tr) - 0

for exactly one value ofv, this is equivalent with intersection of the extended and initial mean-

variance frontiers at the point where the investor's optimal portfolio is located. Furthermore,

~ The zero beta rate of a portfolio can be obtained as the intercept of [he line tangent to the mean-variance
frontier in the point where the investor's optimal portfolio is located.
2 An excess return is the return in excess of a risk free rate (if available) or some zero beta rate.
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if ~(t~) - 0 holds for all possible ~~ then the extended investment set is spanned by the original
ff benchmark assets, corresponding to the case where the extended and initial mean-variance
frontier coincide.

In this chapter, we examine whether internationally investing U.S. based mutual funds can

extend the efficient investment set of a U.S. investor. We employ a sample of eighteen inter-

nationally investing open-end mutual funds over the period 1982 through 1994. The mutual

fund data are obtained from the Morningstar Mutual Fund Database. Morningstar reports in-

formation about all open-end mutual funds on a monthly basis. The mutual funds in our sam-

ple have as investment objective 'foreign' or 'world~, and exist over the whole sample períod.

Our sample is comparable with the sample of Cumby and Glenn [1990], studying the perfor-

mance of a sample of fitteen U.S. based internationally diversified mutual funds over the pe-

riod January 1982 through June 1988.

Since performance evaluation depends on the choice of the set of benchmark portfolios,

we consider in this chapter two sets of benchmark assets. The first set of benchmark assets is

equivalent to the one employed by Cumby and Glenn [ 1990] and consists of the Morgan Stan-

ley World index and an equally weighted portfolio of Eurocurrency Deposits3 to reflect a cur-

rency hedge portfolio. This set ofbenchmark assets can be interpreted as the initial portfolio of

a group of investors that have a widely diversified international portfolio with predetermined

country weight allocation corresponding to the market capitalization of the individual coun-

tries and who consider to extend their portfolio with an internationally investing mutual fund.

The second set of benchmark assets represents the initial portfolio of im~estors that currently

invest efficiently in the US, European and Japanese stock indices as well as the Eurocurrency

Deposits. The benchmark assets used are the Morgan Stanley Capital Market Indices (MSCI)

for the USA, Europe and Japan, obtained from Datastream. Based on the claim that in interna-

tional asset pricing the asset returns are better described by nwltifactor models than by single

index models (see, e.g. Korajczyk and Viallet [1989]), the two sets of benchmark assets can
alternatively be interpreted as tests whether a two or four factor model prices the mutual funds

under consideration.

tn Panel A of Table 3.1 we present some summary statistics for the sample of eighteen
mutual funds that we employ. Note the variation in the front loads that the funds charge: five
mutual funds can be marked as no-load funds while nine internationally investing funds charge
more than 5.750~o for a position in the mutual fund. The average returns for the no-load funds
do not appear to be different from the funds that charge a load fee. Furthermore, it seems that

j The currencies in this portfolio are the Canadian dollar, the Deutsche mark, The Dutch guilder, the French
franc, the Japenese yen, the pound Sterling and the Swiss franc.
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Table 3. I: Summary Statistics. Pancl A of this tablc contains some summary statistics for a sample of cightecn mutual
funds. Thc avcrage mnnthh rctum (corrcctcd for opcrating cxpenscs) and standard dcviation, arc calculatcd ovcr thc pcriod
1982 through 1994. I he column ~Net Assets' is the sizc of [he fund in million dollars as rcportcd at thc end of 1994. Thc
column 'Expense Ratio' reports the average monthh percentage that a fwid took out of its asscts for operating expenses over
thc period 1982 through 199d. The column 'Front Load' shows a one-time deduction the funds chargc liir an imestment madc
into the fund. l he colwnn labellcd 'Correl World' shows the correlation betwcen the mutual fund and the MSCI N~rld inde~.
I'anel [3 of the table shows summarv statistics for the benchmark indices.

Panel A
Mutual Average Stand. Nct Front Expense Correl.
Fund Return Dev. Asscts Load Ratio World

(oIo) t"ro) (min ~) Í"ro) (o~)
Alliancc Global Sm. 0.84 6.18 53.80 4.25 0.14 Q69
Alliancc Intl. 1.24 i.31 167.40 4.25 (1.13 0.82
l3ailard,t3iehllntl. 0.99 5.21 II6.20 (1.00 0.09 (1.84
First Invcst Global 1.14 523 206.80 6.25 0.15 0.78
Kempcr Intl. 1.14 4.60 323.40 5.75 0.1I 0.82
Lexington W'rd. Wide 0.94 5.26 261.8(1 0.00 Q.13 0.69
Ne~c Perspective 1.29 3.94 6560.50 5.75 0.1)6 0.87
OppcnhcimerGlobal 1.29 5.28 1809.50 5.75 0.12 0.81
Phoenix World Opp. Q82 6.09 122.50 4.75 0.12 0.67
Pilot Kleinwort Intl. 1.08 5.07 3Q.00 4.50 U.IS 0.85
Putnam Global Gc 1.31 4.27 1427.70 5.75 0.1 I 0.89
Scudder Intl. 1.25 4.63 2131.80 0.00 0.10 0.86
T Rowe Price Intl. 1.35 4.76 5465.60 0.(10 0.09 0.87
Templeton Gr 1.25 4.10 5727.70 5.75 (1.13 0.79
Templcton Sm. Cmp. 1.27 4.47 1253.00 5.75 0.08 0.73
lèmpleton Wrd. 124 4.1I 5123.40 5.75 0.06 0.79
United IntL Gr 1.27 4.26 603.00 5.75 0.09 0.86
Vanguard IntL Gr L41 4.99 2755.80 0.00 0.06 0.85
f'anel [3
Benchmark Avcragc Stand. Corrclations
Indiccs Rcturn Dev. World Eurocur IISA I:uropc Japan
World L26 428 L00 0.28 0.76 QR2 0.77
Eurocur 0.84 2.82 I.00 -0.07 0.4(I (1.40
USA 1.25 4.34 I.00 (1.59 0.26
Europe 1.41 4.RR I.OD U.51
Japan 1.53 7.57 I.00

the expense ratio of a fund is negatively correlated with the size of the fund. This can probably
be explained by the fixed costs involved in managing a mutual fund. Moreover, since we

defïned retums as returns after operating expenses, a high expense ratio influences the average
return of the fund. Panel B of Table 3.1 contains information about the benchmark portfolios.
It appears that the Morgan Stanley Japan index realized the highest average return but also
involves the highest risk as measured by the standard deviation. Furthermore, the returns on
the USA, Europe and Japan stock indices are highly correlated, as expected, with the return on
the Morgan Stanley World index.

For both sets of benchmark assets defined above, Table 3.2 contains the outcomes for the
performance measure (3.3) for the case where the zero beta rate v is set equal to the average
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monthly return on the one-month Tbill over the period 1982-1994, i.e. 0.530~0. It appears that in

Table 32: Generalized Jensen measure. The tablc rcports the gencralized Jensen measurc for two sets of bcnchmark asscts.
1'he tirst set consists of the Morgan Stanlcy world index and an cyually weighted portl'olio of I:urocurrency Depusits. and thc
second set contains thc Morgan Stanley USA. Gurope and Japan indices and an equall~ ~ceighted ponfblio of f;urocurrenc~
Dcposis[s. I he zeru beta mtc l~u is set cyual to average monthly retum on the onc-month fbill ovcr the period 1982-1994, i.e.
0.53. The columns'Returns afler expenses' show the .Iensen measure calculated with returns corrected for operating c~penscs,
whilc the columns'Returns before expcnses' reports thc Jensen measurc beforc thc tund's e~pcnscs are subtracted from its nct
assets. Thc results are based on monthly ubscrvations for the sample January 1982 through Dccember 1994. Standard errors
are reported ín parentheses.

Mutual Generalized lensen Mcasure
Pund Two Ben ch. Assets Pour 8ench. Assets

Rc[urns Rcturns Rcturns

after expenses beforc expenses aftcr cxpenscs bcfore expenses

Alliance Global Sm. -Q29 (0.33) -0.16 (0.33) -0.57 (0.24) -0.4~ (0.23)

Alliance Intl. -O.US (0.25) 0.08 (0.25) -Q 17 (0.21) -0.04 (11.21)
I3ailard.Biehl Intl. -0.32 (0.23) -0.22 (0.23) -0.36 (0.19) -0.27 (0.19)
Pirst Invest Global -0.07 (Q 27) O.OR (0.27) -0.18 (0.26) -(L04 (0.2G)
Kemper Intl. -0.05 (0.22) 0.06 (0.22) -0.14 (0.17) -0.03 (0.17)

Lesington Wrd- Wide -0.1I (0.28) 0.02 (0.28) -0.33 (0.22) -0.21 (022)
Ne~~~ Perspective 0.20 (0.16) 0.27 (0.16) 0.04 (0.12) 0.10 (0.12)
Oppenheimer Glubal 0.04 (0 .26) 0.16 (0.26) -0.12 (0.23) -0.(10 (0.23)
Phoenix Wrd. Opp. -0.31 (0 .35) -0.19 (0.35) -0.57 (0.28) -0.45 (028)
Pilot Kleinvv~urt Intl. -020 (0 .22) -QOS (0.22) -0.30 (0.18) -0.15 (OJ 8)
Putnam Global Gr. 0.13 (0 .16) 0.2~3 (0.16) -0.02 (0.12) 0.09 (U.12)
Scudder Intl, 0.02 (0. 19) Q 12 (0.19) -0.09 (0.15) 0.01 (U. I S)
C Rowe Pritt Intl. 0.08 (0 .19) 0.17 (0.19) -0.02 (0.14) 0.07 (O.Id)
Templeton Gc 0.23 (0. 19) 0.36 (0.19) 0.06 (0.14) 0.18 (0.14)
Templeton Sm. Cmp. 0.27 (0 22) 0.35 (0.22) 0.09 (0.18) 0.17 (O.IB)
Templeton Wrd. 0.22 (0. 18) 0.28 (0.18) 0.03 (0.13) 0.09 (0.13)
United hul. Gr 0.1I (0 .18) 0.20 (Q 18) 0.01 (0.17) 0.10 (O.I7)
~fanguard InU. Gr. 0.12 (0. 21) 0.18 (0.21) 0.04 (0.17) 0.10 (0.17)

avcrage 0.00 0.11 -0.14 -0.04

case of returns atter operating expenses, ten mutual funds have a positive performance measure

in the two benchmark case, while in the four benchmark case only six funds have a positive
value in our sample, none of them significant at the So~o level. The outperformance with respect

to the two benchmark case of the best performing funds is in the order of magnitude of 0.250~0

per month, i.e. 3.OOo~o annually. Our outcomes are in accordance with the results ofCumby and

Glenn [ 1990], who find four out of fifteen internationally investing mutual funds with positivc

Jensen measures. Recall that the Jensen measure corresponds with a stochastic discount factor

M~~1 that is linear in the benchmark assets. Consequently, the outcome of the Jensen measure

can be interpreted in light of (3.3). This means that investors who already hold an efficient

portfolio in the case of four benchmark assets, can only improve the risk-return trade-off by

taking a short position in most of the mutual funds under consideration. However, it is important

to note that taking a short position in mutual funds is almost impossible for most investors.
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As noted by for instance Malkiel [ 199~], underperformance with respect to a set of bench-
mark portfolios does not mean that fund managers do not have special abilities in stock selec-
tion. Since mutual funds have operating expenses, reported as the expense ratio of the fund,
that are deducted from the fund's assets, the performance evaluation ofreturns before expenses
may give some indication for special abilities such as timing or selection ability. However, it
has to be noted that the general investing public cannot benefit from these superior returns if
the costs for obtaining this extra information are too high. Malkiel evaluates the returns from
equity mutual funds over the period 1971 through 199] by assuming the CAPM as the pricing
model. In case of returns before expenses, he finds that mutual fund managers outperform the
market portfolio with f0.18o~0 on a monthly basis, i.e. about 2.OOo~o annually, whereas underper-
formance dominates after expenses. In case of returns before expenses, we find in our sample
of mutual funds that the performance measures for nine mutual funds are positive with respect
to the four benchmark case (average: -0.040~o monthly), while in the two benchmark case even
fourteen out ofeighteen funds have a positive performance measure (average: 0.110~o monthly).
Results similar to those of Malkiel are obtained by Carhart [ 1997a], and by Daniel, Grinblatt,
Titman and Wermers [ 1997]. Note that all these papers ignore market frictions. The techniques
that we employ to measure the performance of internationally investing mutual funds can be
extended to the case of domestic equity portfolios e.g. by imposing short sell restrictions on
small as well as large, and high book to market as well as low book to market stocks.

3.3 Performance Analysis in case of Market Frictions

Thusfar we assumed a frictionless market in evaluating mutual fund performance. It appears
that the results are rather sensitive to the assumed initial set of benchmark assets. An investor
who already owns a portfolio with efficient country weight allocation, and considers to extend
this portfolio with an internationally investing mutual fund, can improve the risk-return trade-
off by taking a short position in most of the international mutual funds. However, an investor
is typically confronted with short sales constraints on certain assets. Furthermore, when inter-
national investing is taken into account, the question whether an investor should directly invest
in international assets or buy an internationally diversified mutual fund depends on the size of
the transaction costs involved in buying the assets under consideration. Most of the mutual
funds charge a load-fee for an investment into the fund. Moreover, some of the funds also have
a back-end sales charge, although this percentage declines the longer the shares are held, and
usually disappears entirely over time.
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In considering the question whether a mean-variance optimizing investor ca;i extend the
efficient set by including additional assets into his portfolio, it is appropriate to incorporate
market frictions. In case of short sales constraints, it is shown, for instance by Markowitz
[ 1991 ] that the mean-variance frontier subject to short sales constraints consists of a finite
number of segments of unrestricted frontiers. We denote the total number of segments by P.
The assets in the ef~icient portfolios on the different P unrestricted frontiers coincide with the
assets for which the short sales constraints are not binding in the optimization problem subject
to short sales constraints (see, e.g. DeRoon, Nijman and Werker [1998]). Let R;~~1 denote
such a L-dimensional subvector of R,~I for which the short sales constraints in the restricted
optimization problem are not binding. As shown by Luttmer [1996], if we include short sales
constraints, the Law ofOne Price implies the following generalization of (3.1):

E[niR(7')cti7'~fi] C ~N, (3.4)

where the inequality sign reflects the short sales constraints on the additional assets. Since
(3.4) holds, and a mean-variance stochastic discount factor is a linear fwiction of the subset of
L assets, the stochastic discount factor corresponding to mean-variance optimizing behavior
that prices the assets on segment ~, of the restricted mean-variance frontier correctly is

~nR(~tr)efi - v -1- a(„)~~~ifi - E[Pif~t~), (3.5)

with

c~lv~ - Var[Rifi~ i~~t, - ~'E[~ifi~).

Similar to the case without market frictions, a mean-variance investor cannot extend his effi-
cient set of assets by including a mutual fund with gross return rt~l if the stochastic discount
factor given in (3.5) also prices r~~l correctly, i.e. if it satisfies (3.4).

Since, in case of short sales restrictions, we can distinguish P different subsets of assets
with corresponding mean-variance stochastic discount factors linear in those assets returns, the
relationship between the Jensen measure and the performance measure defined in (3.3) now
generalizes to

~(7l) - E[712R(~~)t-~1Tt~1J - 1 - 7fCY~(7J), (3.6~

where cr.~(~~) is the generalized Jensen measure obtained as the intercept from a regression of a
mutual fund's return in excess of the zero beta rate corresponding to the benchmark portfolios

on a constant and the returns on the benchmark assets in subset P in excess of the same zero
beta rate. The interpretation of performance measure (3.6) is that an investor with stochastic
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discount factor rn.~(r~),~t can extend the efficient set by buying the mutual fund under consid-

eration if and only if ,~(z~) ) 0. In contrast, if ,~(v) C 0 holds for one i~. then the restricted

meati-variance frontiers intersect, while if a(~r) C 0 holds for all ~~ on all P subsets this corre-

sponds with mean-variance spanning.

In order to illustrate that incorporating short sales restrictions seriously affects the diversi-

f-ication benefits of including mutual funds into the investor's portfolio, we show in Figure 3.1

the estimated unrestricted optimal portfolio weights for the initial set of four benchmark assets

and the Templeton World mutual fund for a range of expected returns, assuming that all para-

meters coincide with their sample analogue as reported in Table 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Optimal Weights. '['he figure shows thc optimal wcights for Rwr benchmark asscts and thc lcmplelon Wiirld

mutual fund ifshort selling is not excludcd. The horizontal line represcnts the zero wcight linc, while thc vcrtical line represents

the location of thc Global Minimum Variancc portfolio.
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The global minimum variance portfolio corresponding to this set of initial assets is located

at a monthly expected return of 0.870~0. Note that the unrestricted efficient portfolio with an

expected retum of more than 1.310~0 (15.70~o annually) contains a short position in the mutual

fund. Moreover, a long position in the mutual fund coincides sometimes with short positions

in a number of benchmark assets. Although this is not unrealistic for the currency factor, for

the stock market indices a short position is not very realistic. In Figure 3.2 we show the cor-
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responding optimal weights for the optimization problem under short sales restrictions tbr the
Morgan Stanley USA, Europe and ,lapan indices, where we also imposed that an investor is no
longer required to invest all his wealth in the available assets (see, e.g. Luttmer [1996]). "I~his
implies that an investor is allowed to take a long position in a riskless asset with zero return.
The vertical line in the figure corresponds to the location of the portfolio where the investor
does no longer take a position in the asset with zero return. It is straightforward to show that
this portfolio corresponds to the tangency point of the line starting in the origin, i.e. expected
return as well as variance equal to zero, to the restricted mean-variance frontier of the risky as-
sets only We will denote this portfolio as the zero-tangency portfolio.

Figure 3?: Optimal Weights under short sales constraints. I'he figure shows the optitnal ~~cights for Ihc fiwr benchmark
assets and the icmpleton World fund under short salcs constrainis for the Morgan Stanley USA, I;uropc and .lapan indices as
well as Tcmpleton World fund. 1'hc vertical linc rcpresents thc location of the rero tangency portfolio, i.c. at thc right hand
side of this line imestors invest all thcir ~aeahh in the riskv asscts.
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[t appears that only investors whose optimal portfolio expected return lies below 1.310~o will
take a long position in the mutual fund. Note that since we did not impose short sales restrictions
on the Eurocurrency portfolio, investors can still construct portfolios with very high expected
returns. This would not be possible if we imposed short sales restrictions on all the assets. In
contrast to the mean-variance optimization problem without restrictions, the optimal weights
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are piecewise linear in the expected portfolio return. As soon as a binding restriction for one of

the assets is reached, a transition between two segments of the restricted mean-variance frontier

occurs. In the sequel we will denote such a point as a transition point. Note that between two

transition points the optimal weights for the assets behave linearly in the expected portfolio

return.

In order to further illustrate the relevance of taking short sales restrictions into account, we

also compute ef~icient frontiers for adding the other seventeen mutual funds to the benchmark

assets, still assuming that all parameters coincide with the values reported in Table 3.1. In the

case of two benchmark assets, a long position is taken for some values of the zero beta rate

in thirteen out of eighteen mutual funds, while in the four benchmark case only eight mutual

funds give a potential diversification benefit. However, for a restricted mean-variance efficient

portfolio with an expected return of more than 1.700~o the mutual funds will have zero weight

in the four benchmark case. Recall that a zero optimal weight in a mutual fund can be caused

by the short sales restriction on the benchmark assets as well as the short sales restriction on

the mutual fund.

The short sales constraints assumed so far can be interpreted as an extreme transaction cost

that investors have to pay for holding a short position. However, actual transaction costs may

not completely prevent investors from taking short positions. Furthermore, there are also trans-

action costs associated with buying securities. When we incorporate transaction costs in ana-

lyzing perfotrtnance of mutual funds, we have to take into account the investment horizon of

the investor By doing so, we can determine for what investment horizon a mutual fund gives a

potential diversification benefit by including it in the investor's portfolio that outweighs trans-

action costs. Transaction costs can be handled by distinguishing between the return on a short

and the return on a long position in the asset, as suggested in Luttmer [ 1996]. Under the as-

sumption that returns are independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.), we construct a 21~-

dimensional vector Rtt t. The first K-elements contain the net returns on a long position in the

benchmark assets, where a net return~ is defined as II, ~ft - r;R,,~ft, with r; - t{a where

a; 1 0 are the transaction costs involved in taking a long position adjusted for the length of the

investment horizon, i.e. ai -(1 ~- áti) f~ - 1 where H is the investment horizon in months and

à~ is the cost per transaction. The second IC-elements contain the net returns on a short posi-

tion in the benchmark assets, defined as R;,~}t - T;R;,~~1, with r~ - t16; where 6~ ) 0 are

the transaction costs involved in taking a short position adjusted for the length of the invest-

`' Note that we define net returns as gross returns after transaction costs, while for instance Bekeart and Urias
[ 1996] denote net returns as returns after operating expenses.
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ment horizon'. In a similar way we construct a vector i~t~t containing the long, T'r,tt, as well
as short returns, rsr~}l, on the mutual fund under consideration, i.e. after correcting for the
load-fees that the fund charges.

Under the restriction that it is not possible to take a short position in the first K assets and
a long position in the second Ií assets, we can, analogous to the case of short sales restrictions
only, denote 1i'i~~t as a L-dimensional subvector of I~~,~1 for which the constraints on the long
and short position are not binding. Moreover, the stochastic discount factor linear in the subset
of L assets that prices the subset of assets correctly is

~ritk(t')efi - ~~ ~- rr(vi'(IZéfit - E~Riflt~); (~J)

with

á(~l - Var~Rifi~ t(~~ - vE[R~ft~)-

It is now straightforward to show that, substituting the expressions ofnet long and short returns,
condition (3.4) can be generalized to

~s G E[7nR(~')r.fi'r,,~~i] G~t, i- 1..N, (3.8)
~ ;

where the inequality signs reflect the short and long sales constraints on the additional assets.
In order to check whether an investor can extend the efficient set by including a mutual fund
into his portfolio, we can determine

~(r)(7,) - E~~,k(~')rttrett] - 1 - ~,~.i(~'), (3.9)

where áJ(v) is the generalized Jensen measure obtained as the intercept from a regression of a
mutual fund's return in excess of the zero beta rate corresponding to the benchmark portfolios
on a constant and the net returns on the benchmark assets in subset p in excess of the same zero
beta rate. Now, an investor with stochastic discount factor r`n~{(v~)~tt can extend the efficient
set by buying the mutual fund under consideration if and only if ~(r~ (v) ) a; or sell the mutual
fund, if possible, if and only if ~(n~(v) c-b,. As may be clear, it is straightforward to adjust
(3.8) and ( 3.9) when we impose short sales restrictions on a number of the benchmark assets as
well as on the mutual funds under consideration. The empirical implications of incorporating
transaction costs will become clear in the next section where we test for diversification benefits
by including mutual funds into the initial portfolio.

' The transaction costs a; ~ 0 and 6, ~ 0 can be interpreted as the ask and bid spread as a percentage of the
price P,,~ when buying or selling assets.
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3.4 Testing for Spanning and Intersection in case of Market

Frictions

The optimal weights reported in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 for the benchmark assets as well as the

mutual fund are based on the point estimates of Table 3.1. Consequently, estimation errors in

these parameters affect the possible diversification benefits by including the mutual funds into

the portfolio. In order to test whether the diversification benefit that can be obtained from

including a mutual fund~ with return vector r, fl to the initial set of benchmark assets with

return vector Rt}i is sígnificant, we want to test the hypothesis

E[m(v)~ftrrft] - 1. (3.10)

Recall that this corresponds to testing for a shift in the mean-variance efficient frontier. As is

well known by now this test can be based on the regression equation

r~tt - a, ~- BR,rti f ~tft, (3.11)

with E[~t~l] - 0 and E[e~~l R,}1] - 0. Ignoring market frictions, spanning implies that o. - 0

and Bch - 1 - 0, and intersection of the extended mean-variance frontier and the mean-

variance frontier of the original K assets implies that a,v f (Br.h. - 1) - 0 for a given value ~~

(Huberman and Kandel [1987], Bekaert and Urias [1996]). This test for mean-variance span-

ning can easily be extended for investors with other utility functions as shown by DeRoon, Nij-

man and Werker [1996]. Alternatively, GMM-tests can be used to test for intersection and span-

ning ( see DeSantis [1994], Hansen, Heaton and Luttmer [1995] and Chen and Knez [1996]).

Interpreting the outcome of this test in light of ( 3.3), spanning implies that no investors can ex-

tend their efficient set by taking a position in the mutual fund, while intersection means that

only a particular group, i.e. the group with a stochastic discount factor with expectation t~, can-

not extend the efficient set of assets.

As shown by DeRoon, Nijman and Werker [1998], a test for a shift in the mean-variance

frontier subject to short sales constraints can be implemented in a regression framework as

well. Recall that the restricted mean-variance frontier consists of P segments of unrestricted

mean-variance frontiers. This means that intersection between the initial and extended mean-

variance frontiers can occur at P different unrestricted frontiers. Since the assets in the mean-

variance portfolios on such a segment of the frontier coincide with the subset of L assets for

which the short sales constraints are not binding in the restricted problem, and a stochastic

6 The tests can easily be extended to the inclusion of a set ofN mutual funds.
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discount factor ~n1~( ~~),~ t is a linear function of the corresponding subvector R;~~~ only, implies
that we can estimate the following P regressions

sttt - a(v) ~ B(p)
j~ift ~ Eitt ~

and test whether

(3.12)

Q~P)7~ ~ l~~Y)L~P~ - I) ~ n (3.1.J)

holds for one value of ~~. If (3.13) holds forl all ~~ then the initial set of assets spans the extended
set of assets. The inequality sign in (3.13) has to be replaced by an equality sign when there
are no short sales restrictions on the additional assets.

Recall that a segment p of the restricted mean-variance frontier is bounded by two transition
points. Since intersection at these two transition points implies spanning at segment ~~ of the
restricted mean-variance frontier, a test for mean-variance spanning is equivalent to testing
whether (3.13) holds for two choices of ~~ corresponding to these two transition points. We will
denote the two values of v as: ~r~!',~n and ~~m~a~r, the minimum and maximum expectation of the
set of stoehastic discount factors that price the subset of L assets correctly. The value of ~~~;'~„
and t~~n~~ can be determined as the inverse of the zero beta rates corresponding to the transition
points bounding segment p of the restricted mean-variance frontier. Testing for spanning is
therefore equivalent to testing whether the following two inequality restrictions

a(~).t~(n)~ ~ ~B(P)~~~i - I) G 0 (3.14)
~~P)71~P~~ ~ (B~Y)~~P) - 1) G O

hold jointly for p- 1.. P. Thejoint one-sided inequality constraints can be tested with the Wald
test under inequality constraints.

It is straightforward to show that a comparable regression framework as under short sales
constraints only can be used for testing for a shift in the mean-variance frontier with transac-
tion costs incorporated. Recall that R,~~t denotes a L-dimensional subvector of the net return
vector R,~1 for which the constraints on the long and short position are not binding, then a test
for mean-variance spanning when also transaction costs are incorporated, can be based upon
whether in the f' regressions

~c~t - a(n) ~ ~(n)Rifi ~ ~ift~ (3.15)

the following restrictions hold jointly:

-b~ G a~r'w(n)~ f(f3(P)r~~'i - I) G a (3.16),
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-b; G a(Y)7,~.náy ~(B(n)!(~) - 1) c a;

for p- 1...P, where a;, bti are the transaction costs for a long respectively short position in the
fund under consideration, adjusted for the length of the investment horizon.

The joint two-sided constraints involved in mean-variance spanning with transaction costs
can be tested using a Wald test. In case of a frictionless market, the Wald test statistic simply
has a~zrti. distribution. However, in case ofmarket frictions such as transaction costs and short

selling constraints, we have to deal with inequality constraints. Analogous to the derivation of
one-sided inequality constraints, as shown by, for instance, Kodde and Palm [1986J, the Wald

test statistic under two-sided inequality constraints:

~(71) - 7r1277.-b~GaJGa~(CYJ(27) - CYJ(7J))~Va'P(CYJ(7i)) ~ (CYJ(77) - [kJ(71)) ~3.17)

is asymptotically distributed as a mixture of X2 distributions, where the 2PN dimensional

vector àJ(7~) corresponds to the left hand side of(3.14) and the 2PN x 2P.N covariance matrix

Var(áJ(2~)) can be obtained from the restricted covariance matrix of the OLS-estimates of

(3.12).
In Tables 3.3 and 3.4 we present the outcomes of the test for mean-variance spanning in

a frictionless market for the two respectively four benchmark case. Note that we no longer
impose that an investor should invest all his wealth, implying that we assume that a risk free

asset with zero return is available~. This assumption implies that the upper bound for v is 1. A
lower bound for 2~ can be obtained as the inverse of the intercept of the asymptote of the mean-

variance frontier. It is straightforward to show that this intercept is equal to the expected return

on the global minimum variance portfolio of the benchmark assets, which appear to be 0.9400~0
and 0.8860~o for the two respectively four benchmark case.

In the two benchmark case it appears that the hypothesis of inean-variance spanning is re-

jected for eight mutual funds. "I'his means that these funds can signiticantly extend a widely

diversified international portfolio. When we extend the initial set of two assets to four bench-

mark assets, it appears that thirteen mutual funds give a significant extension of the investment

set. Note that a potential diversification benefit can also mean that an investor has to take a

short position in the mutual fund, i.e. a rejection of the spanning hypothesis can be caused by

out as well as underperformance of the fund. To illustrate whether investors have to take short

or long positions in the mutual funds for optimal diversification benefits, we computed for two

values of v, one corresponding with a portfolio located near the zero tangency portfolio and one

corresponding with a portfolio with an extreme high expected return, the performance measure

~ ft is not allowed to take a short position in a risk free asset with zero return.
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Table 3.3: Spanning and Intersection Tes[s in the case o(two benchmark assets. The table reports the interval ol cxpccted
returns fiir ~ahich the hypothesis of interscction can bc r~jected as ~rell as the p-values associated with the Wald tests for
mean-variance spanning in a frictionlcss markct. fhc initial set of benchmark assets consists of the Morgan Stanlcy World
index and an equally weighted portfolio of Gurocurrency Deposits. Note that we do not impose that an investor should invest
all his wealth. The (f) in the column labelled as '7-t' indicates that an investor locatcd ncar the zero tangency portfolio takes a
long position in the fund for optimal di~crsification benefits, while a(t) in thc column labelled 'asy' means that also for vcry
high capected returns a long position in the fund is taken.

Two [3cnchmark As-sets
R~jcction Interval Spanning lèst

Mutual Intersection in (frictionless)
Fund Gxpected Rc[urns ( "~o) p-valuc z-t asy

Alliance Global Small. (0.526, 0.969) 0.000 (t) (-)
Alliance Intl. - 0.744 (-) (-)
[3ailard.E3iehllntl. ( 0.933,0.991) 0.039 (-) (-)
Pirst Invest Global - 0.305 (t) (-)
Kemper IntL - 0.765 (-) (-)
Lexington World Wide (0.692, 0.983) 0.000 (t) (-)
Ncw Perspcctive (0.891, 1.025) 0.000 (t) (-)
OppenheimerGlobal - 0.810 (f) (-)
Phoenix WorldOpport. (OJ19,0.963) 0.000 (-) (-)
Pilot Kleinwort IntL - 0.5GG (-) (-)
Putnam Global Growth (0.938, 0.956) 0.121 (t) (t)
Scudderlntl. - 0.958 (t) (t)
T. Rowe Price Intl. - 0.283 (f) ({)
Templelon Growth (0.843, 1.090) Q000 (t) (-)
Templeton Small Cmp. (Q837,1.040) 0.000 (t) (-)
Templeton World (0.837, 1.037) Q000 (t) (-)
United Intl. Growth ( 0.930, 0.959) 0.078 (f) (t)
Vanguard Intl. Growth [0, 0.916) and ( 0.939, too) 0.116 (t) (f)

as given in (3.3). The (f)'s in the columns labelled 'z-t' in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 indicate that for
investors whose portfolio is located near the zero tangency portfolio the fund shows outper-
formance and investors can extend the ef~icient set by taking a long position in the fund under
consideration. Moreover, the (-~)'s in the columns labelled 'asy' in Table 3.3 mean that also for
very high expected returns, the funds still show outperformance and investors take a long po-
sition in the fund for optimal diversification benefits, while in the four benchmark case (Table
3.4) for very high expected returns only underperformance of the funds remains and investors
take short positions in the mutual funds for diversif7cation benefits.

The second column in the Tables 3.3 and 3.4 contain the intervals for the range ofexpected
return values of the initial portfolio for which the hypothesis of intersection will be rejected
in case there are no market frictions. For instance, in the four benchmark case. im~estors that
initially hold a portfolio with an expected monthly return between 0.7860~o and 0.9480~0 (i.e.
between 9.40~o and 11.40~o annually) have a diversification benefit by including the Templeton
World mutual fund. The rejection of the full spanning hypothesis is of course caused by the
fact that the two frontiers differ substantially for this region of expected returns. If the corre-
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Table 3.4: Spanning and Intersection Tests in the case of four benchmark assets. 'fhe tablc reports thc interval ol cspected

returns for which thc hypothesis of intersection can be rejected as well as the p-valucs assrxiated with the Wald test fnr

mean-variance spanning in a Irictionless market. The initial sct of bcnchmark assets consists of the Morgan Stanlcy USA.

Europe and lapan indices and an equally ~ceighted portfolio of l:urocurrency Deposits. Note that we do not impose that an

investor should invest all his weal[h. 'I'he (t) in the column labclled 'z-t' indicates that an investor locatcd ncar the zcro

tangcncy porifolio takes a long position in thc fund for optimal diversification benetits, while a(t) in the column labelled

'asy' mcans that also for very high expected returns a long position in the fund is [aken.

Four Bcnchmark Assels
R~jection ln[erval Spanning Test

Mutual Intersection in (frictionless)
Fund Expectnd Returns ("~o) p-value z-t asy

Alliance Global SmaIL [0,0.81I) and (0.932, foo) 0.067 (-) (-)
Alliancc IntL [0,0.829) and (0.879, too) 0.117 (-) (-)
Bailard.Biehl IntL (0.895, 1.168) Q003 (-) (-)
First Invest Global (0.795, 0.897) 0.039 (-) (-)
Kemper Intl. (0.552, 0.923) 0.000 (f) (-)
Lexington World Wide [0.0.447) and (0.886, toe) 0.035 (-) (-)
New Perspective (0.843,0.924) 0.024 (t) (-)
Oppenheimer Global - 0.819 (-) (-)
Phoenix WorldOpport. [0,0.961) and (1.531,foo) 0.146 (-) (-)
Pilot Kleinwort 1ntL (0.902, 1.632) 0.002 (-) (-)
Putnam Global Growth (0.857, 0.982) U.I17 (t) (-)
Scudderlntl. (0.761,0.911) 0.007 (t) (-)
T Rowe Price lntl. (0.827.0.911) 0.029 (t) (-)
Templeton Growth (0.786.0.957) 0.000 (t) (-)
Templeton Small Cmp. (0.779, 0.966) 0.000 (t) (-)
Tcmpleton World (0.786,0.948) 0.000 (t) (-)
United IntL Growth (0.800,0.932) 0.002 (f) (-)
vanguard Intl. Growth (0.843,0.918) U.032 (t) (-)

sponding entry in the column is empty, intersection cannot be rejected for any choice of the ex-

pected return.
In order to analyze the impact of frictions we first ofall present the mean-variance spanning

tests imposing transaction costs. In order to test the hypothesis whether it is efficient to im'est

directly in international assets or to buy an internationally diversified mutual fund, we also as-

sume that there are transaction costs involved in taking a position in the benchmark assets. Fol-

lowing Luttmer [1996] we impose transaction costs for the benchmark assets that equal O.So~o

for buying as well as selling. In Table 3.5 we present for the case of two benchmark assets, the

transaction costs a mutual fund may charge such that the hypothesis of inean-variance span-

ning is just rejected at the So~o level for different investment horizons. [t appears that for an in-

vestment horizon of only one month all the mutual funds in the sample give a diversification

benefit in the case of two benchmark assets when we incorporate transaction costs. This can

probably be explained by the fact that we fixed the transaction costs for the benchmark assets

at O.So~o for buying as well as selling, which makes these assets relatively expensive compared

to the mutual funds. For holding periods of more than six months only seven mutual funds
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Table 3.5: Spanning Tests imposing transaction costs. l he table shows the transaction costs a fund may charge such that the
hypothcsis of inean-variancc ,pannine is just r~jccted at the Sob Icvcl lor various invcstment horirons. fhc initial bcnchmark
assets are the Morgan Stanley Wíxld index and an equally weighted ponlblio of Burocurrency Deposits.

Mutual
Fund

Holding Pcriod (in months)
I 6 12 IR 24 30 36

Alliancc Global Small. OAO 0.95 200 3.10 4.15 5.30 ~6.00
Alliance Intl. 0.4U - - - - - .
Bailard,Biehllntl. 0.15 - - - - - -
Pirst Invcst Global 0.35 - - - - - -
Kemper IntL 0.30 - - - - - -
Leiington World Wide 0.55 I.IS 2.45 3.79 5.00 )6.00 ~6.(lU
New Perspective 0.80 0.90 1.30 1.90 2.45 3.10 3.75
Oppenheimer Global 0.45 - - - - - -
Phoenix Wbrld Opport. 0.20 0.65 1.45 2.25 3.05 3.90 4.70
Pilot Kleimvort Intl. 0.30 - - - - - -
Putnam Glohal Growth Q70 - - - - - -
Scudder Intl. 0.45 - - - - - -
T Rowe Price Intl. 0.60 - - - - - -
Tèmpleton Growth 0.90 1.55 2.65 3.90 5.20 ~6.00 )6.00
Templeton Small Cmp. I.00 1.70 3.15 4.70 ~6.00 16.00 ~6.00
Templeton World 0.95 1.45 2.60 3.90 5.20 )6.00 ~6.00
United Intl. Growth 0.60 - - - - - -
Vanguard Intl. Grow[h 0.60 - - - - - -

give a significant improvement in the risk-return trade-off. An empty entry in a column indi-
cates that the fund does not provide any diversification benefits, even in case of zero transac-
tion costs. Comparing the outcomes of Table 3.5 to the actual load-fees that the funds charge,
it appears that an investment horizon (holding period) of about two years is required to have a
significant improvement in the risk-return trade-off.. An exception is Lexington World Wide,
which can be marked as a no-load fund, that gives diversification benefits for all the holding
periods by including it in the investor's portfolio.

In Table 3.6 we present the outcomes of the test for mean-variance spanning imposing short
sales restrictions on the Morgan Stanley World, USA, Europe and Japan indices as well as the
mutual fund under consideration. We do not impose a short sales restriction on the Eurocur-
rency Deposits portfolio.

[t appears that in the case of two benchmark assets, the hypothesis of inean-variance span-
ning under short sales restrictions is rejected for four mutual funds, indicating that these funds
still show outperformance. Consequently, investors who own a portfolio with predetermined
country weight allocation can improve their portfolio's risk-return trade-off by including one
of these mutual funds. However, in the case of four benchmark assets the hypothesis of inean-
variance spanning is not rejected anymore. Apparently, the combination of short sales restric-
tions on the benchmark assets as well as on the mutual funds makes the diversification benefit
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Table 3.6: Spanning Tests under short sales eonstraints. The tablc reports the Wald tcst statistic under inequalih' constraints
and the corresponding p-value fiir mean-variance spanning. Note that we do not impose short sales restrictions on thc currenc}'
hedgc portfi~lio in both scts ot'bcnchmark assels.

Mutual
Pund

11vo 13enchmark
Assets
p-value

hour ncnchmark
Asscts

p-valuc
Alliancc Global SmaIL Q522 0.747
Alliancc Intl. 0.912 0.817
13ailard.i3iehllntl. 0.713 0.802
Pirst Invest Global 0.552 0.845
Kcmper Intl. I.000 0.734
Lexineton World Wide 0.228 0.792
New Perspcctive 0.017 0.487
OppcnhcimerGlobal 0.435 Q923
Phoenix World Opport. 0.567 0.744
Pilot Kleimvort Intl. 0.773 0.725
Putnam Global Growth 0.164 U.743
Scuddcr Intl. 0.505 0.806
I' Rowe Price Intl. 0.299 2671

lèmpletun Growth 0.002 0.291
Templcton Small Cmp. 0.006 0.189
lcmplcton World 0.002 0.3G8
Unitcd Intl. Growth 0.187 0.500
Vanguard Intl. Growth 0.228 O.d9i

that appeared to be present in the frictionless market disappear completely. Moreover, the out-

performance present in the two benchmark case is for portfolios with efficient country weight

allocation not present anymore. So, although Figure 3.2 suggested that a mean-variance opti-

mizing investor takes a long position in the Templeton World fund, it appears that there is not a

significant diversification benefit by taking a long position in the mutual fund after imposing

short salcs constraints.

3.5 Conditional Performance Evaluation

Recent studies show that returns on stocks and bonds are predictable over time (see e.g., Fer-

son and Harvey [1993], Keim and Stambaugh [1986]). Time-varying expected returns and

(co)variances imply time-varying mean-variance frontiers. Consequently, mean-variance op-
timizing investors will dynamically adjust their portfolios because of the changing economic

conditions. Therefore it can be the case that under certain economic conditions there are di-
versification benefits for a mean-variance optimizing investor by including additional assets

into his portfolio while under different circumstances these benefits are absent. The implica-
tion for performance evaluation of mutual funds is, as advocated in recent papers of Ferson and
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Schadt [ 1996] and Chen and Knez [ 1996], that the evaluation should be conditional upon the

state of the economy. The aim of conditional performance evaluation is to distinguish mutual

funds with real timing or selection ability of the fund manager from managed portfolio strate-

gies that can be replicated using publicly available information.

[n previous sections we assumed that the expected returns on the assets and the correspond-

ing (co)variances are constant over time. We will now relax this assumption. Let us first of

all consider the case of a frictionless market in conditional performance evaluation of mutual

funds. Using a set of information variables z,, supposed to rcflect the state of the economy, a

test for conditional mean-variance spanning can be based on the following regression:

r'r.fi -~ f ry'zr~ f BRr~fi f~~ti. (3.18)

One can easily test for mean-variance spanning for arbitrary values of the information variables

z~ as well as for mean-variance spanning for specific values ofz, (see Appendix 3.A for further
details). The tirst case coincides with a, - y- 0 and f3r.h. - 1 - 0, while the second case holds

for ~z --7'z, and Bi~; - 1- 0. Alternatively, one can incorporate conditional information by
adding so-called scaled returns to the regression equation (3.18) (see, e.g. Cochrane [1997],

Bekeart and Urias [1996]). However, the disadvantage of this method of conditional perfor-
mance evaluation is the dimensionality problem that arises in estimating and testing when the

set of information variables or the set of initial benchmark assets is large.
Following previous studies on conditional performance evaluation (see, Ferson and Schadt

[1996] and Chen and Knez [1996]) we use the following set of information variables: 1) the
lagged level of the one-month Tbill yield, 2) the lagged dividend yield on the Morgan Stanley
World index (in the two benchmark case), 3) the lagged term spread measured as the difference
between a constant maturity 10-year bond yield and a constant maturity 1-year bond yield and
4) a dummy for the month of January.

Since rejection of the hypothesis of inean-variance spanning for arbitrary values of the infor-

mation variables z, does not imply that mean-variance spanning is absent under specific eco-

nomic circumstances, we consider only tests for the hypothesis of inean-variance spanning un-

der a number of sets of specific values for the information variables lagged Tbill yield, lagged

dividend yield and lagged term spread. Moreover, we examine whether it affects the diversi-

fication benefits when these specific economic circumstances occur in the month January or

in the other months of the year In Table 3.7 we report outcomes for tests of the hypothesis

of inean-variance spanning in a frictionless market, conditional upon three different sets of in-

formation variables, when the initial set of assets consist of the Morgan Stanley World and the

currency hedge portfolio, i.e. the two benchmark case.
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Table 3.7: Conditional Spanning Tests in a frictionless market. The tablc reports outcomes o( a test for conditional
mean-variancc spanning ignoring markct frictions, in thc casc o(tuo bcnchmark asscts, fbr spccific valucs of thc information
variables. Panel A of the table reports a number of sets of specific values fix the inRxmation variables and their average
value (between parentheses) uver the samplc period 1982-1994. Pancl 13 reports the p-values associated with thc Wald test Ihr
mcan-variance spanning in a frictionless market conditonal upon the values for the information variables.

Panel A: specific values information variables (annualized)
variable (average) sct I sct 2 set 3
Term spread (1.60~0) U.4o~o U.4oro I.óoro I.6o~o 1.6"r 1.óoro
Month Januarv Other lanuarv Other Januarv Other
Tbi I I yi e Id( 6.0"ro) 6.Ooro 6.Ooio 6.Ooio 6.Oo~o 2.4oro 2.4oro
D i v y ield ( 3. I oro) 3.10~0 3.1 "ro 3. I or 3. I oií, 3. I oro 3. I oro
Panel B: p-values mean-variance spanning tests in frictionless market

Mu[ual Fund
Alliance Global SmaIL 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.OOU 0.000 Q000
Alliancc Intl. 0.431 0.813 0.367 (LR30 U.429 0.767
l3ailard,[iiehllntl. 0.009 0.030 0.014 0.038 0.007 0.021
First Invest Global 0.010 0.208 0.034 0.277 0.070 U.370
Kempcr Intl. 0.274 0.648 0.131 0.651 0.376 0.652
Lerington World Wide 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 (1.000
New Perspective 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.U00 U.UUO
Oppenheimer Global 0.132 0.015 0.67U U.105 0.105 0.031
Phoenis World Opport. 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 OA00
PilotKleinwortlntl. 0.821 U.787 O.R14 0.590 O.RIS 0.794
Putnam Global Grow[h 0.107 0.119 0.101 0.09R 0. I I~ 0. I 18
Scuddcr Intl. 0.957 Q942 O.R67 0.96U 0.9~4 0.981
T Rowe Price Intl. 0.383 Q246 0.186 0.224 0.426 0.317
Templeton Growth 0.000 0.000 0.(100 0.00(I O.OUO 0.000
Templeton Small Cmp. Q000 (1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Templeton World 0.000 0.000 Q000 0.00(I U.000 (L000
Unitcd IntL Gro~~~th 0.051 0.015 0.063 0.022 0.023 0.004

~ bán~-uord IntL Gro~~th 0.160 0.186 0.119 U.112 U.186 U,194

Table 3.7 indicates that under specitic economic circumstances some mutual funds give
diversification benefits while these are absent in other circumstances. Moreover, some mutual
funds only provide investors with an improved risk-return trade-off in January while in the rest
of the year the fund does not give any diversification benefits. For instance, First Invest Global
gives diversification benefits in January conditional upon information set 1 and 2, i.e. the term
spread equal to or lower than the average value and the Tbill yield and Dividend yield equal
to the average value over the period 1982-1994. However, when the Tbill yield is below the
average over the sample period (set 3) then the fund does not give an improvement in the risk-
return trade-off in any of the months. If we compare the outcomes of the conditional mean-
variance spanning test with the unconditional mean-variance spanning test (Table 3.3) then it
appears that, not surprisingly, outperformance is found roughly for the same funds but that for
some funds (First Invest Global, Oppenheimer Global) distinction can be made when the fund
under- or outperforms.
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Similar to the unconditional mean-variance spanning tests, conditional mean-variance span-

ning tests with market frictions incorporated can be based upon a regression framework (see

Appendix 3.A for further details). In case of transaction costs, a test for conditional mean-

variance spatming can now be based on testing whether in the P regressions

rr~ft - a(v) ..} ,~(v)~ze f Btr'~Rift f~itt (3-19)

the following restrictions hold jointly:

-bi C a.(r)z~~nd„ ~-7(v)'zv(r~) ~~B(P)c~i'~ - 1) C a., (3.20)

-b~ G a(n)7,(P)r f ry(n)~z.n~nár ~(B(n)r.b') - 1) G ri~

for ~~ - 1...P, where ~ denotes a specific choice for the information variables, I~~~~l is, as be-

fore, the L-dimensional net return vector of the initial assets for which the constraints on the

long and short position are not binding, r~~;,';,, and i~~;',,. are the inverses of the zero beta rates

corresponding to transition points bounding segment ~~ of the conditional mean-variance fron-

tier and a„ h; are the transaction costs im~olved in taking a long respectively short position.

The joint constraints in (3.20) can be tested with the Wald test under two-sided inequality con-

straints given in (3.17).

Comparable with the unconditional case, we impose transaction costs for the benchmark

assets that equal O.So~o for buying as well as selling. Tàking a position in the currency hedge

portfolio is assumed to be free of charge. In contrast to the unconditional case, we now fix

the total transaction costs involved in taking a long or short position in the mutual fund at

0.50~0, and we test whether under specific economic circumstances, z, a mutual fund provides

diversification benefits in the case of two benchmark assets. Note that we consider only an

investment horizon (holding period) of one month. Table 3.8 presents the outcomes for the

conditional mean-variance spanning tests with transaction costs incorporated.

It appears that in case of~ transaction costs the potential diversification benefits are rather

sensitive for the specific values of the information variables z. For instance, when the term

spread, Tbill yield and dividend yield are almost equal to their average value over the sample

period (set 2), only two mutual funds give an improvement in the risk-return trade-off in Janu-

ary. However, in the other months of the year, ten mutual funds show a significant shift in the

conditional mean-variance frontier A similar pattern is observed for other values of the infor-

mation variables z, suggesting that a dynamic trading strategy of taking a position in the mu-

tual funds under consideration in eleven months of the year, and not having a position in the

mutual funds in January, gives optimal diversification benefits.
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Table 3.8: Conditional Spanning Tests imposing transaction costs. fhc lablc rcports outcomcs of a test lor conditional
mcan-variance spanning where transactiun costs of 0.5 arc takcn into account, in the case of two benchmark assets. lor specitic
values of the intbrmation variahlcs. Pancl A of the tablc reports a numbcr of sets of specific values for the information variables
and their averaec value Ihetwcen parcntheses) ovcr thc sample period 1982-1994. Panel [3 repons the p-values associated with
the W'ald tcst uncicr h~o-sidcd inequality constraints for mean-variance spanning conditional upon lhe corresponding sct ofthc
informrnion ~ariahlrs.

Panel A: specitïc values infbrmation variables (annualized)
Variable (averagc) set 1 set 2 set 3
fcrm spread ( I.64-0) 0.4"ro 0.4or I.óoro I.6"ió I.óor L6o~o
Month January Othcr January Othcr January nther
fbill yicld (6.Ooro) 6.0"ro ó.ooro 6.o"ro 6.ooro 2.4"ro 2.4r
Div yield (3.1"r) 3.1 ro 3.14io 3.loió 3.loi 3.loio 3.1"~0
Panel [3: p-values mean-variance spanning tests ~tith transaction costs

Mutual Pund

Alliancc Global Small. 0.257 0.154 0.367 0.055 0.193 0.155
Alliancc Intl. I.000 0.724 I.000 0.142 0.990 0.943
[3ailard.C3ichllntl. 0.632 0.997 0.943 0.748 0.394 0.857
FirstlmestGlobal 0.002 Q106 O.oll 0.373 0.049 0.527
Kemper IntL L000 0.461 I.000 0.088 L000 0.587
Le~ington World Widc 0.284 0.018 0.612 0.002 0.105 0.014
Ncw Pcrspcctive 0.153 0.006 0.426 0.000 0.219 0.04I
Oppenhcimcr Global 0.047 0.000 0.425 0.006 OA43 0.003
Phoenix World Opport. 0.417 0.423 0.377 Q I 14 0.147 0.119
Pilot Klcinuort Intl. 0.887 0.790 0.841 0.372 0.941 0.906
Putnam Global Growth 0.969 0.278 0.948 0.002 0.923 0.396
Scudder Intl. 0.90R 0.416 0.968 0.069 0.953 0.624
T Ro~se Pricc Intl. L000 0.089 I.000 0.002 0.999 0.218
Templeton Gro~cth 0.276 0.037 Q313 0.00(1 0.214 0.0~4
lcmpleton Small Gnp. 0.009 0.002 0.034 O.OOU OA03 0.002
Templcton World 0.315 0.042 0.33~ 0.000 (1.19R 0.046
United Intl. Growth 0.374 O.ol2 0.715 U.001 0.110 0.005
~anguard IntL Growth I.o00 0.301 1.000 0.008 0.999 0.423

The final step is to incorporate short sales constraints on certain assets. Recall that short sales
constraints can be interpreted as extreme transaction costs that investors have to pay for taking a
short position in the assets under consideration. Therefore we can, similar to the unconditional
mean-variance spanning tests with short sales restrictions, estimate the following P regressions

ref I - a.(~) ~ ,~(~)~zt ~- B(n) ]~it)) f ~éft (3.21)

and test whether the following two inequality restrictions

a(n)t~(~)n ~,~(v)'zv(,ntn f(B(n)t~p) - 1) C 0 (3.22)

a(r)7~(~áz ~7(n)~zv(ráá~ -I- (13(n)t~p) - 1) C 0

hold jointly for p- 1...P. The interpretation of v~p~n and t~(,~a,r is similar to the one in (3.20).
Note that the inequality sign in (3.22) has to be replaced by an equality sign when there are no
short sales constraints on the additional assets. The joint constraints (3.22) can be tested using
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the Wald test under one-sided inequality constraints (see, for instance, DeRoon, Nijman and

Werker [1998]). Table 3.9 presents the outcomes for the conditional mean-variance spanning
tests when we imposc short sales constraints on the Morgan Stanley World index and the fund

wlder consideration.

Table 3.9: Conditional Spanning Tes[s with shor[ sales restrictions. Ihe tablc repurts outcnmes of a test lor restricted
condi[ional mean-variance spanning. in thc case of hvo benehmark asscts, for speciPic values of the information variables.
Note that we do not impose short sales restrictions on the currency hcdge portfolio. Pancl A of the [able reports a numbcr
of sets of specific values for the infonnation variables and their avcrage value (betwcen parentheses) over the sample period
1982-1994. Panel B reports [he p-values associatcd wi[h the Wald [est under one-sidcd inequalit} constraints on mcan-variance
spanning condi[ional upon the corresponding sct of the information variables

Panel A: specific values information variables (annualizcd)
Uariable (average) set I set 2 set 3
Temtspread(1.6oro) 0.4"ro 0.4r I.boro L64~o 1.6~o L6"r
Month lanuary Other lanuary Other lanuary Othcr
Tbill}'ield(6.Ooro) 6.04ó 6.Oor 6.Or 6.0~ 2.4~ 2.40~0
Divvield(3.loro) 3.1"ro 3.1"ió 3.l0~0 3.l0~0 3.l00 3.larn
Pancl B: p-values mean-variance spa nning te sts with short salcs constraints

Mutual Fund

Alliance Global Small. 0.165 (I.146 0.259 0.312 0.108 0.119
Alliance IntL Q580 0.995 0.637 0.903 0.623 0.615
Bailard.Biehllntl. 0.516 0.572 0.542 0.576 Q510 0.515
Pirst Invest Global 0.002 0.124 0.016 0.773 0.033 0.357
Kemper Intl. 0.618 0.386 Q553 0.358 0.653 0.380
Lexington World Wide 0.153 0.024 0.403 0.041 0.052 0.007
New Perspective 0.120 0.010 0.320 0.006 0.142 0.037
Oppcnheimer Global 0.039 0.002 0.317 0.095 0.023 0.004
Phoenia World Opport. 0.245 0.320 0.255 0.320 0.065 0.077
Pilot Kleimvor[ Intl. 0.880 0.646 0.873 0.769 0.882 0.953
Putnam Global Growth O.R28 0.344 0.744 0.139 0.851 U.312
Scudder IntL 0.899 0.378 0.805 0.444 0.893 0.439
T Rowc Pricc Intl. Q8I2 0.132 0.596 0.120 0.773 0.200
Templeton Growth 0.164 0.040 0.224 0.001 0.122 4040
Templeton Small Cmp. 0.008 0.003 0.024 0.001 0.004 0.001
Templnton World 0.188 0.058 0.230 0.003 p.114 0.03R
United Intl. Growth 0.238 0.024 0.970 Q021 0.062 0.006
Uaneuard IntL Growth 0.696 0.272 0.59G U.155 0 762 U.318

It appears that, similar to the case of conditional mean-variance spanning with transaction
costs incorporated, mutual funds provide less diversification benefits in January compared to
the rest of the year. Recall that the diversification benefits present in the conditional mean-

variance spanning with transaction costs incorporated can be due to out as well as underper-
formance of the fund. Moreover, to have an improvement in the risk-return trade-off of his

initial portfolio it can also mean that the investor has to take a short position in some of the
benchmark assets. The combination of short sales restrictions on the mutual funds as well as

on some of the benchmark assets therefore leads to less diversification benefits of the mutual
funds compared to the case of transaction costs only.
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3.6 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we examined whether internationally investing U.S. based mutual funds can ex-

tend an investor's efficient investment set. [t appears that the answer to this question depends
first of all on the assumed set of benchmark assets supposed to reflect the current portfolio

choice, and secondly, on the assumption of a frictionless market. Using simple linear regres-

sions we tested for mean-variance spanning in a frictionless as well as a market with transac-
tion costs and short sales restrictions incorporated. Furthermore, it has been shown that these

tests for mean-variance spanning are closely related to the issue ofperformance evaluation of

mutual funds.
A risk-averse mean-variance optimizing investor that initially holds a widely diversified in-

ternational portfolio with predetermined country weight allocation and considers to extend his

portfolio with an internationally diversified mutual fund can improve his portfolio risk-return

trade-off by taking long or short positions in the mutual funds. Although transaction costs and

short sales constraints reduce the set ofmutual funds that give potential diversification beneiits,

an extension of the portfolio with an internationally investing mutual fund is still worthwhile.

Alternatively, this can be interpreted that even afrer imposing transaction costs and short sales

constraints some mutual funds still show outperformance for investors with an investment strat-

egy with predetermined country weight allocation. However, most mean-variance optimizing

investors that already own an internationally diversified portfolio with efficient country weight

allocation can only have an improvement in the risk-return trade-off by taking short positions

in the mutual funds. Consequently, incorporating short sales restrictions seriously affects these

potential diversification benefits for this group of the investing public. Moreover, it means that

internationally diversified mutual funds do not show outperformance for investors that already

own a diversified portfolio of international stocks with ef~icient country weight allocation.
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Appendix 3.A

Testing for Conditional Mean-Variance Spanning

In this appendix we show how to test for mean-variance spanning in a frictionless as well as

a market with short sales constraints and transaction costs when we incorporate conditional

information. Recall that in a frictionless market there exists a stochastic discount factor .1l,rr

surh that

E[lllrtt~rtr~Ir] - rr.. (A.l )

where r~~ is a K-vector of ones and Ir is the public information set available at time t. Denote

vr as a set of information variables, including a constant, supposed to retlect the state of the

economv, and assume that

~E 1?eti~zr - ?'azt,
rE rrtt~ze] - 7rzr-

The mean-variance stochastic discount factor m.(r~),}1 given by

m(~')rft - v, f cr(~!)'(I~rt, - E[Rrfi~4r]),

with

(A.2)

a(r,) - Var[Rr~t ~zr]-i(ch. - i'E[j~tft ~zt])

has the lowest variance of all stochastic discount factors with expectation T~ that price Rr} r correctly.

Denote Vn.r[Rt~~ ~z,] as E~~ and Cor~[rrTt. ~rtr ~tir] as E,.r{. Now, a mean-variance optimizing

investor will not have a diversification benefit if the stochastic discount factor given in (A.2)
also prices the mutual fund's return r,~r correctly. This implies that

Et[~(v)rft~rrft]

~iry;.z, f E,.RERH(tK - t,y~zr)

(~Y~. - F~rR~.RR~R)~~zt ~ (~rR~RR~ti' - 1)

(A.3)

If this equality holds for one value of r, then there is intersection, while if (A.3) holds for all ~,

then there is spanning. [t is now straightforward to show that (~; - Er~E f;~~ryk) and ~, f?EFiFr
can consistently be estimated by the OLS estimates for ; and 13 in the following regression
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equation

r'~ft - 7~z, -~ 13Rrti f tr.tt, (A.4)

with E[~,tiz,] - E[-,tiR,T1~ - 0. Consequently, the hypothesis that there is intersection for

a given value of r~ and z, can be tested by testing

E,,[mR(~r)t- t~'ef1] G 1.

(A.5)

(A.6)

(A.7)

(A.8)

where rn.~~(~~,),t~ is the stochastic discount factor that prices the subset of L assets on segment

1~ of the restricted mean-variance frontier correctly. This implies that (A.3) generalizes to

(?'r - ~~á~aRP)~Rwz, f (~~á~r~f~P)~~k. - 1) G 0. (A.9)

As before, it is straightforward to show that (~; - z,; HE~~~~')yH) and E;"~E~{~~) can consistently
be estimated by the OLS estimates for ry~~'~ and I3~~'~ in the regression equation

rcti - ~.(n)~z~ f 13(n) j~i})i ~ ~rti. (A.10)

Recall that the restricted mean-variance frontier consists of P segments. Denote i~~~';n and i~~~nx

as the minimum and maximum expectation of the set of stochastic discount factors that price

the subset of L assets con-ectly, then testing for spanning for specific values of z, is therefore

equivalent to testing whether the following system of inequality restrictions

.~,~P)~,Z7~imin ~
(B~P)~jP) - 1~ G O (A.~1~

.),.iP)~z71~
,max ~

(BiP)~Tp) - 1) ~ n

7'z~~ f ( 13r.~~ - 1~ - ~,

and the hypothesis ofspanning for arbitrary values of z, can be tested by testing

~ - 0 and (Brk - 1) - O.

while spanning for specific values of z, occurs for

~'z - 0 and ( Br.ti - 1) - 0,

where z denotes a specific choice for the information variables.

When we incorporate short sales constraints (A.1) generalizes to

hold jointly for p- 1..P.
Comparable with the unconditional case, transaction costs can be handled by distinguishing

between the return on a short and a long position in the assets. Denote r~ - 1}n; and Tz - tIb,
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as the transaction costs involved in taking a long respectively short position in the assets, and
construct a 2K-dimensional vector l~,~i where the first It elements contain the net returns on
a long position and the second Ii elements the net returns on a short position in the benchmark
assets. Now it is straightforward to show that condition (A.8) can be generalized to

~S C Ee[~H(~'~~ttr'~ft~ C 7~, ~A.12)

where in.H(7~)~~t is the stochastic discount factor that prices the subset of L assets correctly,

and the inequality signs reflect the short and long sales constraints on the additional asset.

Substituting the expression for 7n~(v)~tt in (A.12) gives

- b,, C(~r -~~i~~Rá~)yn)vzr. f(E~a~Rá~)~x - 1) G a~, (A.13)

then a test for conditional mean-variance spanning for specific values of z, when also transac-
tion costs are incorporated can be based upon whether in the P regressions

rrft - 7(n)~z~ -f- B(pl j{rf)t ~ ~~tt,

the following restrictions hold jointly

(A.14)

-b,, G y(n)'z~~(,a~,~ ~
(B(z~)~~~) - 1~ C a,, (A.15)

-b~ G ry(P)~zv(~á~ ~(B(r)L~p) - 1~ G a~.



Chapter 4

Style Analysis and Performance

Evaluation of Dutch Mutual Funds

In thi.c chupter we show how style crnulysis qf mutucrl funcls cun fie used to circumvent the

profilem nf self-reported investment styles, cmd to improve relntive performcrnce evahration.

Sufisequently, we relate style unalysis to perfbrmunce evcrluution und present results on the

performunce of Dutch mutual funds. Mosi slrikin~~ly, Dulch mutual. funds thut mcrinly invest in

Netherlands eyuity show relative outperformcrnce of ihe pus.rive portfolio of inciicc.c reflectinR

the mutual,fàrnds investment style. Moreover, the scmae group qffimds provide cm ex(ension oj

the mean-vuriunce e~cient investment set fbr Dtuch inves7nrs, even afler tukinR short sules

resirictions into account, indicatin~ that a domestic market effect mi~ht he present.

4.1 Introduction

Differences in exposure to investment styles can explain a large part of the cross-sectional vari-
ation in mutual fund returns. Nevertheless, many investors and the financial press often simply
compare realized mutuai fund returns without taking differences in exposures into account. In
so-called relative performance evaluation, mutual fund returns are compared with each other
or with a benchmark asset covering the fund's investment style. Mutual fund managers that are
aware of this fact can improve the outcome of relative performance evaluation by investing in
securities that are not in accordance with their stated investment style or objective (see, Brown
and Goetzmann [1997]).

In order to avoid gaming of benchmark assets, return-based style analysis, introduced by
Sharpe [ 1992], can be used as an objective instrument to determine the mutual fund's invest-
ment style. After having determined the effective investment mix of a portfolio, performance
evaluation can be based simply on a comparison of the mutual fund's return with a similar pas-
sive portfolio of indices. Alternatively, it can be assumed that a mutual fund is exposed to one
investment style only that can be estimated from the data (see. Brown and Goetzmann [ 1997]).
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In this chapter we focus on the performance of Dutch mutual funds over the period January

1990 through June 1997. We take equity as well as fixed income funds into account, and we
will evaluate the performances of these funds on a relative as well as on a risk-adjusted basis.
We will consider the question whether a Dutch investor can extend his mean-variance efficient

set by investing in Dutch mutual funds with respect to a set of passive indices. Moreover, we
show under which assumptions relative performance evaluation and performance evaluation on
a risk-adjusted basis lead to similar conclusions about the potential ability of the fund managers.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 we motivate the use
of style analysis in mutual fund performance evaluation. Section 4.3 analyzes the investment

styles and the relative performance of the sample ofDutch mutual funds. Moreover, we present

some descriptive statistics for the sample of Dutch mutual funds that we employ. Section 4.4

evaluates fund performances on a risk-adjusted basis and answers the question whether mean-

variance investors can improve the risk-return trade-off by taking a position in a Dutch mutual

fund. ln Section 4.5 we take short sales constraints into account, and we analyze the impact of

these constraints on mutual fund performance evaluation. Finally, Section 4.6 concludes.

4.2 Return-based Style Analysis

Portfolio managers are often restricted to hold assets in a well-defined number of asset classes

and are frequently limited to little or no leverage. One of the key determinants of a mutual

funds' return is the asset allocation of the manager For instance, for a mutual fund that pri-

marily invests in equity this can mean that the management has to decide about the sectorial

and regional allocation of the stocks and on the part to invest in growth stocks and the part to

invest in value stocks.

As stressed by Brown and Goetzmann [ 1997], the self-reported investment style of the mu-
tual fund does not always correspond to the actual investment behaviour. Consequently, in rel-

ative performance evaluation some mutual fund returns are compared with benchmark asset

returns that do not correspond to the fund's actual investment style, possibly leading to a bet-

ter relative mutual fund performance. As shown by, for instance, Sirri and Tufano [1997], in-

dividual investors select funds on prior performance information, investing more in funds that

performed well over the last period. It is hard to judge whether fund managers are gaming rel-

ative performance evaluation on purpose or that there are other reasons for the observed mis-

classification. However, the impact on performance evaluation is the same.
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Return-based style analysis (see, e.g. Sharpe [1992]), is an instrumcnt to determine the
exposure of a mutual fund to a number of major asset classes. To accomplish this task the
following asset class model can be used

h"

~r'r ~t - a f~ h~ Rkr f i-1- ur t r, (4.1)
k-1

where r,~l denotes the return on a mutual fund, fí is the number ofasset class factors, bk. is the
sensitivity of rr ft to the factor-mimicking portfolio RA., f t and ur fl is the idiosyncratic fund
return, independent of all factor-mimicking returns. One of the main characteristics of asset
class models is that the sensitivities are required to sum to ], and should be larger than or equal
to zero. The first characteristic implies that ~k-1 b~ R~ r ~ r can be interpreted as the return on a
passive portfolio with the same investment style as the mutual fund. The second characteristic
reflects the short selling restrictions often present for mutual fund managers. The constant a. can
be interpreted as the average tracking error between the mutual fund and the passive portfolio.

The primary goal of style analysis is not to evaluate a mutual fund's performance but to find
a mimicking strategy that corresponds to the investment style of the mutual fund as closely as
possible. After having determined this strategy, the mutual fund return in the subsequent peri-
ods can be compared with this passive strategy. In that way, a part of the fund's return can be
assigned to investment style and a part can be assigned to active selection of the management.
Therefore, style analysis can be used to circumvent the problem of self-reported styles in rela-
tive performance evaluation, and moreover, can be accomplished using return data only.

One of the aims of performance evaluation is to detect whether the fund manager has cer-
tain abilities that makes the fund an attractive investment product, such that an investor can ex-
tend his efficient investment set by taking a position in the mutual funds under consideration.
Suppose that the return of a mutual fimd can be written as

~
rrtl - 2u I~rtt f ~rft, (4.2)

where ar~l ~ N(a, Ea) reflects the ability of the fund manager, R,~r is a fi-dimensional
vector of returns of asset classes and tu is the corresponding weight vector.

Reconsider the following regression equation:

reft - a f Blirti f ueft, (4.i)

where B is a row vector ofexposure coefficients to the K initial assets or asset classes and u,t 1
is the idiosyncratic error term that is uncorrelated with all K asset class returns. The constant a
is the parameter of interest and serves the purpose of ineasuring the potential ability of the fund
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manager. If we assume that the ability of the fund manager, n,~t, is independent of the return
on the lí asset classes R,rt then it is straightforward to show that B in (4.3) can be written as

B- Crn![iu'Rcfl f ~cft, Rcft] - w' 4.4
Va.r[Rcfl] ( )

implying that 13 reflects the weights in the asset classes. Moreover, under the same assumption.

Q- E[reft] - BE[Rctt] - E[ct'ctt] - a (4.5)

and that is the ability we are interested in. Consequently, under the assumption that the ability

of the fund manager is independent of the return on the asset classes, return-based style analysis
is an appropriate way to identify the potential ability of the fund manager.

4.3 Relative Performance Evaluation

The database that we employ contains 289 Dutch mutual funds, equity as well as fixed income

and other types of funds, and is provided by Micropal Inc. Following previous studies on per-

formance evaluation, we concentrate primarily on equity and fixed income funds. The sample

that we analyze starts in January 1990. In Table 4.1 we present the main investment regions for

the sample of funds as well as the number of funds with self-reported investment style corre-

sponding to these investment regions. It appears that since the end of the eighties the number

Table 4. I: Number of Funds per Investment Category and Size in guilders. fhe table reports Ihe numbcr of mutual funds
in existencc before ~~ear t per investment category. and the thc umount to managc, as reported in Dccembcr 1996.

~ear
imestment region

1990 1993 1997I06 Sizc
(in billion guilders)

European Equíty 5 9 10 2.9
RegionaVCountry 9 13 33 11.8
North American Equity 7 9 I I I.0
Netherlands F,quity 6 10 43 8.7
Intcrnational Equity 14 18 31 22.5
European Bonds 4 9 18 2.8
Netherlands mix~balanccd 5 9 II 2.4
Netherlands Guilder Bonds 8 21 45 12.5
International mixlbalanced 10 13 IS 5.2
International Bonds 13 17 24 23.2
total 81 128 241 93

offunds has grown enormously. During the last four years e.g., the number of funds has almost
doubled. The funds that primaril}~ invest in the Netherlands is the largest group, i.e. 99 out of
the total number of241. At the end of 1996, the total amount to manage is 47 billion guilders for
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equity funds and 46 billion guilders for fixed income funds. The largest equity fund is Robeco

(International Equity) and the largest tixed income fund is Rorento (International Bonds) with
10.5 and 7.4 billion guilders respectively under management at the end of 1996.

(n Panel A of Table 4.2 we present the average monthly return per investment category for

the sample of mutual funds. During the period 1990-1997~06 as well as the subperiod 1993-

Table 4?: Summary Statistics. Pancl A o(thc tablc prescnts thc avcragc monthly return as wcll as thc minimum and maxi-
mum return per invcsunent category. Pancl l3 reports the average monthh~ returns and the corrcsponding standard deviations
(hetween parenthesis) for the asset classes.

Panel :1: average monthly returns per investment catcgory
period I 990- I 99716 I 993- I 997~6
investment region mcan min mai mean min mas
I:uropean Equity 0.76 0.20 I.10 1.77 1.~30 2.78
RegionaVCountry Q1R -0.15 1.36 1.17 0.44 I.58
North Amcrican F:quity 1.24 U.69 2.10 I.58 0.9R 2.72
Nethcrlands Equity 1.46 1.1 i 1.68 1.94 0.69 2.46
Intcrnational Equiry 0.90 -0.1I 1.40 1.56 (1.48 22R
Europcan E3onds 0.79 0.61 1.15 0.73 0.33 1.68
Nethcrlands mixlbalanccd I.00 0.84 I.I2 1.25 0.43 1.57
Netherlands Guilder l3onds 0.52 0.25 0.75 0.51 0. I R (1.79
International mix~balanced 0.64 0.33 I.04 0.97 (1.56 1.43
International [3onds 0.61 0.40 0.79 0.62 0.27 1.38
Panel D: average monthly returns and standard deviations asset clas ses
MSCI europc ( Seurope) L09 (4.23) U3 (3.~5)
MSCI world ( Sworld) 0.89 (4.57) I.58 (3.91)
Sal. [3rothers G7 hond (Bworld) 0.80 ( 3.29) 0.84 (3.18)
C[3S stock indcx ( Sneth) 1.59 (3.91) 2.41 (3.781
CBS hond indca ([3ncth) 0.74 (0.9R) 0.71 (I.Od)
3-mnnth dcposit ( depos) 0.52 ((1.20) 0.38 (Q 12)

1997~07, the funds that primarily invest in Dutch equity have the highest average monthly

return, i.e. 1.460~o and 1.940~o respectively (approximately 17.So~o and 23.30~o annually).

In relative performance evaluation, the average return of a mutual fund is compared with a

benchmark that corresponds to the investment style. Panel B of Table 4.2 reports the average

monthly returns and the corresponding standard deviations for the following six asset classes

over two sample periods: three equity style indices: MSCI World equities, MSCI Europe eq-

uities, CBS Netherlands equities, two bond style indices: Salomon Brothers G7 bond index,

the CBS general bond index and a three-month Dutch currency deposit. Looking at the results

in Table 4.2 it appears that on average, for instance, Dutch mutual funds with main investment

objective 'Netherlands Equity' (mderperform the corresponding Dutch stock index by 0.130~0

over the period 1990-1997I06, while over the subperiod 1993-1997I06 this underperformance

increases to 0.470~0. However, the average fund with investment objective 'International Equi-

ty' hardly shows under- or outperformance of the MSCI World index.
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An explanation for the underperformance of the mutual funds might be that the mutual funds
hold a cash position as well. One of the reasons for having such a liquidity position is that
mutual funds can quickly respond to investors who sell their share in the mutual fund, without
having to sell a corresponding part of the mutual fund's portfolio immediately. Therefore, a
direct comparison between the return on the fund and the return on the index corresponding
to the self-reported style is somewhat unfair. Style analysis will be used to circumvent this
problem. Moreover, as mentioned by Brown and Goetzmann [ 1997], fund managers can easily
mislead relative performance evaluation by investing in assets classes or parts of the world that
are not in accordance with their reported investment style.

In order to examine whether the reported investment style coincides with the actual style, we
apply return-based style analysis using the six style indices introduced above. Note that these
indices can be interpreted as factor-mimicking portfolios for the factors that drive asset returns.
In Table 4.3 we present a weighted average exposure for the main investment categories which
is obtained by estimating the constrained regression equation (4.1) for the sample of Dutch
equity funds. The weight of a fund in the computation of the weighted average is determined
by the size of the fund as reported at the end of 1996.

Table 4.3: Estimated Exposures. 1"he table shows the weighted-average estimated style of Dutch cyuiq funds (in the colums
labellcd 'avg(wgt)') for five selt-reported investment categories over the pcriods 1990-1997I06 and 1993-1997~06. The weight
of the tund is determined by the size of the fund at tho end of 1996. l he colums labclled 'max' report the maximmn estimated
ezposure of a fund in this investment category to a stylc index, whilc the column 'nr' reports the number of funds in the
invesunent category that are exposed to a style index. fhe estima[c (or a is in `7 pcr month, while thc number of funds behind
the estimate tór a is the total number of funds in thc investment categon~.

Im~estment 1?uropcan Regional North American
Region cq uíty cq uity cq ui[y

period 1990 - 1997106
avg(wgt) max nr avg(wgt) max nr avg(wgt) max nr

a -0.23 -O.OÓ 5 Q03 O.I7 9 0.40 1.19 7
Scurope 0.59 0.76 4 0.26 0.41 3 0.04 0.22 2
Sworld 0.02 0.03 2 0.51 1.00 9 0.32 0.59 5
F3world 0.00 (1.09 I 0.08 0.18 2 0.4G 0.78 6
Sneth 0.27 0.57 5 0.13 0.42 3 0.14 0.18 4
l3neth 0.07 0.43 3 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0
depos 0.05 0.23 5 0.02 0.17 3 0.05 0.94 2
R 0.69 0.82 0.54 0.63 0.43 0.68
period 1993 - 1997~06
a 0.05 1.17 9 -0.45 -0.06 13 0.1(1 2.35 9
Seurope 0.66 0.85 9 0.17 0.88 4 0.09 0.30 5
Sworld 0.09 0.84 7 0.77 I.00 10 0.20 0.91 7
Li~aorld 0.00 0.09 2 0.00 0.30 1 0.34 0.58 8
Sneth 0.15 0.32 5 0.06 0.31 3 0.30 0.44 7
E3ncth 0.00 Q00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0
depos 0.10 0.54 8 0.00 0.13 4 0.08 I.00 5
R 0.7~ 0.94 0.39 0.63 0.58 0.77
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~ablc 4.3 continucd

Invesunent Netherlands International
Rcgion cq uit} cq uity

pcriod 1990 - 1997~06
avg(wgp max nr avg(wgQ mux nr

a 022 0.29 6 -U.U9 O.IR 14
Seurape 0.12 0.17 6 0.09 0.36 13
Sworld 0.00 0.01 I 0.51 0.71 12
nworld 0.00 0.03 I Q01 0.40 6
Sneth 0.76 0.92 6 0.30 0.59 13
[3ncth 0.03 0.08 2 O.ol 0.23 5
depos 0.08 0.2~ 5 O.oB 0.75 9
R 0.85 O.R9 0.86 0.90
period 1993 - 1997~06
n~ 0.46 0.97 I0 -0. I0 0.56 I S
Seurope 0.23 0.39 8 Q 16 L00 16
Sworld 0.05 0.13 7 0.53 0.76 16
[3world 0.00 0.03 I 0.01 0.21 4
Sneth 0.~0 0.74 IU 0.22 0.~0 14
[3ncth 0.02 0?0 I 0.00 0.11 I
depos 0.20 0.73 9 0.09 0.73 I~
R 0.72 0.92 0.82 O.AR

79

Not surprisingly, on average, the estimated maximum exposure within an investment cate-

gory corresponds to the investment objective as reported by the mutual fund. However, if we

look at funds with investment objective 'International Equity' then it appears that these funds

are highly exposed to Dutch equity. Consequently, relative performance evaluation could in fact

be gamed by the fund managers, since tnost ofthe mutual funds are overweighting Dutch equity.

Furthermore, an individual investor that is considering to extend his portfolio with an interna-

tionally investing mutual fund, actually invests in a fund that is highly exposed to the domestic

market. Moreover, ifwe compare the exposure of funds with investment objective 'Netherlands

equity' over the two sample periods, then it appears that during the subperiod 1993-1997I06

mutual funds are more exposed to the cash deposit, indicating that mutual funds held more cash

during this period. Consequently, the average monthly underperformance of 0.470~0 (Table 4.2)

might be due to this rather large position in cash. The relatively low value of Rz for the funds

with objective 'Regional equity' and 'North American equity' indicates that the style indices

that we employ do not sufficiently cover the actual investment style for these mutual funds.

In order to illustrate the effect of using style analysis in relative performance evaluation,

we show in Figure 4.1 histograms for the relative performance of mutual funds over the pe-

riod 1993 through 1997I06. In Figure 4.1, we compare relative performance evaluation using a

benchmark that corresponds to the reported investment style with relative performance evalu-

ation using the fund's estimated exposure to a passive portfolio of indices as benchmark. Note

that our analysis differs from Brown and Goetzmann [1997], who assume that all funds invest
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Figure 4.[: Relative Performance (I per month). The tïgures show the relative under or outpcrfixmance of thc sample ol
mutual tlmds compared to the reported st~ le or to the fund's estimaled exposure to a passive portl'olio of indices as benchmark.
The evaluation period is 1993 - 1997I06.
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in one investment style only, that is estimated from the data. In general, it appears to be the
case that the relative performance of mutual funds improves when using the estimated style of
a fund as a benchmark. In particular, all the mutual funds with investment objective 'Nether-
lands equity' outperform the estimated style, while most of them underperform the Dutch CBS

stock index, indicating that the cash position that the mutual funds hold seriously affects rela-
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tive performance evaluation. As an illustration, at the individual fund level, one of the largest

funds at the end of 1996 with objective 'Netherlands equity', i.e. the ABN AMRO Nether-
lands fund, outperformed the Dutch CBS stock index with only 0.040~o per month, while after

taking the exposure to different asset classes into account, the outperformance increases to al-
most 0.400~o per month. The fund has an average estimated exposure to cash ofalmost 80~0 over
the period 1993-1997I06.

For funds with investment objective 'international equity' the result is somewhat different.

Although the extreme underperformance of a number of funds that was present in case of per-

formance evaluation relative to the reported style has disappeared, most of the funds slightly

underperform the replicating strategy that covers the fund's investment style, while the largest

part of this group outperformed the benchmark conesponding to the reported investment style,

i.e. thirteen vs nine funds respectively. For these funds some gaming might be present, proba-

bly caused by the exposure to Dutch equity.

For Dutch fixed income mutual funds we repeated the above style analysis. The result can

be found in Appendix 4.A. Similar to the equity funds, it appears that most fixed income

mutual funds have an estimated style that corresponds to the self-reported investment style.
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However, the funds with objective ' International bonds' are heavily exposed to the Dutch CBS
bond index. Consequently, a Dutch investor that considers to extend his initial portfolio with an
internationally investing fixed income fund, is actually looking at funds that are highly exposed
to the Dutch fïxed income market.

4.4 Performance Evaluation using the Jensen Measure

One of the best known traditional ways of ineasuring mutual fund performances is the Jensen
measure (Jensen [1968]). The generalized Jensen measure can be obtained as the intercept in
the following regression equation:

(reti - rI) - a'~(rl) f B(BeTt - r~~K) f z,eft, (4.6)

where rt}1 is the return vector of the mutual fund, R,~1 is a K-dimensional return vector of

some benchmark assets, cK is a K-dimensional vector of ones, rl is the risk free rate (if avail-

able) or some prespecified zero beta rate~ associated with the investor's portfolio with expected

return ~, B is a 1 x Ii row vector of slope coefficients and v,~t is the idiosyncratic error term
which is uncorrelated with the IC benchmark assets and has expectation zero. Note that a~ (~7)

generalizes the original alpha-measure proposed by Jensen [ 1968]. First ofall, Jensen assumed

that one of the benchmark assets is a risk free deposit, which implies that the zero beta rate

equals the risk free rate. Secondly, Jensen considered the case of only two benchmark assets,

i.e. the risk free rate and the market portfolio, while Ii in (4.6) is not restricted to two.

In a test for outperformance of a mutual fund with respect to K benchmark assets, the fol-
lowing hypothesis is tested:

Ho : a~(~) - 0. (4.7)

Alternatively, testing the hypothesis (4.7) can be interpreted as testing whether an investor
with a particular risk aversion cannot extend the mean-variance efficient set by investing in
the mutual fund, where ~7 is the zero beta rate of the investor's portfolio corresponding to the
investor's risk aversion. Or put differently, testing of (4.7) can be interpreted as testing for
intersection of the initial and extended mean-variance frontier in the investors initial optimal
portfolio location. As shown by, for instance Elton, Gruber and Blake [ 1996], a positive Jensen
measure indicates that a mean-variance investor whose current portfolio is covered by the K

~ Thc zero beta rate r~ is the raurn on a portfolio that is uncorrelated with the investor's initial portfolio, and is therefore
rel~trd to the investor's risk acersiun-
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benchmark assets can extend the mean-variance efficient set by taking a long position in the
fund under consideration. A negative measure implies an extension by taking a short position
in the fund.

It is important to note that there is a close link between the generalized Jensen measure

and performance evaluation relative to the investment style estimated from return-based style

analysis as in Section 4.3. It is straightforward to show that the generalized Jensen measure

can be written as

a~(~) - a - (1 - BcK)r), (4.8)

where ct, and B can be obtained from the Huberman and Kandel [ 1987] regression equation

(4.3). Recall that in return-based style analysis, equation (4.3) is estimated under the assump-

tion that B~k- - 1. This implies that in return-based style analysis we already impose a part

of the null hypothesis (4.7). Moreover, the restriction that the individual exposure coefficients

should be equal or greater than zero is assumed to hold in the population.
Let us consider the case that where (4.2) holds, i.e. the fund manager's ability is uncorre-

lated with all style indices. In that case the generalized Jensen measure reduces to the parame-

ter a which serves the purpose of ineasuring the ability of the fund manager as shown in (4.5).

Consequently, the generalized Jensen measure has the advantage that it is directly related to

efficient portfolio choice, but reduces to relative performance evaluation in an important spe-

cial case. Note that in evaluating performances using the generalized Jensen measure it is usu-

ally not assumed that the ability of the fund manager is uncorrelated with the return on the It

benchmark assets, and in that sense, the generalized Jensen measure is less restrictive in de-

tecting a manager's ability.

In Table 4.4 we report the weighted-average generalized Jensen measure for the five invest-

ment categories, where we assume that the investor's initial portfolio is an efficient combina-

tion of the six asset class indices of Section 4.3. The weight of a fund in the computation of

the weighted-average is, as before, determined by the size of the fund as reported at the end

of 1996. We do not impose that an investor is obligated to invest all his wealth, implying the

availability of a risk free asset with zero returnZ. For the sample period 1990-1997I06, we con-

sider two different expected returns on the investor's portfolio. First of all, we consider an ex-

pected return of O.SSo~o monthly on his current efficient portfolio of K benchmark assets, which

corresponds with a zero beta rate of O.OOo~o. This portfolio is the zero tangency portfolio, i.e.

for expected returns greater than or equal to 0.550~o all wealth is invested in the risky assets.

2 It is not allowed to take a short position in a risk free asset with zero return.
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Second, we consider an expected return of 3.So~o on the investors portfolio, corresponding to
a zero beta rate of 0.5340~0. This zero beta rate corresponds to the intercept of the asymptote
of the mean-variance frontier of the benchmark assets. Alternatively, it can be stated that this

zero beta rate reflects the behavior of a risk neutral investor. We also computed the generalized
Jensen measure for the subperiod 1993-1997I06. For this case, the zero tangency portfolio has

an expected return of 0.400~0, while an expected return of 3.So~o on the investor's efficient port-

folio now corresponds to a zero beta rate of 0.380~0.

Table 4.4: Generalized Jensen measure. The table reports for hvo sample periods and a number of ditTerent cxpected
roturns on [he investor's portfolio a weighted-average generalized Jensen measure with corresponding standard deviation (in
the colwnns labelled 'avg(wgt)') as well as the minimum and maximum generalized Iensen measure pcr investment catcgoq~.
The weight of the fund in fhe weighted-average is determined by the size of the fund at the end of 1996. The standard deviation
of the weigh[ed-average is calculatcd by taking [he correlations between [he individual funds into account. All the values are
on a monthly basis. A.Icnsen mcasure printed in italics indicares signi~canr nt ihe Sr level.

Investment le - 0.55oia l~ - 3.50P1o
Region avg(wgt) min max avg(wgt) min nxn ~

(k,J (YJ !YJ ~,J (kJ !~ :

period 1990 - 1997I06
Gurope 0.40 (0.64) -0.14 0.65 -0.28 (0.22) -1.51 -0.06
Regional -2.6i (1.14) -3.'S 0.20 -0.16 (0.40) -L27 0.13
NorthAmerica 0.39 (0.81) -I.14 9.5' 0.40 (0.28) -0.23 1.46
Netherlands 0.58 (0.41) -0.27 L~3 0.21 (0.14) -0.15 U.29 ~~
International -0.16 (0.39) -0.9I I.II -QO8 (0.14) -0.91 U.Ix
period I993 - 1997I06

V - 0.40070 ~ - 3.50v1o
Europe 0.43 (0.56) -4.10 L 73 0.07 (0.19) -0.28 0.`1U
Regional -4.60 (2.25) -5.81 -1.39 -0.54 (0.75) -L53 0.13
NorthAmerica 2..i3 (0.81) OS6 I?.66 0.14 (027) -0.38 3.60
Netherlands LOS (0.51) -0.24 2.98 O.d9 (0,17) 0.10 1.06
International 0.45 (0.59) -7.88 [.GD -0.11 ((1.20) -0.45 O.S2

From the estimates based on the period 1990-1997~06 it appears that, on average, the mutual
funds with investment objective 'Netherlands equity' offer the investor an extension of the ef-
ficient set by taking a long position in most of the mutual funds under consideration, indepen-

dent of the investor's risk aversion. These mutual funds show outperformance of the set of K
benchmark assets, while the funds with investment objective 'Regional' or 'International eq-

uity' mostly underperform the K benchmark assets. For the estimates based on the subperiod
1993-1997I06 a comparable pattern is found. Independent of the investor's risk aversion, most

of the mutual funds with invesUnent objective 'Netherlands' offer the investor an extension of
the efficient set by taking a long position in the funds under consideration.

The observed outperformance on a relative as well as on a risk-adjusted basis ofDutch mu-

tual funds that mainly invest in the Netherlands might be an indication of a domestic market

effect. The knowledge of the stock market where the fund is located might explain why this
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particular group of fund managers appears to have ability. Note that underperformance cor-

responds with taking a short position in the mutual funds for an extension of the efficient set.

However, an investor will be confronted with short sales restrictions. Moreover, it is straight-

forward to show that a positive generalized Jensen measure for a mutual fund can coincide
with short positions in the benchmark assets, which is an important drawback of this measure

of outperformance.

At the individual fund level the result of the EDCC Netherlands Antilles fund (North Amer-

ican equity) is most striking. For the zero tangency portfolio the fund shows a signiiicant

extreme outperformance of about 9Sa~o and 12.So~o on a monthly basis, for the period 1990-

1997I06 and the subperiod 1993-1997~06 respectively. The outperformance of this fund also

explains the average outperformance of the group of funds with investment objective 'North

American equity'. When we take into account the estimated exposure to the different invest-

ment style indices that we obtained in Section 4.3 for this fund, it appears that the fund is highly

exposed to the three-month currency deposit. Since the currency deposit is included in the set

of K benchmark assets, the extreme outperformance cannot be explained by the huge exposure

to this three-month currency deposit. Apparently, it is the case that the EDCC Netherlands An-

tilles fund is not a traditional mutual fund that is limited to little or no leverage (see also Fung

and Hsieh [1997]). Consequently, the risk involved for a position in a so-called hedge fund is

on average much higher than for a traditional fund. For the EDCC Netherlands Antilles fund

the risk, as measured by the standard deviation, appears to be almost l0o~0, which is twice the

risk involved in a position in the other funds within the same investment style.

4.5 Performance Analysis under Short Sales Restrictions

Since it is usually not possible for an individual investor to take a short position in a mutual
fund or a benchmark asset, it is relevant to consider tests for outperformance of mutual funds
under short sales constraints on the mutual funds as well as on the benchmark assets, with the
exception of the three-month currency deposit. Markowitz [ 1991 ] has shown that the mean-
variance frontier of all benchmark assets and the mutual fund under consideration consists of
P segments where different assets have binding short sales restrictions. As shown by DeRoon,
Nijman and Werker [1998], a test whether the efiïcient set can be extended by also investing
in the mutual fund for an investor with zero beta rate T~ and short sales constraints, can be
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implemented by estimating the following regression equation

(TC}1 - 1Ï) - ~k~P)(~) f~~P)l~~P)t - ~~~P)1
f 41~~)t, (4.9)

where the superscript (p) means that the regression is based on the subvector R~~)I of I3,} t that
corresponds to the assets that are actually in the investor's portfolio, i.e. for which the short
sales constraints are not binding. A test for extension of the eflicient set is equivalent to testing
whether the following hypothesis:

a'.tiP)(~l) C 0, (4.10)

holds. This one-sided inequality constraint (4.10) can be tested using the Wald test under in-
equality constraints (see, e.g. Kodde and Palm [1986]).

Similar to the unrestricted case, we test the hypothesis for a number ofexpected returns on
the investor's efficient portfolio. For the sample period 1990 - 1997I06 the investor's initial
efficient portfolio under short sales restrictions consists of three assets, i.e. CBS stock index,
CBS bond index and a three-month deposit, independent of the investor's risk aversion. For the
sample period 1993-1997~06, the initial portfolio ofassets also consists of the Morgan Stanley
Europe index for risk aversions corresponding to a zero beta rate of O.OOo~o. In Table 4.~ we
report the weighted-average generalized Jensen measure under short sales restrictions for five
investment categories for different expected returns. For the sample period 1990-1997~06 we
test for outperformance for an expected return of 0.540~o associated with the zero tangency
portfolio, and for an expected return of 3.So~o. Recall that the zero beta rate for this portfolio
with a rather high expected return can be obtained as the intercept of the asymptote of the mean-
variance frontier of the CBS stock index, CBS bond index and a three-month deposit.

If it is not possible for an individual investor to take a short position in a mutual fund, the
negative numbers in the table indicate that the investor cannot extend the efficient set by taking
a position in these funds. It appears that the mutual funds that primarily invest in 'Netherlands
equity' show outperfonnance of the benchmark assets, even after imposing short sales restric-
tions. Usually, it is found that only a small number of funds have a positive Jensen measure in
a frictionless market (see, e.g. Malkiel [1995], Gruber [1996]). Although the outperformance
is only significant for one out of ten mutual funds in a market with short sales constraints, the
fact that for most of these funds the generalized Jensen measures is positive, is remarkable and
might be due to a domestic market effect.

In order to illustrate the effect of imposing short sales restrictions on the benchmark assets
in more detail, we show in Figure 4.2 the generalized Jensen measure without (unrestricted)
as well as with imposing short sales restrictions (restricted). ln both cases, we consider an
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Table 4.i: Generalized Jensen measure under short sales constraints. Thc table reports lor two sample periods and a num-
ber of diFlcrcn[ ezpected re[urns on the investor's portfolio a weighted-avcrage generalized Jensen mcasure and correspond-
ing standard deviation (in the colums labelled 'avg(wgt)') under short sales constraints as well as the minimum and maximum
generalized .lensen measure per investment catcgory. The weight of the Pund in the weigh[cd-average is determined by the
size of Ihe fund at the end oF 1996. 'hhe standard deviation of the weighted-average is calculatcd by taking thc corrclations he-
tween the individual funds inro accoun[. All the values are on a monthly bas-is. A.Icnsen mcasure printed in imlics indicnles
significant at the Sr levca.

Investment !c - 0.5410 !e - 3.50~10
Region avg(wgt) min max avg(wgt) min max

CkJ (YJ (kJ (kJ rXJ IY,J

period 1990 - 1997I06
Europe 0.09 (0.72) -0.71 0.78 -0.53 (0.25) -I.10 -0.35
Regional -3.40 (1.29) -4.40 -0?5 -0.67 (0.4A) -2.02 -0.44
North America -0.37 (1.05) -2.23 9.31 0.02 (0.36) -0.79 0.73
Netherlands 0.52 (0.41) -0.23 1.l1 0.16 (0.14) -0.14 0.21
Intemational -0.63 (0.63) -1.26 1.27 -0.47 (0.22) -QIS -0.12
period 1993 - 1997I06

!~ - 0.40~ {r - 3.50~~
Europe 0.37 (0.56) -4.63 1.6? -0.25 (0.28) -0.65 0.67
Regional -5.56 (2.78) -6.50 -1.30 -1.28 (0.98) -2.04 -0.42
North America 2.d1 (0.99) 0.59 J2.~11 -0.28 (0.33) -0.97 3J0
Netherlands LOl (0.50) -0.31 2.95 O.j7 (0.18) 0.00 I).90
International 0.13 (0.79) -7.70 1.37 -0.44 (0.29) -0.77 0.26

expected return of 1.So~o per month on the investor's current efficient portfolio of benchmark

assets. Note that in the unrestricted case the investor's initial portfolio consists of IC benchmark

assets, while in the restricted case the initial portfolio only consists of the CBS stock index,
CBS bond index and a three-month currency deposit. Moreover, in the unrestricted case an

expected return of 1.So~o corresponds to a zero beta rate of 0.3790~0, while in the case of short
sales constraints the zero beta rate equals 0.384o~a.

A striking result from Figure 4.2 is that the average performance of all fund categories
decreases when short sales constraints on the benchmark are taken into account. This must be
due to the fact that in the unrestricted case the investor could have extended the efficient set by
short selling a number of the benchmark assets. Apparently it is the case that the short sales
restrictions together with the correlation of the mutual funds with the remaining benchmark
assets leads to a decrease in the generalized Jensen measure.

4.6 Concluding Remarks

Returns-based style analysis is useful for improving relative performance evaluation ofmutual
funds. Since the actual investment style of a mutual fund does not necessarily correspond with
the self-reported investment style, simply comparing realized fund returns with benchmarks
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Pigurc 4.2: Generalized Jensen measure ( "~ per month). Thc figures sholv Ihc gcneralizcd Jcnscn mcasurc without (unrc-
stricted) as ~ccll as with imposing short sales restrictions (restricted). The evaluation pcriod is 1993 - 1997~06.
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corresponding to the reported styles might be misleading. In this chapter we have shown that
style analysis can be used to objectively determine a fund's actual investment style. For most of
the funds in the sample ofDutch mutual funds that we employ in this chapter, it appears that the
maximum estimated exposure to an investment style index corresponds with the self-reported
style. However, a large number of the funds are also highly exposed to other style indices, such
as a three-month currency deposit, indicating that the funds hold a large cash position as well. In
a few cases, we find that the fund is more exposed to cash than to the self-reported style. In these
cases the mutual fund is probably not a real mutual fund that is restricted to little or no leverage.

In order to answer the question whether Dutch investors can extend the efficient set by tak-

ing a position in a Dutch mutual fund, we evaluated the performances of the fund on a relative

basis as well as by using the generalized Jensen measure. Ifwe take into account the exposure

to style indices, the relative performance increases for most of the mutual funds. In particular,

the funds that mainly invest in 'Netherlands equity' outperform the passive portfolio reflecting

the fund's investment style, while underperformance dominates using the self-reported style as

benchmark. It appears that most of the funds in the sample show underperformance, however,

the group of funds with investment objective 'Netherlands equity' mainly shows outperfor-
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mance. This finding is robust for incorporating short sales restrictions on most of the bench-

mark assets, and for the risk attitude of the investor Consequently, most mean-variance in-

vestors can extend the efficient set by taking a long position in Dutch mutual funds that mainly

invest in 'Netherlands equity'.

A final point to note is that relative performance evaluation is more restrictive in detecting

potential ability of a fund manager than risk-adjusted performance evaluation. Under the as-

sumption that the manager's ability is independent of the return on the benchmark assets, rela-

tive performance evaluation is an appropriate method to evaluate mutual funds. Moreover, if

the exposure to different asset classes is not known, style analysis can be used as the instru-

ment to determine these exposures.
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Appendix 4.A

Style Analysis: Fixed Income Funds

Table 4.6 Estimated Exposure Fixed Income Funds. 'l~he table reports thc wcighted-avcrage es[imated style of Dutch
tïxed income funds (in the colums labelled 'avg(wgt)') for five self-reported categories over the periods 1990-1997I06 and
1993-1997I06. The weight of the fund in the wcightcd-average is determined by the size of the fund at thc cnd of 1996. l he
colums labelled 'max' report the maximwn estimated exposure of a fund to a style index, while the column 'nr' reports the
number of funds that are exposed to a style index. 'fhe estimate for a is in `7o per month, while the number of Funds behind
the estimate for a is Ihe total number of funds in the investment category.

Investment Guropean Netherlands Nctherlands
Region bonds mix honds

period I 990 - I 997~06
avg(wgry max nr avg(wgt) max nr avg(wgt) max nr

a -0.05 -0.03 4 0.02 0.07 5 -0.12 0.02 8
Seurope 0.02 0.10 2 0.01 0.03 2 0.00 OA2 I
Sworld 0.03 0.38 3 0.01 0.03 2 0.01 0.04 3
Bworld 0.05 0.12 4 0.08 0.28 5 0.02 0.08 4
Sneth 0.03 0.41 2 0.38 0.41 5 0.01 0.09 4
Bneth O.R4 0.94 4 0.32 0.40 5 0.80 0.95 8
depos 0.03 0.49 3 0.20 0.26 5 0.16 Q54 8
R 0.66 0.92 0.77 0.93 0.73 U.86
period 1993 - 1997I06
a -0.17 O.US 9 0.12 0.44 9 -0.13 0.09 21
Seurope 0.06 0.11 6 0.08 0.35 7 0.00 0.12 2
Sworld 0.02 0.44 4 0.08 R I S 5 0.00 0.01 1
Bworld 0.07 0.14 6 0.07 (1.15 8 0.02 0.18 17
Sneth 0.02 0.44 4 0.30 0.38 9 0.02 0.06 13
Bneth 0.53 0.91 9 0.15 0.41 7 0.70 Q95 20
depos 0.30 0.51 7 0.33 0.57 9 0.25 I.00 19
R 0.59 0.92 0.70 0.93 0.75 0.86
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Tàble 4.f) continued

Investment Intemational International
Region mix bonds

period I990 - 1997i06
avg(wg[) max nr avg(wg[) max nr

n -0.18 0.02 10 -O.IO 0.01 13
Seurope 0.03 0.19 9 0.01 O.II 5
Sworld 0.18 0.39 10 0.06 0.12 7
Bworld 0.02 Q 10 7 0.10 0.89 13
Sneth O.I4 0.33 9 0.01 0.08 9
Bneth 0.32 0.42 10 0.67 0.86 II
depos 0.32 0.70 10 0.15 0.65 II
R 0.70 0.91 0.64 0.82
pcriod 1993 - 1997~06
a -0.14 0.14 13 -0.20 -O.OS 17

Seurope 0.09 0.35 II 0.03 0.20 12
Sworld 0.09 0.44 13 0.04 0.97 6
Bworld O.OS 0.13 10 0.12 0.83 17
Sneth 0.17 0.25 I I R01 0.1 S 10
Bneth 0.33 0.49 10 0.52 0.88 13
depos 0.27 0.65 12 0.27 0.72 13

R 0.80 0.90 0.63 0.83



Chapter 5

Estimating Short-Run Persistence in

Mutual Fund Performance

This chapter analyzes the properties qf a number of estimcrtors thut can he ttsed to estitnate

short-run persistence in mutual fimd returns. When datu for different funds are pooled, il is
advisable to correctfor cross-sectional diferences in expected returns. However, lhese adjust-

ments may induce biases in the estimated persistence coef~àcients and thus lead to spuriozrs
persistence. Theoreticcrl derivations, comhined wilh a Monte Carlostudy, show that the impor-

tance ofthese biases cannot be neglected for- the samples that are typically used in appliedwork.

inparticular if the number of time periods is small. We also estinsate the short-run persistence

in two samples of US. open-end tnutual funds usingquarterly returns,for 1986-199-1. Ata impor-

tant conclusion is that the results are quite sensitive to the estimation method that is employed.

5.1 Introduction

The fast growing mutual fund industry tries to attract investors by advertising its past record

of fund returns. Empirical evidence (see Patel, Zeckhauser and Hendricks [1992]) shows that

investors are more willing to invest money in a mutual fund if the fund returns are high com-

pared to other mutual funds. Apparently, these investors expect that mutual funds with above

average returns in one period will continue to have above average returns. If this is indeed the

case, an investment strategy based on identifying funds with so-called hot hands can increase

the expected return on investors' portfolios of mutual funds (see, e.g. Hendricks, Patel and

Zeckhauser [1993]).

One approach to estimate persistence in mutual fund returns is based on regressions of a
sample of funds' current returns upon a range of lagged returns. To adjust for the fact that
market equilibrium returns are potentially different for the different funds, attempts are usually
made to eliminate this cross-sectional variation by subtracting some measure of "expected
returns" from the left hand side regression variable. However, several approaches use lagged
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returns in the calculation, such that a mechanical relation between risk-adjusted returns and
lagged returns arises. Consequently, these methods may induce spurious iindings of short-run

persistence.

In this chapter we analyze this problem in more detail. When expected returns are con-
structed as the mean return over the sample period or as an estimated factor model expected

return (as in Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993]), the induced biases are negative and de-

creasing in T, the number of time periods that is used to estimate the expected returns. This
means that these biases cannot generate a spurious finding of hot hands in mutual funds. On

the contrary, it will decrease empirical evidence in favor ofhot hands. An approach suggested

by Jegadeesh [] 990], using future returns to estimate "expected returns", or a pooled instru-

mental variables approach, suggested below avoid the problem. In this chapter, we analyze
the performance of these alternative estimators using analytical derivations and a Monte Carlo

study. Furthermore, we use two samples ofquarterly returns on U.S. open-end mutual funds for

the period 1986-1995 to analyze the estimated persistence of mutual fund performance as ob-

tained by the alternative estimators. The subsample of growth funds appears to have a persis-

tence pattern that is quite similar to the one found by Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993]

for the period 1974-1988.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we present iive meth-

ods, mostly proposed in the literature, to estimate patterns of persistence in mutual fund re-

turns. For a finite number of periods, several of these methods can be shown to have an as-

ymptotic bias in the estimated coefficients. In Section 5.3 we derive analytical expressions for

these biases, starting from the hypothesis that the returns on each fund are independent draw-

ings from a time-invariant distribution. To simplify our expressions, we only consider the case

where one lag is included in the persistence equation. For the general case, with a larger num-

ber of lags, we present additional results in Section 5.4 using a Monte Carlo study. The results

from this study indicates that the analytical results from Section 5.3 are equally valid for other

lags than the first one. In addition, we consider the case where fund returns do have a pattern

ofpredictability and discuss to what extent the estimation methods are able to detect and esti-

mate this pattern. Section 5.5 presents the results of an empirical study into the short-run per-

sistence in a sample of open-end mutual funds, selected from the Morningstar database, over

the period 1986 to 1994. Finally, Section 5.6 concludes.
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5.2 Persistence of Returns

Active selection among mutual funds can be profitable if mutual fund returns show a pattern
of predictable behavior If this is the case, the expected return on an investor's mutual fund

portfolio can be increased if he is able to identify funds that will be superior performers in the

future. For instance, if funds exhibit significant positive persistence in returns over a certain

period then it can be worthwhile for an investor to select the funds with a high return, relative

to their own unconditional mean return, over that period to increase the expected return on his

portfolio. However, before we can test an economically valuable investment strategy, we tirst

have to identify the form of the pattern of predictable returns.

For the moment, let us consider N mutual funds with an observed return history ofT periods.

Furthermore, we assume that the conditional expected return of mutual fund i in period t can

be written as

Ee-i[r,'~t] - ~to ~ ~, i'~~'ra,
;-i

f ~7,;(rt,r-; - Il,). (5.1)
;-i

where r;r is the return in excess of the risk free rate and i~i - E[r;r] - ry;~~~(1 -~~ y;~) is the

unconditional expected excess return. The coefficients ry;; (j - 1, ..., J) reflect persistence in

the excess return of fund i, relative to its own unconditional mean. Clearly, the eft`icient mar-

ket hypothesis implies that each parameter -y;~ is equal to zero. Recent empirical evidence (see

Grinblatt and Titman [1992], Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993], Goetzmann and Ibbot-

son [1994], Carhart [1997a]) indicates that there may be some, statistically significant, short-

run persistence in mutual fund returns. For example, Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993]

claim that the predictable behavior of mutual fund returns can be profitable for an investor who

actively selects mutual funds according to certain investment strategies based upon funds' past

returns.

Predictable behavior ofmutual fund returns can be estimated using regression analysis, after

rewriting (5.1) as

rdc - ?'~o ~ ~~;r~,r-i f ~te (5.2)
~-i

where e,,r is the unexpected return of fund i in period t. In principle, ( 5.2) can be estimated

for each of the N funds in the sample. However, usually one is not directly interested in the

persistence pattern of an individual fund, but rather in examining whether a group of mutuaf

funds has, on average, a pattern of predictable returns. Moreover, individual estimates are
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likely to be very inaccurate due to a small signal-to-noise ratio, particularly when the fund's
history is short. Therefore, it is common to pool the returns of all funds and estimate a set of
common persistence coefficients, or, when homogeneity of -y;~ is not imposed, estimate a set
of- hopefully - average coefficients. In the sequel, we shall consider several approaches that
are suggested for this purpose.

A first way to estimate short-run persistence of mutual fund returns follows Fama and Mac-
beth [1973] and is based on cross-sectional regressions of the form

~
rae - A'i f~ ryjer,,e-~ -}- u~e, i- 1, ..., N,

~-t
(5.3)

where homogeneity of the persistence pattern over the funds is imposed, while variation over
time is not excluded. In other words, it estimates the persistence of relative performance.
This standard Fama-Macbeth procedure implies that (5.3) is estimated for each period t, atter
which parameter estimates, and standard errors, are obtained from the time series of regression
estimates. In particular, the set of estimated slope coefficients is treated as a random sample
from a population with constant mean ~~. We shall refer to this approach as F1bí.

Essentially, (5.3) checks for autocorrelation in fund returns imposing that these are drawings
from a distribution with a common, time-varying, mean. That is, the specification in (5.3) does
not only impose that the predictability pattern is the same for all funds, but also that the expected
return on each of the funds is same. As argued by Jegadeesh [1990], this may lead to biased
estimates for the persistence coeflicients, because, relative to the common mean, fund returns
do exhibit correlation over time, even ifall n~;~ are zero. Intuitively, funds with a high average
return are simply more likely to have high returns ( relative to the common mean) in all periods.
Given that there is variation in expected returns over the funds, estimating (5.3) by ordinary
least squares will find spurious correlations over time between current and past returns.

Most solutions for this problem try to eliminate~ y,~ or (equivalently) ~, by subtracting some
estimate of it from the left hand side variable. Denoting this estimate by ~~-1,- t( r,~ ). the resulting
cross-sectional regression is given by

r~t - Mt-t(ràt) - k~ f~7~ir, ~-~ f ii,~. i- 1, ..., N, (5.4)
J-t

which can be estimated according the Fama Macbeth procedure. A number of different estima-
tors of the unconditional expectation have been proposed in the literature (see Jegadeesh [ 1990],
Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993]). Let us consider three possible choices for :11,-~,

1. M~-i(r;t) :- T, ~- 4~st y.,,,ts, the average return over period t f 1 to t~- S for some
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positive S.

2. M~-t (r;~ ):- r; - T~s t rs, the average historical return over period 1 to T.

3. ~I-1,-i(r,i) :- r;t - b~~; -I- ~k-t ~~(bk~ - rf), the return predicted by a linear Ií-factor

model.

We shall refer to the estimation methods of equation (5.4) with the above specification of

the unconditional expected return as FMl, F1~12 and F1b13, respectively. While the first choice,

corresponding to the one made by Jegadeesh [1990], indeed eliminates the bias due to varia-

tion in expected returns over the funds, the latter two, examples of the choices made by Hen-

dricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993], generate another bias as we will show below, which may

induce a spurious finding of negative short-run persistence in returns. A disadvantage of .1e-

gadeesh' approach is that it requires returns over the period t-F 1 to t f S to estimate the un-

conditional expected returns. In particular, when ecopomically valuable investment strategies

are investigated, this method does not seem very attractive because the number of time series

observations available is often small.

As an alternative strategy, we suggest a different estimation method based on the analogy

of removing fixed individual effects in a dynamic panel data model (see Hsiao [ 1985, p. 71

ff.], Baltagi [1995, p. 125 ff.]. In this approach, the returns over the N funds and T periods

are pooled, after which the model is written in terms of first differences, while including a

time-varying intercept. Although this eliminates the fund specific effects in ry;o, it does lead

to correlation between lagged returns and the error term, invalidating least squares estimation.

Therefore, we follow Anderson and Hsiao [1981] and estimate the resulting equation

r,.r. - r~t-t - ryc f -J - T~~~-J-1) ~ TJ t- 1, ..., T and i- 1, ..., N (5.5),

by instrumental variables. A valid instrument for r;,~-i - r;,,t,-2 is given by r;,t-2i while all

other regressors can be treated as exogenous and thus serve as their own instruments. We shall

refer to this method as pooled IV.

The five estimation methods above all produce estimates for some average of the individual

persistence coefficients over the funds, or for the common value of these coefficients when

there is no fund heterogeneity in ryt~ (j - 1, ..., J). To show that some of these estimators

may produce seriously biased estimates, we shall first, in the next section, derive analytical

expressions for their probability limit when the number of lags in the regression is restricted to

1(J - 1) and the true persistence coefficients are all equal to zero (7;~ - 0 for all i). More

general cases are considered in Section 5.4, on the basis ofa Monte Carlo study.
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5.3 Properties of the Estimators:

Analytical Results

Deriving analytical expressions for the properties of the range of estimators discussed above
in a very general case is tedious and does not provide much insight. Therefore, we simplify
the analysis, and shall consider in this section the case where only one lag is included in the
regressions (J - 1). For the moment, we shall also assume that the efficient market hypothesis
holds, which implies that past returns do not have any indicative value for future returns. True
fund returns are assumed to be generated by the following one factor model

rit - ~zrmt ~ ~it (5.6)

where we shall refer to r,,,c. as the return on the market portfolio in excess of the risk free rate

(although it may denote any other factor that prices the funds), and where ~3; is the sensitivity

of fund i with respect to the market portfolio. For a given fund i, the unobservable error terms

~;t are assumed to be i.i.d. drawings from a distribution with zero mean and constant variance,

independent of r,,,t. Consequently, the data generating process (5.6) implies that the expected

excess return on fund i, as defined in (5.1), is given by tc; -~3;t~m, where tc12 ~ 0 is the

expected excess return on the market portfolio. It also implies that ry;~ - 0 for all i and j.

Although (5.6) may be somewhat restrictive, it serves our purpose as it implies that any excess

performance is the result of luck (a good draw of ~;c), and has no predictive power for future
performance. The ~;'s are assumed to be random drawings from a distribution with mean ~p

and variance rr~, uncorrelated with ~;c (t - 1, ..., T).
Let us first consider the OLS estimators for rytt in (5.3) using the N fund returns in period

t, which form the basis for the FM method. The pseudo true value~ for the OLS estimator ytt
is given by

, Cove[r~t, r~,t-t]
~tt - , (5.7)

Vt [rz,t-t ]

where the suffix t attached to the ( co)variances is used to indicate cross-sectional (co)variancesz
for all funds that are available at time t. Note that in a cross-section at time t, the market re-
turns in period t or before can be considered as given. Using the data generating process in
(5.6), it can be shown that

2Covt [rze, ri,e-t~ - ~(jrmtrm,c-1, (5-8)

' The pseudo true value of an estimator B,N is defined as the probability limit of that estimator when N --~ nc.
z Note that this is not the same as conditional (co)variances.
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which can be either positive or negative, and that

vl [~~i t-1~ - ~Qrml ~ ~~~~it~' (5.9)

The result in (5.8) shows that the problem ofcross-sectional correlation between rzr and r,,,e-t,
even when r„~~ and u~,~, are serially uncorrelated, is due to cross-sectional variation in expected
returns over the funds. The FlII estimate, obtained as the time-average of 7t,, also suffers from

a non-zero pseudo true value ( and thus a bias) as the average of (5.8) nor the average ratio of

(5.8) and (5.9) is equal to zero. The bias in the F1lI estimator can be expected to be positive,

as r,,,,, though uncorrelated over time, will have a positive mean.

In order to eliminate the above bias, Jegadeesh [ 1990] suggests to adjust the left hand side of

(5.3) by subtracting an unbiased estimate for the expected return3, based on a moving average

of S future returns. Alternatively, the sample average return, or the predicted value from the

one-factor model can be used. This results in the methods referred to as F11I1, FN12 and F11~13,

respectively. The pseudo true value of the resulting estimators can be obtained by replacing the

numerator in (5.7) by Cov~[rz~ - M,-i(r~~),r;,,t-t], with the appropriate choice for N7,-t(r;,).

Ideally, ~LI~-i ( r~~,) is correlated with r,,t-t in such a way that the numerator in (5.7) equals zero

(on average).

Let us now consider the pseudo true value of the OLS estimator for ryt, in these three cases.

Using the assumptions of the data generating process in ( 5.6), the following expression for the

numerator can be derived for the Fll~ll method

Cove[r~t - Mt-i(r~t),r~,t-t] - ~p(r.ae -'rm,~)rm.,t-1 (5.10)

where r;,, r denotes the average market return over the period t f 1 to t f S(S 1 0). Taking

the expectation over t in this numerator gives zero, where we use the assumption that r,,,, are

independent drawings from a distribution with a constant mean E~m and variance ~,~,,. Conse-

quently, we do not expect a bias for this estimator.

However, in the FAI2 procedure, where the average return over the whole sample period is

employed, we have

i~i07Jt[rit - Mt-1(rit), ri,t-1J - ~R(rm.t - rrri)rri,t-t ~ ~~Z[~)it~ (5.11)

which differs in two aspects from ( 5.10). First, the presence of an additional second term and

second, the average market return r,,, now also includes r,,,,t-1. Consequently, taking the ex-

pectation over t in ( 5.11) gives a non-zero value. Furthermore, combining (5.11) with ( 5.9) and

3 Due to a slighdy different assumption on the data generating process, the expressions in Jagadeesh are similar
but not identical to ours.
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taking expectations over t in numerator and denominator, results in the following expression
for the pseudo true value of the FNI2 estimator4

z z
1 ~p~,a f U[~1~t]

(5.12)7i ~ -T
~~(~~ ~ u~,) ~ V [~ize] ~

which implies that the expected bias is negative and in absolute value somewhat less than 7..5

Considering the data generating process (5.6), the F1~13 procedure is now based on the re-
turns predicted by the linear one-factor model, i.e. [LIc-t (r;c) is based on a time series regression
of r;c on r„~c. Using the expression for the OLS estimators for the intercept term, one can write

Mc-I(riG) - ri f Tli(~~m.t -Tm)i (5.13)

where

T - ~c(r~c - r~)(rnzc - r,,,.)
(5.14)tz - z

~t(Tmc - 1'~m.)

From this, it follows that

Covt[Mt-1(rée)iTz,t-1] - ~pr,~,tr~n,.,t-t ~-T-IVr.[~ie]i (5.15)

Combining this result with (5.8) gives

Covc[r~e - Mc-i (r~c), rz,c-t] - -T tV [rl;c]. (5.16)

Consequently, we can expect a slightly smaller bias (in absolute value) in the FM3 estimator

based on predicted returns from the factor model compared to the one based on average histor-
ical returns. The comparable expression to (5.12) is given by

ryl ~ -T rrp(az~, ~ li?z)]~ V[rl~c].
(5.17)

Finally, let us consider the pooled IV method. The pseudo true value of the IV estimator
for ryi is now equal to

.„ Cov ( r~c - ric-t)~ rit-z]ryi - , ~ (5.18)
Cov[(Tzc-t - r2c-z), rzc-z]

where the covariances now denote covariance over all N funds and T time periods, and the
starred returns denote returns in excess of the average return over all funds in the same period.~

~ The approximation sign is due to the fact that we do not take expectations over the ratio but over numerator
and denominator separately.
' Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [ 1993] seem to encounter a bias of this magnitude in their bootstrap
simulations discussed at the end of the paper (compare their footnote 22). They do not, however, adjust their
claim that "the estimated slope coefficients are unbiased" (their Table 1).
6 Transforming all variables like this is equivalent to including a time dummy for each period.
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Considering the assumptions ofthe data generating process (~.6), the numerator in (5.18) equals

j . . 1 1 z j 1
Covl~rrt - rár-tl, t',e-21 - ~(3El~~,rat - ~~,nL-t) ~~,nd-21 - 0. (5.19)

Thus, similar to the F11-11 method, we can expect a zero bias for this poolc~d IV estimator.

Recall that the five methods discussed above are used to estimate the predictable behavior in

mutual fund returns. All methods give an estimate of the average persistence coefficient for the

first lag. However, under our data generating process, any superior performance is due to luck,

and is not an indication for future performance. Nevertheless, some of the methods discussed

above do find a spurious pattern of persistence in returns. The size and sign of this asymptotic

bias for the five estimation methods are summarized in Table 5.1. In case of the standard FA~t

Table 5.1: Asymptotic bias in ry~-estimates. The table shows [hc cxpected sign and size of the asymptotic bias in the
estimared first persistence coefficients, ~~~here T is the number of time series observations available per fund.

Estimation Method Expected Size and Sign
Ftll Bias ~ 0

FR41 Bias - 0
Fh12 Biasz --
F1613 -- c Bias G 0

Pooled IV Bias ~ 0

approach, the size of the bias depends heavily upon the data generating process. In contrast,

the bias in the adjusted Fama Macbeth methods FM2 and F11.13 is hardly influenced by the true

data generating process, but depends heavily on the number of periods, T, used to construct the

average return ?;. For simplicity, we have assumed that T is the same for all funds, but in reality

the sample of funds is typically unbalanced with an increasingly small number ofobservations

for earlier periods. In that case, the absolute bias in the FR~2 method is some weighted average

of T, T2 being the number of periods available for fund i, which may be substantially larger

than T, where T denotes the maximum number of sample periods. We shall illustrate this in

the simulation exercise in the next section.

It is clear from all expressions above that the biases disappear if T tends to infinity, except

for the standard FM method. With increasing T, the correlation between the estimation error in

Aft-i (~r;r) and any historical return (i.c. r;,r-t ) tends to zero. In practice, however, only a finite

history is available for each fund in the sample such that the bias may not be negligible, partic-

ularly given the order of magnitude of persistence coefficients found in the literature. More-

over, as under the null hypothesis of no predictability in returns, the returns are uncorrelated

over time, the bias is similar for all coefficients ifadditional lags are included in the regression

(J 1 1). So the cumulative bias in a regression with 8 lags included is of the order 8IT. This
will be one of the points we will illustrate in the simulation exercise in the next section.
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5.4 Properties of the Estimators:

Numerical Results

To simplify the analytical derivations, we assumed that there was only one lag (J - 1) included
in the regressions. To illustrate the numerical magnitude of the biases in some of the estimation

methods when more than one lag is included, we performed a number ofMonte Carlo simula-

tion experiments. For the first experiment, we assume that true fund returns can be described
by a one factor model with an unpredictable factor This corresponds to a null hypothesis of no

predictability in returns. In a second experiment, we examine the behavior of the five estima-
tion methods when true funds returns do have a predictable component.

For the first experiment, we generate returns for a sample of 750 mutual funds over 60

periods. To do this, we follow the set-up of Brown, Goetzmann, Ibbotson and Ross [1992],
whose parameter values were based on Ibbotson and Sinquefeld [1990], while increasing the

frequency to quarterly observations. Quarterly returns are generated from the one factor model

~'~r. - ,Qz[~~,t -TJ) ~ u~c, (5.20)

where the quarterly risk free rate rJ is taken to be 0.0175 ( corresponding to an annual rate of

7o~o) and the quarterly risk premium R~„~ - rl is assumed to be normal with mean 0.022 and

standard deviation 0.104. The idiosyncratic error term u;~ is independent of the risk premium

R„~~ - rJ, and also assumed to be normal with mean zero and variance R?, given by

~~ - ~~I - ,~~)~. (5.21)

This relationship is a rough approximation to the relationship between nonsystematic risk and
,6 that is often observed in mutual funds data. The value ofk in our experiment equals 0.01337.
Finally, the distribution of fund betas is assumed to be normal with mean 0.95 and a standard
deviation of0.25.

In [he Monte Carlo experiment we generate 2500 samples with 750 funds observed over
60 consecutive quarters. Following Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993], we now include

eight lags in the regressions (.I - 8). For the standard FA-1 estimation method and the adjusted
FM2 and FM3 methods, we estimate, for each sample, 52 cross-sectional regressions and

computed the average coefficient estimates. For the adjusted FMI method only 44 cross-
sectional regressions are performed. The poolPd IV estimation method implies that only one
regression has to be estimated for each sample. The numbers reported correspond to the average
estimates of the 2500 replications and the average t-values.
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For the first method, FAI, we can expect a(small) bias due to the cross-sectional variation
in expected returns. The second method, Fll-11, replicates Jegadeesh's solution by subtracting
the average return over the eight quarters following~ quarter t, which should yield unbiased
estimates. The next two choices correspond to F~12 and F11I3 and subtract the average return
over the whole sample period and the predicted return from a CAPM time-series regression,
respectively. Both methods are expected to yield a negative bias. The final method, hoolt~cl IV,
is based on instrumental variables estimation of a pooled regression in terms of first differences
of returns, and should yield unbiased results.

Table 5.2: Average estimates and t-values; simulated data without persistence. 1hc table reports timc-averages of the
slope coeflïcient estimates obtained with cross-sectional regressions estimated by OLS for each period (t-9.....60). For thc
methods adjusted PMI, FM2 and F'M3, the dependcnt variable is in excess of an eslimate of the expected re[urn. All thc
numbers are averages over 2500 Mon[e Carlo replications. In cach period. the 11i11 sample of 750 (unds is available.

Average estimates ( x 100), t-values in parentheses
Estimatíon Standard Adjustcd Adjusted Adjusied Pooled

method F'M FMI FM2 . FM3 IV
Dependent rfe r~:r - r~ r.e - r~ r,r - lllr-i rit - rir-i

variable
7i 0.41 -0.00 -1.63 -1.45 0.39

(0.23) (-0.00) (-0.95) (-1.80) (0.04)
ry2 0.50 0.06 -1.55 - I.46 -0. I 8

(0.27) (0.03) (-0.91) (-1.82) (-0.02)
y3 0.46 0.00 - I.59 - I.44 0.25

(0.25) (OAI) (0.92) (-1.81) (0.03)
ry4 0.40 -0.06 - I.65 - L46 0.08

(0.22) (-0.03) (-0.95) (-1.82) (Q01)
rys 0.43 -0.02 - I .62 - I .43 -0.16

(024) (-0.00) (-0.94) (-1J9) (-0.00)
y~ 0.45 -0.00 -1.60 -I.43 -0.22

(0.26) (0.00) (-0.93) (-1.79) (-0.04)
ry~ 0.41 -0.04 -L64 -L45 (1.17

(0.23) (-0.02) (-0.95) (-1.81) (0.00)
rye 0.5 I. 0.09 - I.54 - I.42 -0.26

(0.28) (0.05) (-0.89) (-1.79) (-0.04)
~ry~ 3.57 0.03 -12.82 -12.97 0.07

(0.51) (0.09) (-2.59) (-5.08) (Q09)

The results are summarized in Table 5.2. Clearly, the magnitude of the biases found corre-
sponds closely to the analytical expressions given above. For the standard FA7 method, a small
positive bias is found of approximately 0.004 in all slope coefficients, while for Jegadeesh's
solution biases are negligibleg. For adjusted Fama-MacBeth procedures F1t12 and F~-13, cor-
responding to the Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993] choices- a negative bias is found in

~ Due to this choice, for the last eight quarters of data no cross-sectional regression can be performed; the
estimates presented are averages over 44 quarters.
8 That is, insignificantly different from zero, using the Monte Carlo standard errors
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all slope coeflicient estimates of the order of -0.016 and -0.014, respectively. Note that in the

FA73 approach, the market model used to estimate ltil~-t corresponds to the true data generat-

ing process and will probably result in a better iit than commonly found in applied work. AI-

though the negative numbers found seem small, the bias is shared by all coef~icients such that

the cumulative ofall eight coefficients is biased by about -0.13. Interpreting this along the lines

of Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993], this implies that in the wake ofa lo~o superior per-

formance, the cumulative residual loss is about 13 basis points over the next eight quarters9.

Moreover, increasing the number of lags in the regression, would result in even more coeffi-

cients that are biased in the same direction. The poolPd IV method gives coefficients that vary

between -0.003 and ~0.004 with rather high standard errors.
The average t-values reported in the table, except those for the pooled IV method, are based

on the usual Fama-Macbeth standard errors and are thus adjusted for heteroskedasticity over

time and over the funds. Compared to the other alternative Fama Macbeth approaches, the

standard errors for the case with residual returns from the market model (FM3) are small. This

is probably due to the fact that the variation over time in residual returns (r~,, - r";,) is much

smaller than the variation in excess returns (r,~ - r,). Also note that the market model used in

this approach is correctly specified by construction. While this will hardly affect the average

coefficient estimates, it will reduce their variation over time. For the pool~d IV method, t-

values are calculated assuming homoskedasticity across time (but not across funds) and allow-

ing for first order (moving average) autocorrelation in the differenced errors. The standard er-

rors are substantially higher than for the other approaches. Apparently, robustness pays a price

in terms of efficiency.
While for the adjusted F11I2 and FILI3 methods none of the slope coefficients is individu-

ally significantly different from zero (according to the average t-values), a joint test leads to

rejection. Moreover, the cumulative residual gain, as measured by the estimates of ~~ ry~, is

significantly different from zero for each of the biased methods F11~I2 and F1L13.

It is clear that the estimation error in estimating "equilibrium" returns induces a bias in the

slope coefficient estimates, which in itself may be small, but may seriously affect economic

conclusions. The biases are all negative, implying that it cannot induce spurious iindings of

"hot hands" in mutual funds. It may, however, indicate that the "hot hands" phenomenon is

even stronger than reported by Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993].

`~ HPZ report a cumulative residual gain of 20 basis points over 8 quarters.
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The set-up of the second experiment is comparable with the Crst one. However, quarterly
returns are now generated by

Tit - ~i~~~nt - ~f~ ~ ~Ï1Ti,t-1 ~ ~ui~l, (J.22)

with ryl - 0.05, while the other parameter values are lefr unchanged.~~ Essentially, the data

generating process (5.22) includes a simple predictable pattern of past returns. [deally, the

estimation methods should yield a positive (and significant) coefficient for the first lag and zero

values for the others. The results of2500 Monte Carlo simulations are summarized in Table 5.3.

Table ~.3: Average estimates and t-values; simulated data with first order persis[ence. The tuble rcports time-averages
of [he slope coefficient estimates obtained w~ith cross-sectional regressions estimated by OLS for cach period (t-9.....60). Por
Ihe methods adjusted FM I, FM2 and FM3, the dependent variable is in excess of an estimate uf the cxpected return. r111 thc
numbers are averages over 2500 Monte Carlo replications. In each period, the full sample of 750 funds is available.

Average estimates ( x 100), t-values in parentheses
Gstimation Standard Adjusted Adjusted Adjusted Pooled

method FM FMI FM2 FM3 IV
Dependent r;~ r;~, -T; r„ -r, r;~ - 111~-~ r,'~ -~r;~-i

variable

ryt s.sl s.03 3.36 3.38 s.2s
(3.12) (2.s3) (1.9s) (4.21) (0.48)

72 0.40 -0.04 -L64 -1.48 -0.22
(0.23) (-0.02) (-0.9s) (-1.84) (-0.02)

ry3 0.49 0.09 -LSs ) -1.44 0.01
(0.28) (0.04) (-0.90 (-1.79) (0.00)

ryy 0.36 -0.07 -1.67 -1.49 -0.26
(0.20) (-Q03) (-096) (-1.8s) (-0.02)

ry.5 0.40 -0.01 -1.63 -1.47 0.40
(0.23) (-0.00) (-0.95) (-1.83) (0.03)

"rys Q42 0.01 -L62 -1.46 -0.32
(Q24) (0.01) (-0.94) (-1.83) (-0.04)

y~ 0.37 -0.09 -1.67 -1.48 O.Is
(Q20) (-0.04) (-0.97) (-1.8s) (0.00)

rye o.41 -0.04 -1.7a -I.ss -0.29
(023) (-0.02) (-I.00) (-1.93) (-0.04)

~ y~ 8.36 4.88 -8. I6 -6.99 4.72
(I.ss) (0.87) (-1.71) (-3.2s) (0.07)

The order of the biases, present in the five estimation methods, in the case that the true data
generating process contains a predictable component are comparable to those found with the
unpredictable process. The F1tI2 and FM3 methods seriously underestimate the true coeffï-
cients. Jegadeesh's approach, F11~11, produces estimates close to the coefficient ryl - 0.05, but
as mentioned before, has the disadvantage that future returns are required. Despite the fact
that it uses a longer sample period, the standard errors of the poolFd IV approach are approxi-

to Note that this increases the overall average excess retum by about sa~o.
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mately five times as large as those of the F11~11 method, which seems to make the IV approach
inappropriate for applied work.

Until now, our sample of mutual funds was not very representative for samples used in

empirical work, as it is assumed that fund returns are available over the whole sample period

of 60 quarters. To see how the conclusions are affected if funds returns are observed over a

limited history only, we took our previous sample of the first experiment and, going back in

time, randomly removed 20~0 of the funds in each quarter. This results in an average number of

funds in the first quarter of 223 (300~0), which seems reasonable given the growth in the number

of U.S. mutual funds over the last decade. It is important to realize two things. First, it is not

the number of funds that is relevant for the biases, but the (average) number of periods used

to estimate Mt-1. Using the 223 funds existing over the whole sample period would produce

biases similar to those reported in Table 5.2. Second, there is no survivorship bias here, as

the disappearing funds are selected completely randomly Any survivorship bias would come

above the estimation bias discussed here (although the two biases can have opposite sign and

may cancel out).

Table 5.4: Average estimates and t-values; selected sample from simulated data. The tablc reports time-averages of the
slope coetïicient estimates obtained with cross-sectional regressions estimated b~ OLS for cach period (t-9.....60). Por thc
methuds adjusted FM 1, FM2 and FM3. the dependent variable is in excess of an estimate of the expected return. All the

numbers are averages over 2500 Monte Carlo replica[ions. In each period, a random 2~o of new funds are added ro[he sample,

such that in the last period 750 mutual funds exis[.

Average estimates ( x 100), t-values in parentheses
Estimation Standard Adjusted Adjusted Adjus[ed Pooled

method FM rMl FM2 PM3 IV
Dependent r;i r~e - r; r;r - T,: r,~ - tlle-i r;e - r'~e-i

variable
ryl 0.37 -0.10 -2.08 -1.80 0.21

(0.18) (-0.05) (-1.07) (-1.57) (0.07)
ry2 0.45 -0.00 -2.00 -1.78 -0.16

(0.23) (-0.00) (-1.03) (-I.55) (-0.06)
ry3 0.51 0.06 -1.94 -1.78 0.23

(0.26) (0.03) (-I.00) (-LSS) (0.06)
ry4 0.44 -0.03 -2.01 -1.79 -0.34

(0.22) (-0.01) (-1.04) (-L56) (-0.05)
rys 0.48 0.03 -1.97 -1.76 0.30

(0.24) (0.01) (-1.02) (-1.54) (0.05)
ryfi 0.4í -0.02 -2.00 -1.83 0.02

(0.22) (-0.01) (-1.03) (-1.59) (0.03)
ry~ 0.42 -0.06 -2.03 - I .79 0.25

(0.20) (-0.03) (-I.OS) (-1.57) (0.04)
'rya 0.42 -QOS -2.03 -1.80 -0.07

(0.21) (-0.02) (-1.04) (-1.57) (-0.05)
~ 7~ 3.54 -0.17 -16.06 -14.33 0.44

(Q52) (-0.06) (-2.83) (-4.39) (0.09)
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The results for the selected sample are presented in Table 5.4. As expected, the biases in-

crease in absolute size compared to those reported in Table 5.2, except for the standard FAI ap-
proach, the adjusted F1111 approach and the poolc~d IV method.

Finally, we checked how sensitive the reported biases were for the particular parameter
values chosen. As expected, varying the parameter values within reasonable bounds hardly had
an effect on the numbers in the Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, except for the standard FNI estimator.
The t-values appeared less insensitive to the parameter values; in particular a smaller variance
of the market risk premium led to an increase of the t-values for all estimators, except for the
FA-73 approach. Substantial changes, however, were encountered when the number of periods
was reduced to 30, in which case the biases almost doubled. It is important to keep this in
tnind as an analysis based on yearly data would produce similar results if the number of years
employed in estimating IlI,-1 is the same as the number ofquarters used in this study. Clearly,
60 years ofdata are available for only very few mutual funds, so that with annual data the biases
encountered may be much larger than those reported here.

5.5 Empirical results for 1986-1994

Several recent empirical studies report short-run persistence in mutual fund performance. In

light of our resuhs of the previous two sections, we shall, in this section, empirically examine
whether mutual funds do have a pattern ofpredictable returns using a sample of U.S. open-end

mutual funds over the period 1986-1994. This analysis will illustrate the order of magnitudes
ofpersistence coefficients that are relevant for applied work, so as to clarify the importance of

the, seemingly small, biases reported in the previous sections.

Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993], looking at short-run persistence of mutual fund

returns over the period 1974-1988, found a pattern of positive coefficients for the first four
lagged quarterly returns, while lags 5 to 7 were negative, and lag 8 was positive again. The
cumulative gain in expected returns by selecting the funds that have an above average return

is, according to their estimates, about 30 basis points over the next four quarters, but declines
to about 20 basis points after eight quarters. Malkiel [1995], using data for 1971-1991, reports

strong persistence for the 1970s but argues that this is largely gone in the later part of the sample.
Given these findings and given the substantial growth in the mutual funds' universe over the

last decade, it is a reasonable strategy for this chapter to focus on a relatively short but recent
nine-year period.
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To examine whether a pattern similar to the one found by Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser
[1993] holds over the period 1986-1994, we employ two samples of quarterly mutual fund

returns taken from the Morningstar Mutual Fund Database. Morningstar reports information
about all open-end mutual funds on a monthly basis. We converted monthly returns to quar-

terly figures and included the fund returns until the moment of disappearance. This does not,

however, eliminate potential survivorship biases as those reported in Brown, Goetzmann, Ib-
botson and Ross [1992] and Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1997], but it is close to exist-

ing studies ofperformance persistence (including Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [ 1993] and

Carhart [1997a]).
The basic sample includes funds that meet the following selection criteria. First, the fund

has an observation record of at least nine quarters~~. Second, funds that invest more than SOa~o
in bonds, but nevertheless advertise as "equity fund" are excluded from the sample. As a

consequence of our first criterium, funds that ceased to exist before January 1988 are also
excluded from the sample. The resulting sample varies from 711 mutual funds in the first

quarter of 1986 to 1422 funds in the fourth quarter of 1994.

Following several papers in the area, our second sample contains a relatively homogeneous
sample of equity funds, selected out of the basic sample, with as investment objective growth

stocks. The size of this sample varies between 171 funds in the first quarter of 1986 and 353
mutual funds in the fourth quarter of 1994. For both samples we assume that all dividends are

reinvested in the mutual fund at the end of the quarter in which the dividends are distributed.
For the riskless rate we take the quarterly return on one-month U.S. Treasury bills, collected

from the Ibbotson Index database. In order to apply the Fllf3 method, we use the Standard

8L Poor 500 index, also collected from the Ibbotson Index database, as the market return. All
returns are net of transaction costs, fees, and expenses, but are gross for any sales charges.

Although the choice of the number of lags in the regressions is a bit arbitrary, we follow
Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993], and only include up to eight lags, as in our simula-

tion experiments. Including more lags would enable estimation of additional medium-run per-
sistence effects, but effectively reduces the number of observations in estimation. The estima-

tion results of the five methods are summarized in Table 5.5, for the basic sample, and Table

5.6 for the sample of growth stocks.
As discussed above, the FM2 method has an expected bias that is a weighted average of -T, ,

where T, is the number of periods available for fund i.. In this empirical study, the maximum
number of observations available is 36, which means that we can expect a bias of at least

~ 1 To apply FM2, we also need eight future observations, so that for this approach an observation history of at
least 17 periods is required. This leads to a sample of 1209 funds ( 284 growth funds) in the last quarter of 1992.
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Table SS: Persistence estimates and t-values: basic sample 1986-1994. The table rcports [he estimatcd persistence cuelfi-
cicnts using the basic sample of mutual funds. The estimates of ihe adjusted FM I method arc based on cross-sectional regres-
sions, es[imated by OI,S, tix cach quarter in 1988 through 1992 (t-9,...28). In contrast, the standard FM and adjusted I'M2
and FM3 approaches are based on 28 cross-sectional regressions. The estimates reported are [he [ime-averages of the slopc
coefficien[ estimates. For the methods adjusted FM 1,2 and 3, the dependcnt variable is in excess of an estimate of the cx-
pected return. The numbers in parentheses are t-values.

Estimates ( x 100) of Persistence Coefticients
Gstimation Standard Adjusted Adjusted Adjusted Pooled

method PM FMI FM2 FM3 IV
Dependent r;, r„ - r,' r„ - r; r„ - A1~-~ r;, - r;,-~

variablc

7i I.60 -3.86 -3.67 -1.94 4.54
(0.32) (-0.64) (-0.75) (-0.48) (0.62)

ry2 1.16 -3.18 -3.42 -0.78 -0.31
(0.26) (-0.67) (-0.80) (-0.21) (-0.39)

ry3 17.43 19.57 12.81 9.79 33.43
(4.25) (3.49) (3.26) (393) (4.18)

ry4 0.11 4.90 -3.59 -1.98 3.65
(0.03) (0.98) (-0.96) (-0.58) (0.58)

ry5 -7.39 -6.18 -IL03 -10.32 -0.42
(-1.70) (-1.40) (-252) (-2.21) (-0.07)

rys -1.08 0.01 -5.49 -4.4R 0.23
(-0.38) (0.00) (-1.93) ~ (-I.51) (0.03)

y~ 0.49 -4.96 -4.21 -4.13 12.87
(0.15) (-L60) (-1.33) (-1.25) (1.65)

ryg 12.63 9.20 7.98 3.22 17.72
(4.19) (2.26) (2.56) (I.IS) (2.51)

~7~ 24.94 I5.40 -10.60 -10.62 71.71
(3.03) (1.60) (-1.48) (-1.48) (1.58)

-0.028 in the estimated coefficients of this method. According to our simulation experiments,
the bias in the estimates of the F1111 method is negligible. Note, however, that in our case
the estimates are the averages of only 20 cross-sectional regressions due to the fact that the
unconditional expectation Mt-i is estimated from eight future observations. In contrast, the
standard FM estimates are based on 28 cross-sectional regressions. Although the exact size of
the bias present in the latter estimation method is dependent on the true data generating process,
we expect a positive sign. This suggests that the true persistence coefficients are somewhat
smaller than the estimates ofthe standard Fama Macbeth approach. The estimates of the pooled
IV approach differ substantially from the estimates of the standard FA-1 and FMl method. As
already suggested, the pooled IV method suffers from large standard errors, which makes this
approach less suitable for applied work.

Looking at the estimates of the adjusted F11~I1 method, there appears to be some evidence
of persistence in the basic sample of mutual funds, but the pattern is rather erratic. Given the
accuracy of the individual estimates, it does not seem advisable to develop a dynamic buy-and-
sell strategy from these numbers. A strategy that selects funds with a 10~o superior performance,
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Table 5.6: Persistence estimates and t-values for selected sample of growth funds. The tahle reports thc estimated pcrsis-
tence coeftïcicros using a sample of mutual fwtds with imes[ments style 'growth'. 'I~he estimates of the adjusted PM I mcthod
are hased on cross-sectional regressions, es'timated by OLS. for each yuarler in 1988 through 1992 (t-9....28). In contrast, the
standard FM and adjusted FM2 and FM3 approaches are based on 28 cross-sectional regressions. The estimates reported are
the time-averages of the slope coet~~icient estimates. For the mcthods adjusted FM 1,2 and 3, the dependent variable is in ex-
ccss of an estimate ol the expected re[um. The numbers in parentheses are t-values.

Estimates ( x 100) af Persistence Coefficients,
Estimation Standard Adjusted Atijusted Adjusted Pooled

method FM FMI PM2 FM3 IV
Dependen[ re r,r - ri r,~ - j', ~',r - n'Ie-t r;, - r;r-t

variable
ry~ 4.05 U.03 -U.84 -OJ6 2.18

(0.72) (0.00) (-O.IS) (-0.16) (0.27)
ry2 5.62 1.68 1.61 3.83 4.R2

(I.II) (0.271 (Q32) (0.84) (0.54)
ry3 12.93 I L62 8.92 6.56 43.65

(2.40) (1.62) (IJ3) (1.49) (4.77)
y4 3.10 G.27 -4.88 -0.31 2.86

(0.79) (1.40) (-Q 13) (-0.08) (0.42)
y5 -8.03 -2.34 -11.08 -IO.R9 2.53

(-1.52) (-0.50) (-2.10) (-1.96) (0.36)
ys -2.80 0.82 -3.63 -3.22 -3.34

(-0.08) (0.19) (-1.12) (-0.93) (-Q44)
7~ -1.81 -3.65 -5.26 -5.46 19.86

(-0.55) (-1.07) (-I.61) (-L58) (2.10)
rye 8.84 8.73 5.20 L95 17.79

(3.17) (2JI) (1.67) (0.73) (2.11)
~ y~ 21.90 23.20 -9.90 -8.30 90.53

(224) (1.79) (-0.52) (-0.75) (L81)

and keeps these in portfolio for eight consecutive quarters, leads to an expected cumulative

residual gain of O. I So~o, with a standard error of 0. l 00~0. The conclusions from the inconsistent

F11~12 and FItl3 methods, on the other hand, would be substantially different with a cumulative

residual loss of O.lOo~o and a standard error of 0.070~0. The estimates using the standard FILI

approach, reported in the first column, seems to be upward biased, as can be expected from

the analytical and Monte Carlo results, while the poolt~d IV estimates in column 5 produces

substantially different results, with substantially higher standard errors. Most methods seem to

have in common that lags 3 and 8 are important with significantly positive coefficients.

For the more homogenous subsample of growth funds, our F1111 results, reported in col-

umn 2 of Table 5.6, show a pattern of persistence that corresponds fairly closely to the one re-

ported by Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993] for the period 1974 to 1988. Note, however,

that the latter results were based on the adjusted methods FIL12 and F?II3, which - in our case

- would yield substantially different outcomes. Apparently, an investment strategy based on

selecting growth-oriented mutual funds with an above average performance over the last four

quarters still proves valuable for the period 1986-1994. The estimated cumulative gaín in ex-
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pected returns by selecting funds with a relatively high return compared to other growth funds
is about 23 basis points over the next eight quarters. "fhe associated standard error, however,
corresponds to 13 basis points. Again, note that the conclusions from the adjusted F1112 and
FAí3 approaches would be substantially diftèrent with a cumulative loss of approximately 9
basis points. Recall that this is a biased estimate and does not represent the actual expected
gain or loss from the above-mentioned strategy.

5.6 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we examined a number of estimation methods used to detect patterns of pre-

dictable returns. As expected returns vary over the funds, most of these methods employ some
estimate of these expected returns to prevent the problem ofcross-sectional correlation, as dis-

cussed by Jegadeesh (1990J. Our analytical results show that estimation errors in the expected
returns may induce a spurious pattern of short-run persistence. 'rhe bias in the persistence co-
eíiicients is, on average, close to -.~., where T is the number of periods used to estimate the
expected returns. As this bias hardly depends on the true data generating process, this result is
of particular concern when using lower frequency data, where only a limited number of time
series observations is available. As an illustration, we considered the approaches taken in Hen-
dricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993], which had biases in each slope coefficient of approxi-
mately -0.02, corresponding to a cumulative bias (over eight lags) of -0.16.

Jegadeesh's [1990J approach to eliminate such biases requires estimation ofexpected returns
over future observations, instead of past returns. Although this methods leads to unbiased
estimates, the approach has as a disadvantage that the most recent observation periods are
actually not used in the estimation of the short-run persistence coefficients. This is particularly
cumbersome if time-variation in these coetïicients can be expected. As an alternative, we
suggest another estimation approach, which corresponds to instrumental variables estimation
of the model in first differences, using the pooled data. Unfortunately, this approach, based on
the elimination of tïxed individual effects in dynamic panel data models, is, though consistent,
rather inefticient, such that accurate statements about the true persistence coefJicients are hard
to make.

The second part of the chapter empirically examined the short-run persistence in a sample of
equity funds and a subsample of growth equity funds, over the period 1986-1994. The results
show that an investment strategy based on identifying the winning gro~t~th-oriented mutual
funds increases the expected return on a portfolio of mutual funds. In particular, a strategy of
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selecting every quarter the funds with high returns, relative to other funds, over the last four
quarters, can significantly increase the expected return. Although the esiimates of Hendricks.
Patel and Zeckhauser [ 1993] over the period I 975 to 1988 were negatively biased, they found
a similar pattern. Apparently, the hot hands phenomenon reported by these authors still exists
in the period 1986 to 1994. It must be stressed, however, that the estimates of the individual
coefficients are not very accurate and, moreover, the results are quite sensitive to the estimation
method employed. At the least, this implies that the devefopment of dynamic trading strategies
from these results is a dangerous exercise.



Chapter 6

Eliminating Biases in

Evaluating Mutual Fund Performance

from a Survivorship Free Sample

Poorperforming mutual funds are less likely to be observed in the data sets that are typically

provided by data providers. This so-called survivor problem can induce a substantial bias

in nzeasures of the performance of the funds and the persistence of this performance. Muny

studies have recenlly argued that survivorship bias can be avoided by analyzing a snmple that

contains returns on each,fund up Io the period of disappecrrance using stcrndard techniques.

Such data sets are usually referred to as survivorship,free'. In this chapter we show that the

use of standardmethods ofanalysis on a survivorship free ' data-set typieally still suffers from a

bias and we show how one can easily correctfor this using weights basedonprobit regressions.

Using a sample with quarterly returns on US. based equity firnds, we frrst ofall model how

survival probabilities depend upon historical returns, the age qf the firnd crnd upon aggregate

economy-wide shocks. Suhsequently we employ a Monte C'crrlo study to analyze the size and

shape of the survivorship bias in various performance measures that nrise when a survivor-

shipfree database' is used with standard techniques. In particular, we show that survivorship

bias induces a spurious U-shape pattern inperformance persi,stence. Finally, N~e show how a

weighting procedure based tepon probit regressions can be used to correct for the bias. In this

way, we obtain bias-correctedestimates ofabnormalperformance relative to a onejactorand

the Carhart [1997aJfour-factor model, as well as its persistence. Our results are in accor-

dance with thepersistence pattern fotrnd by Carhart[1997aJ, and do not support the existence

of a hot handphenomenon in mutual fund performance.
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6.1 Introduction

Many empirical studies in finance potentially suffer from survivorship bias. This point has re-

cently been stressed by e.g. Brown, Goetzmann and Ross [1995J and Carhart [1997b]. In this

chapter we focus on the impact of survivorship bias in measuring mutual fund performance.

Poor performing mutual funds are less likely to be observed in the data sets that are typically

available. This so-called survivor problem can induce a substantial bias in measures of the per-

formance of the funds and the persistence of this performance. Many studies (see, e.g. Grin-

blatt and Titman [1989a], Brown and Goetzmann [1995], Malkiel [1995] and Wermers [1997])

have recently argued that survivorship bias can be avoided by using standard techniques on a

sample that contains retums on each fund up to the period ofdisappearance. Such data-sets are

usually referred to as 'survivorship free'. As stressed by Carhart [ 1997b], the analysis ofa'sur-

vivorship free' database with standard techniques will in general still yield biased estimates of

performance measures, because poor performing funds are underrepresented. Carhart [] 997b]

refers to this bias as a'look ahead bias'. In this chapter we analyze the relative size of these

biases for U.S. based equity funds and show how these biases can be eliminated using appro-

priate correction methods.

Empirical studies by Brown and Goetzmann [1995], and Elton, Gruber and Blake [1996]
indicate, as may be expected, that a bad record of returns is one of the main reasons for fund
disappearance. If this is the case, a simple analysis of average returns for a sample of mutual
funds still in existence at the end of the sample period tends to be upward biased due to the rel-
ative absence of low returns. Because ofcross-sectional variation in expected returns, this bias
does not necessarily disappear in a survivorship free sample. It is sometimes claimed (Grinblatt
and Titman [1989a], Blake, Elton and Gruber [1993J) that the effect of survivorship bias on
average returns is between O.la~o and 0.40~o per year, although the implicit underlying assump-
tions on the survival process are not cleac For alternative and more sophisticated measures of
performance, and its persistence, survivorship can lead to a wide range of spurious empirical
regularities, the form of which will depend upon the survival process (see, e.g. Brown et al.

[1992], Brown, Goetzmann and Ross [1995] and Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1997]).
In this chapter we empirically study the performance of U.S. based open-end mutual funds

for the period 1989-1995, explicitly taking into account the problem of survivorship bias.

Following the micro-economics literature on sample selection (starting with Heckman [1976,
1979]), we model the process that determines attrition from the sample, and subsequently an-

alyze it jointly with (the underlying model of) performance evaluation. As a consequence, the
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goal of this chapter is threefold. First, we determine the factors that affect a fund's probabil-

ity to close or merge and leave the sample. The longitudinal probit model that we propose ex-

tends the model in Brown and Goetzmann [1995] by allowing for aggregate macro-economic

shocks. Second, we analyze the effects of this survival process on a range ofperformance mea-

sures using a Monte Carlo experiment and, third, we show how one can correct for these sur-

vivorship biases and apply this to the sample of equity funds. Our results show that historical

returns are an important determinant for fund survival, that survivorship bias in performance

measurement can be substantial, and that knowledge of the survival process enables fairly sim-

ple corrections for survivorship biases. Using Carhart's [ 1997a] four-factor model for evaluat-

ing mutual fund performance, we find a persistence pattern that is similar to the one reported

in Carhart [ 1997a], although the latter may be subject to bias.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. A stylized example in Section 6? il-

lustrates the potential problem of survivorship bias in performance measurement using a sur-

vivorship free as well as a survivors-only sample of mutual funds. In Section 6.3 we describe

the sample of U.S. based mutual funds that we employ. We show that the total number of funds

that leaves the sample is substantial and their average return is substantially less than for sur-

viving funds. This indicates the potential for survivorship bias and the need to correct for it.

In Section 6.4 we model survival probabilities and examine factors that determine fund disap-

pearance. We also analyze whether funds with different investment objectives, such as grownh

stocks or foreign stocks, have different probabilities of survival. A Monte Carlo study, pre-

sented in Section 6.5, shows the effect of survivorship bias on various methods analyzing mu-

tual fund performance. The empirical survival process, in which historical returns over at most

three years play a role, induces a spurious pattern of performance persistence that is U-shaped.

rather than J-shaped as in Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1997]. ln Section 6.6 we show

how the survival model can be used to construct weights that can be applied to correct for sur-

vivorship biases. The empirical implementation of this approach is presented in Section 6.7,

where we examine persistence in the performance of U.S. open-end equity funds over the pe-

riod 1989-1994, using a simple one-factor model and Carhart [1997a;'s four-factor model. By

and large, our results support the findings of Carhart [1997a] and do not indicate the existence

of a hot hands phenomenon in mutual fund performance. Section 6.8 summarizes the main re-

sults and presents some concluding remarks.
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6.2 A Stylized Example

[n order to show that the use of a survivorship free sample to evaluate mutual fund performance
still yields biased estimates, we will in this section analyze a simple example that illustrates
the causes and sizes of the impact that survivorship effects can have on performance measures.
More explicitly, we will examine the effect on the average return of a mutual fund or a sample
of funds given that mutual fund survival depends on past returns.

Assume that a population of mutual funds exists, indexed i- 1, ..,1~1. In two consecutive
sample periods, each of them realizes a return r;t - p~~ with probability p;, or r;, - ~~~ with
probability 1- p;, where p; comes from a cross-sectional distribution with mean p. Conse-
quently, the expected return on a mutual fund is:

r~ il~~ - T~zl~ ~ ~ 1 - Pz)l~ .

In the first sample period each fund is observed, while in the second period we observe a fund

with probability one if it had a return ~;~ - E~~I in the previous period and with probability q if it

had return r;~ -~1~~. Indexing data availability in the second period by y; - 1, we thus have that

7'il - {~LP{y~~ - 1 ~r,i } - 9 ~ ~1 - 9) ~f~ - ~~~ (6.1)

and

P{,y;-1}-p;~(1-p;)q. (6.2)

The standard estimator for the expected return f~,, of fund i from a'survivorship free' database

r,~t ~- y~r~2
~ )~~; - . 6.3

1 f y;

(Note that ri2 is missing if i~; - 0.) By using the probabilities for each of the possible outcomes,
it is easily verified that this is not an unbiased estimator for p;. In particular, it can be shown that

E{~:~;} - ~~; - [zpi(I - q)(I - pa)1(~L - r~"), (6.4)

indicating that (6.3) underestimates the expected return ~;. Consequently, even a survivorship
free sample is not free of survivorship effects in the sense that the properties of standard es-
timators can be affected by the survival process. The bias increases as the probability of sur-
vival q decreases. Not surprisingly, the bias disappears if pH -~L, if the survival probability
q equals one or if 7~; - 0 or p; - 1.
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Conditional upon fund survival in period 2, the expected value of j~; - Z(rlt f ~-;z) is given
by

(1-r 1- ~)E{~~;~~~: - i} - N.; - 2p~ ~)( r, (~H - ~~~~), (6.s~p,f(1-p~)g
which indicates that the estimator based upon the survivors-only sample overestimates the ex-

pected return p2. This is due to the relative absence of bad returns.
Intuitively, the fact that the estimator for the expected return conditional upon fund survival

yields a positive bias, due to the relative absence of low returns, suggests that in order to obtain
an unbiased estimate the weight for the observed low returns should be increased, while the

observed high returns should have a lower weight. In Section 6.6 we show that using a weight
factor that equals the inverse of the normalized probability that fund i is kept in the sample
yields unbiased estimates. Consequently, to estimate the expected return i~; for fund i, the

appropriate weight is the ratio of the unconditional ( 6.2) and conditional survival probability
(6.1) and is given by

pa f (1 - p,)g
(6.6)w; -

4f~1-2)~'H-~L.

It is easily verified that the adjusted estimator Ë~; - z w; (r~l -}-rzz) is an unbiased estimator based
upon the sample characterized by y, - 1. Note that the weights wi depend upon returns, r~i in
this case, and are thus endogenous. Moreover, they depend upon the unknown parameters pz.
This seems strange but is not a problem because the numerator of the weights is just P{y; - 1}
which is directly identifiable from the data, using observations on other funds.

6.3 Stylized Facts on Survival of U.S. Equity Funds

In order to examine the importance of the effect of conditioning upon survival for empirical
performance studies, we employ a data set selected from the Morningstar Mutual Funds Ondisc
database (February 1995 edition). This database contains monthly information on more than
6000 U.S. based open-end equity as well as fixed income mutual funds. This sample suffers
from survivorship because only funds that existed at the end of the sample period (February
1995) are included. Many mutual funds have disappeared from the sample because they have
merged with other funds or are closed down completely. In the latter case it is possible that the
management of the fund has decided to change to a closed-end fund, or that the investors of
the fund are offered the opportunity to withdraw their money and invest it in another fund of
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the same investment company. A first step in obtaining results free ofsurvivorship bias, is the
inclusion ofattrited funds in the sample. We did so by extending the database with the mutual
funds that disappeared between the first month of 1989 and the last month of 1994. In the sequel
we will refer to this data set, covering 1989-1994, as the combined 'survivorship free' sample~ .

In this chapter, following previous studies, we concentrate on equity funds. During the
period January 1989 to December 1994, we observe 2678 funds with their name, objective,
the year of fund inception, and monthly returns until the month of disappearance. In contrast
to Carhart [19976] we also included specialty funds (i.e. 273 sector funds), internationally
diversified U.S. based funds (490) and a number of funds which advertise as 'balanced fund'
and invest less than SOo~o in fixed income securities (180). For 79 funds Morningstar did not
report an investment objective. For 33 funds of this group the investment objective was obvious
from their name. The remaining 46 funds were classified as having an `other' investment
objective. Table 6.1 presents the number of funds by inception year and the number of them that
did not survive the period January 1989 to December 1994, aggregated to a yearly level. Note
that we aggregated all funds with an inception date before 1977, which explains the relative
large number of 279 funds with inception year 1976.

Table 6. ] shows that 498 of the mutual funds in our sample disappeared between January
1989 and December 1994 due to merger or liquidation, which corresponds with a yearly av-
erage of 5.30~0. This estimate differs from Carhart [1997b], who reports a non-survival rate of
3.6o~0 over the period 1962 to 1995, which increases to 4.60~o for the period 1989 to 1994. The
remaining difference with our yearly average is due to inclusion of~types of funds in our sam-
ple that have relatively low survival rates (compare Table 6.3 below). Furthermore, looking
at, for instance, the 173 funds that started in 1990, 29.So~o of them already disappeared within
the next four years. A similar pattern seems to hold for other years, so that a first conclusion
would be that a large part of the defunct funds disappeared at a relatively young age, age be-
ing deiined as the time elapsed since fund inception. Apparently,, it is not only the case that
the number of mutual funds has grown at an increasing rate over the last decade, but also that
the relative number of funds that has closed down or merged has increased significantly. At a
more disaggregated level (not reported in the table), it appears that in some months relatively
many mutual funds leave the sample while in other months almost no funds disappear, indicat-
ing that common aggregate factors may play a role in fund disappearance as well.

It is often claimed that a bad record of fund returns is one of the main reasons that funds
disappear from a sample (see, e.g. Elton, Gruber and Blake [ 1996]). Low returns compared to

t Unfortunately; Momíngstar was unable to provide information about funds that ceased to exist before 1989.
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Table 6. I: Number of Non-survivors. I he table reports the annual number ot funds hy inception year since 1976 and the
annual number that ceased to e~:ist behveen 1989 through 1994 . The rou labelled 'Non-surv. Rate' contains the number of
disappearing (unds- divided by the total number of funds at the beginning of thc year.

Inccption out in ~car
vcar total in 19R9 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 [otal out

G1976 279 5 3 4 7 16 R 43
1977 14 I I 2 4
1978 13 2 2 4
1979 11 I I 1 319xo lo I 1
1981 26 2 I I 4
1982 33 I 2 2 3 1 9
I9x3 SR 4 3 3 3 3 2 IR
1984 75 2 3 2 3 5 15
1985 98 2 5 5 3 6 4 25
1986 143 I Il 8 9 I3 7 49
1987 162 3 6 9 7 16 II 52
198x 140 2 2 7 13 14 10 48
1989 107 3 5 4 12 7 31
1990 173 II 6 IR 16 51
I991 187 8 7 23 3R
1992 277 17 15 32
1993 550 13 40 53
1994 322 1R IR

[otal: 267x 21 36 61 6R 145 167 49R
Non-surv Rate ( o~olyr) 1.98 3.14 4.75 4.R2 8.95 8.25 5.31

other funds as well as low returns relative to some benchmark portfolio seem to be a reason for
the management of the fund to close down the fund or to let the fund merge (see Brown and
Goetzmann [1995]). Table 6.2 presents the average quarterly returns for the period 1989-1994
for the funds that survived until the end of 1994, for the funds that did not survive, and for the
combined sample. For comparison, we also added the quarterly returns on the Standard and
Poor 500 and the returns on a three month Treasury Bill over the same period.

In accordance with other studies, like Malkiel []995], it appears that in almost all quarters
the surviving funds had a higher average return than the non-surviving funds, indicating that

low returns increase the probability ofdisappearance. Furthermore, the average annual return
over the period 1989 through 1994 for the sample containing the surviving funds is 0.640~0

higher than for the combined sample of funds, i.e. 11.440~o versus 10.80n~o. In contrast, Malkiel
[ 1995] finds a difference of 1.SOo~o over the period 1982 through 1991, Elton, Gruber and Blake

[1995] even find a difference of ].870~o for 1976 through 1993, while Brown and Goetzmann

[1995] report a difference of 0.800~0 over the period ] 977-1987. Note that all estimates for this

effect of survivorship in computing average returns are higher than the at most 0.400~0, that was

claimed by Grinblatt and Titman [1989a]. In most quarters the average return of the mutual
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Table 6.2: Average quarterly returns. The tablc reports the average yuarterly returns for the funds that survived until the end
of 1994, average yuarterly returns for the funds that ccased to exist during 1989-1994. and the average return for the combined
sample. I'urthennore, we present the yuarterly returns lor the Standard and Poor 500 and Treasury bills. The columns labelled
'Number' contain the number of funds over ~ahich the average yuarterly return is calculated.

yuarter Surviving Funds
Mean
return Nwnber

Nun-Survivors
Mean
return Number

Combined
Mean
return

return
S~P500

return
t-bill

1989I01 6.50 R19 5.06 296 6.12 Z03 1.85
I02 6.36 830 5.28 294 6.08 8.80 2.19
I03 9.79 843 7.97 289 9.32 10.64 2. IO
I04

1990I01
0.34 858

-2.72 888
-0.45 286
-2.78 298

0.14
-2.74

2.05
-3.02

1.98
1.79

I02 5.75 921 4.65 306 5-47 6.29 2.00
I03 -14.9I 951 -13.35 300 -14.54 -13.78 1.95
I04

1991I01
6.83 980

15.16 1025
5.01 301

12.30 308
6.40

14.50
8.95

14.56
1.86
1.44

I02 -0.79 IO~R -I.21 301 -0.88 -0.21 1.43
I03 6.91 1095 5.99 284 6.72 5.3R 1.41
I04

1992I01
7.24 1129

-11.63 1184
6.03 278

-1.79 274
7.00

-0.84
8.36

-2.55
1.20
0.96

I02 -1.07 1213 -1.34 265 -1.12 1.97 0.92
I03 1.44 1298 0.93 254 1.3G 3.10 0.83
I04

I993I01
6.84 1374
4.8R I515

5.63 242
3.59 241

6.66
4.70

5.10
4.28

0.75
0.71

I02 2.86 1603 2.10 253 2.75 0.~1 0.71
I03 5.69 1732 4.SI 164 5.59 2.56 0.75
I04

1994I01
4.19 1871
-3.13 2043

2.36 I50
-3.46 136

4.05
-3.15

2.31
-3.82

0.70
0.73

I02 -2.03 2181 -2.61 I15 -2.06 0.41 U.90
I03 ~.69 2183 2.77 21 5.66 4.92 I.01
I04 -2.45 2184 -2.45 -U.03 1.20

Mean 2.86 2.70 3.08 1.31

funds underperforms the S~,P500 which could be due to the fact that the equity funds hold

bonds and liquidities as well. On an annual basis we find a difference between the S8cP500

and the combined sample of funds of 1.52o~0, i.e. 12.320~o versus 10.800~0.

In order to examine whether the survival rate varies with the funds' investment objective, we

broke down the sample by investment styles. While Morningstar reports investment objectives

in thirteen different categories, we chose to follow other studies (Malkiel []995], Brown and

Goetzmann [ 1995]), and decided to split the sample, for ease of comparison, into six categories.

The category 'other' represents the equity funds that could not be clearly assigned to any of the

other five categories, so it contains, for instance, the funds that advertise as equity fund and

invest less than SOo~o in fixed income securities as well as the funds with unknown investment

objective. Table 6.3 presents the average quarterly return over the period 1989-1994 for all

funds as well as for the subset of funds that survived until the end of 1994 for each of the six
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investment objectives2. It appears that the categories 'specialty' and 'other' had the highest

Table 6.3: Summary Statistics by Objective Category. l he table shows for six investmcnt ol)jcctivcs catcgorics the avengc
yuarlerly retum fur the combined sample and the average quarterly return for the (unds that survived until the cnd of 1994 as
well as the number of fLnds in each category, the number of non-survivors and the corresponding drop-out percentage.

Group Combined Surviving Funds Drop
Objective mcan mean out

return Number return Number "~
I: Aggressivc Growth 3.70 95 3.88 77 18.9
2: GrowthlSmall Companies 3.12 1052 3.22 904 14.1
3: Income~Growth-Incomc 2.49 540 2.59 434 19.6
4: Spccialty 2.51 273 2.86 201 26.4
5: ForeignlWorld 2.04 490 2.18 429 12.4
6:Other 2.05 226 2.17 138 38.9

percentage of non-survivors. Moreover, the difference between the average annual returns for
the 'specialty' category is 1.400~0, which is much higher than the 0.640~o for the aggregated
sample of mutual fitnds.

6.4 What Determines Mutual Fund Survival?

In Section 6.2 we showed that the use of a survivorship free sample does not guarantee that

standard estimators of mutual fund performance yield unbiased estimates. Moreover, as we
briefly showed in Section 6.2 and what will be more extensively be discussed in Section 6.6,

the use of a simple weight factor based on the ratio of the unconditional and conditional sur-

vival probability is sufficient to correct for survivorship bias in standard estimators. Conse-

quently, in order to correct for survivorship bias we first of all have to determine the factors

that affect mutual fund survival probabilities, which moreover, allows us to analyze the effects
of survivorship on a variety of performance evaluation techniques.

In the previous section we noted that mutual funds that leave the sample have on average
lower returns. Moreover, most of the disappearance occurs at a relatively young age, indicating
that a bad record of returns in the first few years of its existence seriously decreases a fund's
survival probabilities. It can also be noted that in particular months fund disappearance is much
larger than can be expected on the basis of observed returns. To account for this, we include a
common time effect in our specification.

2 Note that a fund's investment objective is self-reported and can therefore easily lead to gaming to improve
relative ex post return rankings ( see Brown and Goetzmann [ 1997]).
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Let y;r be an indicator variable that indicates whether or not fund i has an observed return
in period t. Our first specification describes the probability of fund survival (y,t - 1) using

a longitudinal probit model, such that a fund survives if an underlying latent variable, y~~ is
positive. That is,

yrc

(rz,t-~ - B) -I- ~agel,t-I f ~t f 11~r
i-t

- 1 if fund i is observed in quarter t(y;~ ) 0)

(6.7)

0 otherwise

where r,,~-~ is the return offund i in quarter t- j, B is an unknown constant, oge,,f-1 is the time

in years since fund inception, and .~~ denotes a time effect describing economy wide effects.

The error term ~~,r is assumed to be standard normally distributed, independently over funds

and periods. i.e. ~l,t ~ IIN(0, 1). The ry coeffïcients measure the impact of historical returns

and, potentially, vary over funds and lags. To prevent that the model only applies to funds that

have a return history ofat least J quarters, and is thus conditional upon having survived these

J quarters, we employ a flexible parametrization of the effects of lagged returns such that the

model is conditional upon the observed return history only In addition, to avoid dimensionality

problems, we assume that the ryz~'s can be described by a polynomial in j, multiplied by a factor

that depends upon the number of lagged returns that is available. Let rn;~ denote the number

of lagged quarterly returns that is available for fund z, in quarter t, with a maximum of J. Then,

we assume the following structure for the lagged quarterly returns coefficients3

s

ry~~ -(1 ~~ In [J f 1 - m~t]) ~ akjk.7(j G m2z), (6.8)
k-0

where ~k-o akjk is a polynomial of degree three, and I O is the indicator function that equals

1 if j is smaller than or equal to m~~ and 0 otherwise. Note that for mutual funds with a return

record ofmore than J quarters, the lagged quarterly returns coefficients can simply be described

by ~k-o ak jk. The advantage of a polynomial lag structure is that we only have to estimate a

restricted number ofparameters, increasing precision of the estimates, and, moreover, a smooth

pattern of the coefficients is automatically imposed. As it is implicitly assumed that further lags

of the returns are irrelevant, we restrict the polynomial coefficients such that the hypothetical

coefficient for lag .I f 1 is zero. This gives an additional restriction that can be substituted
in (6.7) and reduces the number of parameters describing variation in ry~~ to four It should be

3 For notational simplicity, the fact that the ry,~ coefticients vary over time as a function of ~n,~ (for a subsample
ofthe funds) is not reflected in their indices.
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noted, because of the presence of the time effects and the truncation of rn.;t, that both ~ and B
are only identified from information contained in funds that exist less than 12 quarters.

We estimate (6.7) with four (J - 4), eight (J - 8) and twelve (J - 12) lagged quarterly

returns included, over the period 1989I01 through 1994I04. Table 6.4 reports the estimates

for the lagged quarterly return parameters ryl through ry~, the constant fund return parameter

(~ and the age parameter ~. The coefficient estimates for the time dummies can be found in

Table 6.9 (Appendix 6.B). It appears that lagged quarterly returns, age of the fund and the

Table 6.4: Estimation results. 'fhe table presents estimation results for probit specifica[ion (6.7) with four (J - 4), eight
(J- 8) and hvelve (J - 12) lagged quartcrly rcturns, a constant fund return IJ, age of the fund (in years) and 24 time dummics
as explanatory variables. We do no[ report the estimates for thc polynomial coet7ïcients, hut only report the implied estimates
for [he lagged quarterly returns under the condi[ion that a fund has more than J quarterly returns availablc. Note that for funds
with Icss than J historical return: available, lhe coeRrcients for the lagged return should be inflated by a factor (see main text).
The total number ofobsenations is 3631I.

J- 4 J-8 J- 12
estimate std. err estimate std. err estimate std. crr

a 3.208 0.231 3.416 0.224 3.257 0.213

rt-i 0.013 0.003 0.014 Q003 0.014 0.003
re-2 0.016 R003 0.012 0.002 0.014 0.002
rt-a U.019 0.003 0.013 0.002 0.015 OA02
rt-y 0.015 0.003 0.014 0.002 0.015 0.002
rt-s 0.016 0.002 0.015 0.002
rt-s 0.016 0.002 0.014 0.002
rt-~ 0.014 O.U02 0.013 0.002
rt-e 0.009 O.UU2 0.012 0.002
rt-9 O.OIO 0.002
Tt-10 O.OOÓ 0.002
rt-ii 0.006 0.002
rt-ts 0.003 Q.001
9 11.394 2.229 8.390 1.215 6.878 0.795
~ -0.603 0.309 OA87 0.107 -0.066 Q064
aget-i 0.016 0.004 0.019 0.004 0.025 O.OOS

aggregate time effect have a significant effect on fund disappearance (at the So~o level). Low
returns for a number ofconsecutive quarters increase the probability of leaving the sample. The
positive coef;"icient for age indicates that, ceteris paribus, the older the fund, the more likely it

is to survive. It is also clear from the results that the probability of fund disappearance varies
significantly over the quarters, even if returns have not changed. Note that the time effects
capture all fund-invariant variables, including, for example, the return on the market portfolio
and the term structure of interest rates. Most strikingly, during the third quarters of 1993 and
1994, fund disappearance has been much more likely than in other quarters.

The estimated values for ~ vary a lot between the specifications and are not significantly

different from zero. This indicates that the absolute weights of recent historical returns do not
increase for funds with a short history. Put differently, the returns in, say, the last four quarters
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are equally important irrespective of whether the fund has a history of just these four or more
than twelve quarterly returns. The coefficient B serves the purpose of adjusting the mean of
the probit function when m;~ changes, such that the number of returns included does not give
a spurious effect on the survival probabilities through their nonzero means.

The three specifications in Table 6.4 are tested against each other and against more general
alternatives. Note that the number of parameters in each of the three models is the same. To
test whether the inclusion of additional lags would improve the models, we applied variable
addition test to the three specifications. These tests are Lagrange Multiplier tests for the null
hypotheses that the coefficients for one or more additional lags, added unrestrictedly to the
model, are zero. More details about this and subsequent tests are provided in Appendix 6.A.

Panel A of Table 6.5 presents the outcome of the tests for the inclusion of additional lagged

returns. Clearly, the specifications with J - 4 and J - 8 are overly restrictive and have to be

rejected against alternatives with additional lags. For the model with three years of quarterly

returns (J - 12) it cannot be rejected that further lags have zero coefficients. As it is well

known that violation of the assumption ofhomoskedastic error terms typically leads to incon-

sistency of the maximum likelihood estimators in limited dependent variable models (see, e.g.

Amemiya [ 1986 p. 268 ff.]), we also test the specification with J- 12 against heteroskedastic

alternatives, the error variance being functions of lagged returns, fund age or both. The results

of the Lagrange Multiplier tests, presented in Table 6.5, do not cause any doubt on the validity

of the homoskedasticity assumption. Another crucial assumption is that of normality; which we

tested against the more general Pearson family ofdistributions, as described by Newey [] 985].

Somewhat surprisingly given the large number of observations, we are not able to reject nor-

mality either Finally, we tested the inclusion of nonlinear functions of age and once more do

not reject the model.

Let us now look at our preferred specification with .J - 12 in more detail. For funds with

a retum history of less than 12 months, the coefficients in Table 6.4 are not appropriate and

should be adjusted with the estimated factor ~ ln(.J-~ 1-m,;t) and set to zero for the unavailable

returns. The results of this exercise are presented in Table 6.10 in Appendix 6.B. Using the

estimates for the panel data probit model with 12 quarterly returns included, we can compute

the probability that a fund will disappear in the next quarter given the past record of returns

and the age of the fund. In Figure 6.1 we show the probability of disappearance for funds with

different ages, where the past record of returns varies from -Solo to ~-5~o for each of the last

four quarters and the quarterly returns for the quarters t - 5 through t- 12 are fixed at 3.OOo~o,

corresponding to the average quarterly return over the period 1989-1994. The probabilities are
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Table 6.5: Results of misspecification [es[s. I"he tablc rcports fix the specifications (6.7) and (6.9) outcomes of LM lests thr
missine impacts of past ptrlbnnancc of thc (und, its stylc and thc spccification ofage. All [cst s[atistics ha~c an asymptotic null
distrihution dtat is Chi-syuared ~~ith degrees of freedom given by DI: A" indicates r~jection at the So~ó level. See Appcndix
A for dctails

Pancl A: Variablc Addition lèst
Specification Additional variable(s) DP I,M-statistic p-value
(6.7) J- 4 r,,-s I 7.43' 0.006

rr-s...rr-x 4 4i.99' 0.000
(6.7) J- 8 rr-a I 7.91' 0.00~

rr-9...rr-12 4 12.89' 0.012
(6.7) J- 12 rr-t3 I 1.77 O.IR3

rc-ts, rr-t.t 2 2.~~1 0.2R0
stgle rtv~rnrrries gt...gs 5 SZ61' 0.000

~ager,-t I ~.2R 0.131
ager.-t I 3.~4 0.060

(6.9) J- 12 r~-t3 I 1.32 0.251
rr-t3,rr-ta 2 20I 0.366
age~-t I 2.64 0.104

ager-t 1 3.31 0.069
Panel B: Heteroskedasticitv Test
Specifïcation Variable(s) DF LM-statistic p-value

(6.7) J- 12 re-t...rr-i2 3 0.13 0.988

rr-t...rc-t2, ayer-t 4 0.21 0.995
(6.9) J- 12 rr-t...rr-t2, agee-t 4 0.13 0.99R

rr-t...rr-t2, agee-t,9t..ys 9 0.43 0.999
Panel C: Normality Test
Specification DP LM-sta[istic 7rvalue
(6.7) J- 12 2 4.16 0.125
(6.9) J- 12 2 2.R2 0244

averaged over the 24 different quarters. Alternatively, we could have fixed the time effect to

its average over the quarters.

It appears that, for instance, a 3-year old fund with a return of -So~o for each of the last four

quarters has a probability of almost 40~o to disappear in the next quarter, while a 16-year old

fund with a comparable return record only has a probability of almost 20~o to disappear. On the

other hand, the probability of attrition drops below 10~o if a fitnd of age sixteen had a return of

f5o~o for the last four quarters.

The signs we find for the estimated coefficients in the probit specifications are in accordance

with the results of Brown and Goetzmann [1995]. Our specification can be interpreted as a

reduced form specification of their model, that also includes the size of the fund and the expense

ratio as explanatory variables. While we do not observe the size of a fund during the entire

sample period, it has been well documented (see, e.g., Rockinger [1995] and Sirri and Tufano

[ 1997]) that (relative) historical returns are key determinants of capital flows to mutual ftmds.

In contrast to our reduced form model, Brown and Goetzmann [1995] did not include time

effects nor test for their presence. It is important to allow for fixed time effects to incorporate
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Figure 6. I: Non-Survival Probabilities. The tigure shows the probability of disappearance for diFlcrent years since fund

inccption (Age). The return for each of thc last four quarters, i.e. r~-t...r~-~, varies between -So~o to tSolo, while the returns

over the quarters r~-~... r'~-12 is lixed at 3"~o per quarter.

RNin M bv

Ppn V~m

common aggregate shocks that affect the survival of all funds, such as bad retums on the stock
market as a whole. Omitting the time effects, which may be correlated with the regressors,
yields inconsistent parameter estimates (Baltagi [1995, p. 178 ff.]) and inappropriate bias
corrections.

In order to examine whether mutual funds with different investment objectives have different
probabilities of leaving the sample, we tested whether the inclusion of investment objective
dummies significantly improves the model. Given that this test strongly rejects (see Table 6.5),
we extended the survival model in (6.7) to include dummies for each investment objective.
This leads to:

. -
yzc -

y,c -

yze -

f ~7;~~T~e-~ - B ) f ~~gez,t-1 f
~-1

fii.yiz f óz92z f ós9si f ó~,ya; f ós9s~ f~t -~ T1,r

1 if fund i is observed in quarter t(yzt ] 0)

0 otherwise

(6.9)

where g~; through ys~ denote the investment objective dummies, corresponding to the classifi-
cation in Table 6.3. As before, we assume that the structure for the lagged quarterly return co-

efficients ~;~ can be described by (6.8). Table 6.6 reports the estimates for specification (6.9)
with twelve lagged quarterly returns included (J - 12), while the coefficient estimates for the
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time dummies can be found in Table 6.9 (Appendix 6.B). In Table 6.5, we also report the out-
comes for the tests of the homoscedasticity and normality assumption in specification (6.9).

Table6.6: EstimationresultslnvestmentCategoriesdummies.Thetablepresentses[imationresultsforprohitspecification
(6.9) ~cith hvelve lJ - 12) lagged quarterly returns, a dummy for the investment objective, a constant fund return B, age of the
fund (in ycars) and 24 time dummies as explanatory variables. We do not report the estima[es for the polynomial coefficients.
but only rcport thc implied estimates I'or thc lagged quarterly returns under the condition that a fund has more than 12 quartcrly
returns availabk. The [otal number of observations is 3631 I

J- 12
estimate std. crr es[ima[c std.err

n 3.161 0.232
r~-~ 0.013 0.003 ó~ : Growth 0.163 0.102
r~-z 0.014 0.002 á2 :lncome 0.090 0.105
r~-3 O.OIg 0.002 b3 : Specialty 0.085 0.112
r,-4 0.015 0.002 ó,a : Porcign Q310 0.112
r~-s 0.01~ 0.002 ós : Other -0.287 0.073
r~-6 0.015 0.002 (I 6.6I7 0.761
rr-~ 0.014 0.002 ~ -0.063 0.068
ri-8 0.013 0.002 ~: aye~,-~ 0.024 Q00~
r~-9 0.011 0.002

rr-io 0.009 0.002
re-ii 0.006 0.002
r~-i2 0.003 0.001

From Table 6.6, it appears that U.S. based internationally investing mutual funds, i.e. invest-
ment objective 'foreign', have, ct~teris pa,ribtis, the highest probability to survive. Moreover,

the positive coefficients for the investment dummies in the majority of cases indicates that the
mutual funds with investment objective 'aggressive growth' and investment objective summa-
rized by the category 'other' have the highest probability to disappear. The estimated coeffi-
cients for the lagged returns, and age are similar to those for specification (6.7). While specifi-
cation (6.9) describes survival probabilities conditional on a larger information set that includes
investment objective, the significance of the investment dummies suggests that it can be ex-
pected that the error term ~,t in (6.7) exhibits fund-specific serial correlation. We will therefore
use specification (6.9) in the empirical analysis. For the Monte Carlo experiments in Sections
6.5 and 6.6, where we do not distinguish different investment styles, we use specification (6.7).

6.5 The Effects of Survivorship on Performance Measures

In Section 6.2 we examined in a stylized example the effect ofnon-random attrition on a simple
performance measure like the average fund return using a survivorship free sample as well as
a sample plagued by survivorship. Let us now look at a more realistic example, where interest
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lies in the estimation of fund alphas and their persistence. To do so, we perform a Monte Carlo
simulation experiment. Following the set-up of Brown, Goetzmann, Ibbotson and Ross [ 1992],
we generate quarterly returns from the following one factor model

r~e - rjt f ~;(R~,~~ - ~'jt) ~ ~~~ (6.10)

where r~t is the short term interest rate and R~,.i - t~ f~, is the quarterly excess return on the
market portfolio. The idiosyncratic error term u;~ is independent of the quarterly risk premium

and is assumed to be normal with mean zero and variance a~, given by

~~ - k~l - ~,)2. (6.11)

This relationship is a rough approximation to the relationship between non-systematic risk and

,3 that is often observed in mutual funds data. We employ a set of parameter values in the return

generating process that closely matches the first two sample moments of returns and beta. The

quarterly excess return on a market portfolio is i.i.d. normal with mean 0.0215 and standard

deviation 0.104, ,~ is i.i.d. normal with mean 0.93 and standard deviation 0.37 and the value of

k equalsa 0.01997. Moreover, we assume that the short term interest rate can be described by

an AR(1) model given by~ ~

Tft -{~ f p(rfi-t -~) f Et, et i.i.d. N(0, rr~). (6.12)

The simulation experiment proceeds as follows. We start with a'random' number of funds
such that an average 20~o increase per quarter leads to 2500 mutual funds in the final quarter.
This leads to a sample where the number of funds increases each quarter, while none of the
funds drops out. Next, we apply the survival model of the previous section, i.e. equation
(6.7) with twelve lagged returns (J - 12), to determine for each fund in each period the

probability that it leaves the sample. This means that from the record of historical returns, the
age of the fund and an aggregate time effect, a probability pz~ of leaving the sample in the next

quarter is determined. Then fund i leaves the sample in period t with a probability 1~;t. Note
that this assumes that rizi is independent ofcurrent returns, that is, the probability of survival
only depends upon age and historical returns, and - conditional upon those - not upon current
returns. Since the age of the fund, defined as the years since fund inception, is a significant

factor in fund disappearance, we decided to draw a random age for the funds that already exist

4 The value of k that we employ is based on the sample average of ~?~(1 -;9;)2.
5 An OLS estimation of the short rate AR(1) process over the period 1976-1994 yields ~-Ji - 0.140
-I-0.922 ~ rJ~-~ f e~, with rrE - 0.003.
~ In the simulations, the average T-bill return over 1976-94 of 0.018 is used to start the process. Moreover, if a
risk free rate smaller than zero happens to be generated, we set it equal to zero.
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in the first quarter, closely corresponding to the observed age distribution in our sample of
mutual funds, i.e. o~yet ~ abs(N(0, 16)). The survivorship process used in our simulations is

[hus more complicated but also more realistic than the rules applied by Brown, Goetzmann,

Ibbotson and Ross [1992] and Hendricks, Patel and "Leckhauser [1997], who simply remove,

for instance, the worst performing l00~0 of the mutual funds in each period.

Note that the estimated time effects in probit specitïcation (6.7) reflect aggregate shocks. We

take the potential dependence between the time effects and observed aggregate variables in the

model into account by running a number of regressions on variables such as the return on the

S8zP500 and the return on a three-month Treasury Bill over the period 1989-1994. Table 6.1 I in

Appendix 6.B presents the estimation results for a number ofspecifications. It appears that the

time effect is significantly correlated with the risk-free return on Treasury bills. Accordingly,

the random effect that is used in the simulations is drawn from a normal distribution with mean

~a~ - 2.29-}-0.332 ~ rJ, and variance equal to na - 0.079. Note that a high risk-free rate leads

to, on average, higher time effects, but the effect on the survival rate might be balanced by

higher (nominal) returns. The numbers presented below refer to averages or standard deviations

over 500 replications. In order to prevent sensitivity to the starting conditions, we do not use

the first 24 quarterly returns, i.e. fund returns are generated from quarter 1 onwards, while the

survival process starts operating from quarter 13 and further.

We now construct four different samples. The first sample is the one without attrition and

contains all funds up to the last period. We will refer to this hypothetical complete sample as
"without" and we will only use it in a few cases. The second sample suffers from survivorship,
as generated by our model, and contains only those funds that happened to survive until the

end of the last quarter. We refer to this sample as "survivors". A third sample consists of the
survivors sample completed with observations on those funds that left the sample before the last

quarter. We refer to this sample as "combined". Most recent empirical studies (e.g. Brown and
Goetzmann [1995], Carhart [1997a], Wermers [1997]) employ such survivorship free samples.

A fourth and last sample named "non-survivors" is used for comparisons only and contains
only the non-surviving funds.

First, Table 6.7 presents average quarterly returns over 36 quarters in the different samples.

As expected, the mean return of the surviving funds substantially exceeds (i.e. 0.480~0 on an

annual basis) the mean return for the combined or 'survivorship bias free' sample, at least if the

parameter values in the simulation have been chosen to match the sample means. Furthermore,

it appears that the non-surviving funds have, on average, a lower 3 than the surviving mutual

funds.
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Table 6.7: Simulated average quarterly returns and betas Thc table presents average yuarterly returns and betasfor 500
simulated samples ofsurviving funds, non-surviving mutual funds, the combined sample as well as the sample without attrition.
Standard errors in parentheses. Averages are computed over 36 quarterly mean returns.

Average return Average (~
Without 3.72 (0.02) 0.93
Survivors 3.80 (0.02) 0.93
Combined 3.68 (0.02) 0.92
Non-Survivors 2.42 (0.01) 0.90

Another important topic in performance analysis of mutual funds is the persistence in re-
turns. Empirical studies by Brown and Goetzmann [ 1995], Malkiel [ 1995] and Carhart [ I 997a]
examine whether `winning' mutual funds, where winning is defined as exceeding the median
fund return in a given period, are more likely to be winners in the next period. Studies ofBrown,
Goetzmann, Ibbotson and Ross [1992] and Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1997] show that
survivorship bias induces spurious persistence patterns if there is cross-sectional variation in
expected returns or risk. Instead of hypothesizing a certain survival process, we use the em-
pirical survival model that matches the sample of U.S. equity funds, to redo the calculations
of Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [ 1997], who found a spurious J-shape pattern in perfor-
mance persistence. As we generated fund returns such that any abnormal return is the result
of (unpredictable) luck, any regularity found in performance measures is necessarily spurious
and due to survivorship bias.

The performance of the funds is evaluated by estimating Jensen's a from the one-factor
model in (6.10), over four three-year periods. We sort the funds on the basis of the estimated
a's in each three-year period into eight groups. For each octile group, we calculate the average
Jensen's a in the subsequent three-year period. Table 6.8 presents the average a for each group
for the sample that only contains the surviving mutual funds, the sample that also contains the
funds that ceased to exist before the final quarter, and the hypothetically complete sample, not
affected by attrition.

It appears that the sample of surviving mutual funds exhibits a strong pattern of spurious
persistence in performance. Furthermore, this is also the case for the combined sample, that
includes funds that did not survive until the final quarter, although the pattern is somewhat
weaker. Clearly, the fact that the data is survivorship free does not imply that a standard analysis
is free of survivorship bias. Although the spurious persistence pattern is not exactly J-shaped,
the simulation results more or less confirm the bias found by Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser
[ 1997]. The argument for such a pattern is a risk argument. Funds in one of the extreme ranks
are more likely to be `high risk' funds and thus less likely to survive. Conditional on the fact
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Table 6.8: Simulated performance persistence. 'I he table presents [he subseyuen[ period perlbrmances for simula[ed sam-
ples af surviving funds. lor samplcs that also contain the non-surviving funds until thc yuar[cr of disappearance and for sam-
ples that are no[ efl~ected by survivorship. Standard errors in parentheses.

Initial Period
Rank

Performance Subsequcnt Period
Survivors Combined Without

I 0.162 (0.007) 0.117 (0.006) 0.004 (0.005)
2 0.064 (0.005) 0.045 (0.004) -0.001 (0.004)
3 0.035 (0.003) 0.024 (0.003) Q001 (U.003)
4 0.018 (0.002) 0.014 (0.002) 0.001 (0.002)

~5 0.024 (Q003) 0.017 (0.003) -0.002 (0902) ~
6 0.045 (0.004) 0.03I (O.U04) -0.002 (0.003)
7 0.064 (0.005) 0.042 (0.005) -Q001 (0.004)
8 0.143 (0.008) 0.095 (0.008) -0.000 (0.006)

that they did survive in the second subperiod, they will have made better returns than average.

Compared to Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser, we tïnd an additional upward bias in Jensen's

a for the lower octiles. The reason for this is that our survival process is dynamic. Funds with

a low rank realized relatively bad returns in the first twelve quarters. As this will decrease a

fund's probability over the next twelve quarters to survive, these funds must have made up for

these bad returns given that they have survived. Apparently, with our parameter values this

effect is large enough to change the J-shape into a(more or less) U-shape. As expected, the

sample that is not affected by survivorship does not exhibit a spurious persistence pattern.

6.6 Correcting for Survivorship Effects

Knowledge of the survival process is a key to correcting for the survivorship effects as dis-

cussed in the previous sections. In Section 6.4 survival of a fund was modelled as a function

ofhistorical returns, age and an aggregate time effect. We will show, in this section, how infer-

ences can be corrected for survivorship effects if it can be assumed that fund survival in period

t is independent of the return in period t, after conditioning upon lagged returns, fund age and

time~. Technically, this imposes that ~7~t in (1) is independent of r;,,, as was assumed in the pre-

vious section. The corrections, based upon work of Moffitt, Fitzgerald and Gottschalk [ 1997],

are relatively simple to apply and involve the use of weights as shown in Section 6.2. As these

weights depend upon fund returns, they are endogenous and their use has implications for con-

sistency of the estimators used.

~ Econometric approaches of sample selection and attrition problems based upon the work of Heckman [ 1979]
and Hausman and Wise [ 1979], assume that the model of interest is conditional upon the same set of variables,
which is inappropriate in this case.
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In general, let R; denote a vector of returns for fund i that is used in an empirical analysis,

for example in constructing a contingency table. Let Y, - 1 if fund i is used in the analysis

and 0 otherwise. While Y, is determined by the researcher, we shall assume that it is a function

of ~;~'s only. The distribution of returns for the funds used in the analysis, conditional on some
observed characteristics X;, is described by f(R2 ~Xz, Yz - 1), where f is generic notation for a

density~probability mass function. Because Y, is not independent of the returns, this distributíon

differs from the one unconditional upon survival f(R;~Xt), which is what we are interested in.

Here, X; is chosen by the researcher and could be empty but could e.g. also reflect a fund's

investment style. Let Z2 denote observable fund characteristics that affect the probability of
survival. Then it follows, using standard conditioning arguments (see Moffitt et aL [1997]),

that we can write

f(R~, z~IX~) - ~~~f(Rz, z~I Xz,Y -1), (6.13)
where wz is a weight factor given by

P{Y - 1~X~}
(6.14)w; -

P{Yz - 1~R;, Xz, Z;} ~

This weight equals the inverse of the normalized probability that fund i is kept in the sample

for funds of type X;. The left hand side of ( 6.13) provides the (un)conditional distribution of

returns we are interested in. The right hand side is the conditional observable distribution of

returns times a weight factor. If the weights w; are known, any inference based upon the ob-

served distribution of returns can directly be adjusted to reflect the unconditional distribution.

For example, the expected returns of fund i satisfy

E[rz~~

~ R~f (Rz, Z~)d~~dZ~~ ~ w;R;f(R;, Z;~Y. - 1)dR;dZ; (6.15)

E[w~r~e~Y - 1],

which implies that the average of w2rz~ rather than the average of r~~ provides an unbiased
estimate of the fund's mean return if r;, is observed íf Y, - 1 only. Similarly, a fund's alpha
can be estimated as

aT - w~áz, (6.16)

where cr; is the usual ( unconected) ordinary least squares estimate.
Going back to our sample of U.S. equity funds, suppose we are interested in performance

as measured by alpha over a period of 12 quarters. This implies that we can only use funds
in the analysis that have observed returns for 12 consecutive periods s to s f 11, and we have
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that Y- s}l t i;s. The robabilit that Y- 1 iven the fund's returns R, and characteristics, ~r.-5 J P y ~ - g
Z;, X; is then described by our survival model, provided that X; is included in the model (or

can be assumed to have a zero coefficient), and provided that we assume that, conditional upon

historical returns, Z; and X;, the probability of attrition in any given period does not depend

upon ( potentially unobserved) returns in that or future periods. In that case, we can writeR

.sttt
P{Y, - 1 ~R;, Za., X,) -~ P{y;c - l~r;,~-t, ..., a~e;, style;). (6.17)

r-.,

As we have estimated the latter probabilities from the sample of surviving and attrited funds,

this provides estimates for the denominator in the weights w;. The numerator in the weights

reflects the probability of survival for a given X;. When X; is empty, and one is interested

in returns for arbitrary funds, this can easily be estimated by the ratio of the number of funds

that survived from period s to s~- 11 and number of funds that was in the sample in period

s- 1. If X; denotes ínvestment style, this computation has to be done for each style separately.

Together, this provides estimated weights wz that are consistent for N-~ oo. Consequently, we

can estimate the alpha of an individual fund asymptotically unbiasedly9 using (6.16) with ~w,

instead of w;.

The approach above is generally applicable as long as it is clear what selection process a

researcher is conditioning upon. In order to estimate unconditional expected returns in a given

period t, for example, the conditioning is upon participation of each fund in that particular

period and the weights simply reflect the probability that ,y,, - 1. Averaging over periods then,

does not require additional corrections.

In order to illustrate the use of the proposed correction method, we applied it for possible

biases in simulated samples generated in Section 6.5. Recall that in the performance persistence

analysis we found a spurious U-shape pattern in the risk-adjusted returns of the formed octiles

in the combined as well as survivors-only samples. To apply the correction approach to the

contingency Table 6.8, we need to apply two corrections. First, to estimate initial period alphas

and their ranking, we use funds that have observations over 12 consecutive quarters. Thus,

we need to correct the OLS estimates using weights based upon these 12 periods. Second, for

the alphas in the second subperiod, we only consider funds with a history of 24 consecutive

quarters, so the weights will have to be based upon these 24 periods ( even though the alphas

reflect only 12 periods).

8 This assumes that there is no autocorrelation in rl,~ in (3).
9 Asymptotically unbiased means that the expected value of the estimator equals the true value if the number
of funds :~' goes to infinity. The asymptotics underly consistent estimation of the survival process.
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Figure 6.2: Simulation results survivorship bias correction on alpha. The figure shows the subsequent period
performances tix simulated samples of surviving funds (Uncorrected alpha 'survivor sample'), for samples that also contain
the non-surviving funds (Uncorrected alpha'survivorship free sample'), and for samples that contain the non-surviving I'unds

but with pertbrmance correction for look-ahead bias (Corrected alpha).
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In Figure 6.2 we present the average corrected Jensen's alpha in the subsequent three-year
period for each octile group, where octile one represents the worst performing funds of the
initial period. For comparison, the figure also contains the uncorrected results for the samples
of surviving funds only and the samples that also contain the non-surviving funds until the
quarter of disappearance, as given in Table 6.8.

It appears that the spurious persistence pattern that was present in the combined sample
of funds has disappeared. Although not reported, the standard errors show that the average
corrected Jensen's alphas of the octile groups are not significantly different from zero anymore.
Furthermore, while the Monte Carlo results show how the spurious persistence pattern can be
eliminated if there is no genuine persistence, the correction with weights can also be applied
to obtain estimates of performance persistence that do not suffer from biases.

6.7 Empirical Results

A substantial number of empirical papers report persistence in the performance ofmutual funds
over one to three year horizons, see, e.g., Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1993], Gruber
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[ 1996], Carhart [ 1997a] or Wermers [ 1997]. Mostly, these papers suggest that their results are
free of survivorship bias and no attempts are made to correct for potential biases, apart from
the inclusion of attrited funds' returns in the sample. In this section, we address the question of
short-term predictability of mutual fund performance correcting for survivorship biases using
the methodology discussed in the previous section.

As our sample of attrited funds goes back to only January 1989 we can estimate survival
probabilities only over the period 1989~1-1994~4, and our survivorship bias free methodology
is limited to equity funds over this period. Contrary to the simulation experiment, where a one-
factor pricing model was adequate to price all assets, we cannot be sure about the model with
respect to which risk-adjusted or abnormal returns should be defined. First, we shall apply a
simple one-factor model, given by:

m
ri,t}1 - rf,l}1 - ai ~ t ~rt}t - rf t}1) ~ ~i,t}1 ~ (6.18)

where rti,~}1 is the return on mutual fund i in period t -~ 1, rt~l is the return on the market
portfolio in period t f 1 and rf,~}1 is the return on a risk free asset. Second, we use Carhart's
[ 1997a] four-factor model given by:

ri,t}1 - rf,t}1 - ai ~ ~mi~ t}1 - rf,l}1 ~ ~ ~sirt} ~ ~ ~hirt~ll ~ F~pirt}lyf ~ Ei 1}li (6.19)

where r~}b is the difference between the returns on a portfolio of small stocks and one of big
stocks, r~}li is the difference between the returns on a portfolio of high book-to-market and
a portfolio of low book-to-market stocks and r~}~"r is the difference between the return on
a portfolio of stocks with the highest return over the previous year and a portfolio of stocks
with the lowest return over the previous year~o. We shall refer to n, in (6.18) and (6.19) as the
Jensen's alpha.

The question we try to answer is to what extent the ranking of a fund's alpha, over the
subperiod 1989~1-199114, is informative about its alpha in the second subperiod 1992I1-199414.
We do so by first estimating Jensen's alphas from (6.18) and ( 6.19) over the initial three-year
period for all funds in the sample that survived these twelve quarters. These least squares
estimates are biased because they are conditional upon survival. To correct for these biases, we
employ the estimated survival probabilities as described by model ( 6.9) that also includes the
investment style of a mutual ftuld. Using the technique ofSection 6.6, we correct the estimated

~o We are very grateful to Mark Carhart for providing the data with returns on the market index, SMB portfolio,
HML portfolio and PR 1 YR portfolio.
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~r for survivorship bias using

4s -
(Yx - stll,. (ki, (6-2~)

~s-1 J7ia~

where j,;,, is the estimated probability that fund ~ leaves the sample in period s. and y, is the

ratio of the number of funds in the same investment category as fund i that survived from

period .5~ to s f 11, and the number of funds in that category that was in the sample at s- 1.

In the next step, we sort the funds into octiles on the basis of the corrected Jensen's a. For

the subsequent three year period, i.e. 1992-1994, we estimate alphas again using only those

fwids that survived all 24 yuarters. We correct the least squares estimates in the way indicated

in (6.20), but now the correction weights are based on 24 quarters rather than 12. Finally. we

compute the (unweighted) average within each octile.

The results are summarized in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. These t7gures present the average cor-

rected Jensen's c~ in the subsequent three year period for each octile group of a number ofdif-

ferent subsamples, where octile one represents the worst performing funds of the initial pe-

riod. Figure 6.3 is based on the one-factor model l;iven in (6.18), while Figure 6.4 represents

the four-factor model ~iven in (6.19). Both pictures show the persistence patterns for the funds

with invesUnent objectives 'growth', 'aggressive grow~th' and ~income', as well as that for the

combined sample that combines these three investment ol7jectives ('full sample'). Because

neither factor model seems particularly adequate in explaining returns for funds in one of the

remaining investment categories ('specialty', 'foreign' and 'other'), we excluded these cate-

gories f~rom the figures.

For the one-factor model, the full sample of funds does not exhibit any positive persistence.

Funds with a risk-adjusted return in the initial period that is below the median, have the highest

Jensen's alpha in the subsequent period, and, on average, outperform the model by about 0.2o~a

per quarter On the other hand, the best performing funds of the initial period even have a

negative average alpha in the evaluation period, corresponding to an underperformance of 0.60~0

per quarter The result that we find for the one-factor model is in contrast with the strong

evidence for a'hot hand' phenomenon reported by Malkiel [1995]. Note that Malkiel used a

survivorship free sample, but did not correct for the potential presence of survivorship bias. At

a disaggregate level, 'growth' funds have a similar reverse pattern as the full sample of funds,

while 'aggressive growth' funds show a negative li-shape pattern in the subsequent period. The

'income' funds do not exhibit a clear pattern ofperformance persistence, but it seems that the

best performing funds of the initial period belong to the worst performing in the second period.

However, if we move away from the one-factor model and concentrate on Carhart's four-
factor model, we find that for the full sample of funds, as well as its subsamples, the (reverse)
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persistence patterns have disappeared. There is no octile for any of the subsamples that sig-

nificantly outperforms the model. Alternatively, this can be interpreted that the four factors in

(6.19) account for the reverse persistence pattern of the one-factor modeL It appears that the

worst performing funds of the initial period are also the worst performing in the subsequent

period, with an underperformance of 10~o per quarter, implying persistence ofbad performance

for this group of funds. The pattem we find for the four-factor model is in accordance with the

one reported by Carhart [ 1997a], indicating that our results do not support a hot hand phenom-

enon in mutual fund performance. However, in contrast to our findings, the best performing

funds of Carhart's initial period have a slightly positive Jensen's alpha in the subsequent pe-

riod. Moreover, the worst performing funds of Carhart's sample show less underperformance

than the worst performing funds in the sample that we employ There are two possible expla-

nations for this difference in result. First ofall, the difference in sample period, i.e. 1966-1993

vs 1989-1994. Second, recalling the spurious persistence pattern we found in the simulation

experiment, we found that the worst performing funds had a higher persistence bias than the

best performing mutual funds. Since Carhart's methodology is not free of this survivorship

bias (look ahead bias), the difference in the two extreme octiles might be due to this effect.

6.8 Concluding Remarks

In the recent literature, the importance of survivorship bias in empirical studies in finance has

been sufficiently acknowledged. Most studies emphasize the potential biases that can arise

from analyzing data conditional upon survival, using more or less ad hoc theoretical models that

determine survival. Attempts to correct for these biases are scarce and this chapter fills this gap.

We showed how inferences on mutual fund performance can be corrected for survivorship

bias using a simple weighting strategy, based upon the estimated survival model. A Monte

Carlo experiment showed that the spurious U-shape pattern that arises in estimating perfor-

mance persistence using traditional techniques disappears with the correction that we propose.

In addition, the approach was applied to U.S. equity funds using a one-factor and Carhart's four-

factor model. Using the latter model, we do not find any evidence for 1989-1994 of the hypoth-

esis that mutual funds that performed well in the past continue to perform well in the future.

In the chapter, we analyzed the potential effect of survivorship bias on various mutual fund
performance measures, on the basis of an empirical model of survival, fitted to U.S. equity

funds over the period 1989~1-199414. This required us to extend the study of Brown and Goet-
zmann [1995], by examining which factors are important in determining mutual fund survival
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probabilities. From an extensive analysis of various specifications, it appeared that a specifi-
cation with twelve lagged quarterly returns, time since fund inception, aggregate time etiects
and dummies reflecting the investment style has to be preferred. The specification of the sur-
vival model was chosen in such a way that it is not conditional upon the existence ofa three-
year history of returns, so that it also models survival for `young' funds.

In order to obtain insight in the sizeofsurvivorship effects in various performance evaluation

measures, a number ofMonte Carlo simulation experiments have been performed. By dropping

funds from the sample based on the estimated survival probabilities, we analyzed the effect

of survivorship on average returns and persistence in risk-adjusted returns, thus extending the

analysis in Hendricks, Patel and Leckhauser [1997]. Although the results are sensitive to the

parameter values of the return generating process, we find that, as expected, average returns

of samples of surviving funds only, are biased upward. Both the sample with surviving funds,

as well as the sample that include returns of both survived and attrited funds, are affected by

survivorship bias and generate a spurious persistence in performance. This is important, as it is

generally believed and suggested that such survivorship free samples are free of survivorship

bias. With the dynamic survival model that was estimated, a spurious U-shape pattern was

found in the persistence of risk-adjusted returns, similar to but different from J-shape found in

Hendricks, Patel and Zeckhauser [1997].
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Appendix 6.A

1Vlisspecification Tests in the Probit Model

In this appendix we briefly indicate how the different misspecification tests for the probit model

have been computed. In particular, we consider Lagrange multiplier (or conditional moment)

tests for omitted variables, heteroskedasticity and nonnormality. More details can be found in,

e.g., Newey [1985] or Pagan and ~lla [1989].

Variable addition tests
Let .r,, denote the ti-dimensional vector ofexplanatory variables in the probit model, includ-

ing the time dummies. The lo~ likelihood function for the probit model is given by

L[Íj~l. y) - ~ ?~xr 1~b ~(~;e~) -f- - y,~r.) log(1 - ~(~,~r~)), (A.l)

so that the first order conditions can be written as

ltr - ~ ~

,,i [ zcr Í[
~[~r,r~]ri3]~~ .c~eQ ~,r -

,.r
~~~r - 0. (A.2)

~:r 3 1-~~ ~-

where c~~ is the standard normal density function and ~ is the corresponding distribution func-

tion. The term in square brackets is referred to as the generalized residual (see Gourieroux et

aL [1987]) and denoted ~,'. The fïrst order conditions can be interpreted to say as that each ex-

planatory variable should be orthogonal to the generalized residual (over the whole sample).

I f r additional variables z,, were to be included in the model, it would not change the current

estimates if the current estimates already satisfy the additional first order conditions. This

mrans that if

(A.3 )

then including z,, in the model would not change the current estimates. To test whether the

left hand side of (A.3) significantly differs from zero, we compute the Lagrange Multiplier test

statistic as

~cnr - r~R[~~~)-'R~r (A-4)

where Ii is a matrix of individual gradients of the loglikelihood function, with typical row

~c , ~c.~
~-i11'it' ~,f ".it ] ~
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and r is a vector ofones. It can be shown that under the null hypothesis that ~;, does not enter the

probit specification in (A.1), the I,agrange multiplier test ~t~~ is asymptotically x' distributed

with r degrees of freedom.

Testing for heteroskedasticity'

Suppose that s,, has a variancc of

V [Fit] - h.~t - h(tir I)~c

for some function h ~ 0 with h(0) - 1(normalization condition), where i;, is of dimension r.

lJsing this specitïcation for the variance the loglikelihood changes to the followinz form

~r ,j
L(,~,1'~X,~) - ~?htloh~ ~;~~ f

;.r la(zx~ry)

~(1 - y~i) log ~1 - ~
,.~

r
~tr~ ~

l~(~í~ry)
(A.5)

Now the first order conditions for ry, evaluated under the null hypothesis H~i : y- 0 are

~-~~ (~rir~~) -~i - U.

Consequently, it is easy to test H,, : y - 0 using the Lagrange Multiplier test statistic given in
(A.4) using a matrix R that has typical row

,c r -c r
(-2t~,c, ~tr (~te,~)~te).

Testing for non-normalih'
A test for normality can be derived by specifying an the alternative distribution function

as ~(~:'J3 f~yz(~'~i)~ f ry3((~ ~3)~i) (compare Newey, 1985). The null hypothesis of normality
corresponds to yz - ry3 - 0. This can be tested by using ( A.4), where the matrix H now

COntalnti

C r ~ r 2 C r r 3
(~~i~it~Ë,t.(~tr~3) ,~Ze(~~teF3) ).
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Appendix 6.B

Additional Tables

Table6.9: Estimatestimedummycoefficients.Thetablereportstheestimatesforthetimedummíesforaprobitspecification
~aith four (J - 4), eight (J - 8) and hvelve (J - 12) lagged quarterly retums. and age of the fund (in years) as explanatory
variables. Thc column J- 12' contains the estima[es for the time dummies with as additional explanatory variable a dummy
for the investment objective.

J-4 J-8 J- 12 J- 12`
a cstimate std. err estimate std. err estimate std. err es[imate std.err

89~02 -0.067 0.259 -0.006 0.261 -0.115 0.260 -0.091 0.263
89~03 -0.289 0.240 -0.266 0.242 -0.351 0.240 -0.341 0.240
89~04 -0.575 0.230 -0.555 0.233 -0.570 0.232 -0.544 0.232
90~01 -Q I18 0.275 -0.227 0.275 -Q075 (1.279 -0.054 0.2R0
90~02 -0.182 0.248 -0.306 0.252 -0.176 0.257 -O.I65 0.258
90~03 -0.544 0.218 -0.771 0.219 -0.652 0.224 -0.627 0.225
90~0~1 -0.120 0.231 -0.450 0.230 -0.347 0.234 -0.336 0.235
91~01 0.070 0.243 -0.238 0.241 -0.147 0.242 -0.160 0.243
91~02 -0.572 0.220 -0.796 0.215 -0.744 0.215 -0.725 0.217
91~03 -0.626 0.226 -0.719 0.212 -0.751 0.213 -0.746 0.214
91~04 -0.449 Q233 -0.287 0.236 -0.355 0.235 -0.366 0.235
92~01 -0.636 0.220 -QS76 0.225 -0.598 0.223 -0.616 0.223
92~02 -O.S22 0.219 -0.631 0.223 -0.584 0.221 -0.606 0.222
92~03 -0.483 0.218 -0.63R 0.221 -0.539 0.223 -0.561 0.224
92~04 -0.510 0.212 -0.818 0.213 -0.634 0.2I8 -0.654 (1.219
93~01 -0.287 0.222 -0.598 0.220 -0.476 0.224 -0.509 0.224
93~02 -0.193 0.233 -0.372 0.230 -0.345 0.233 -0.369 0.233
93~03 -1.286 0.202 -I.410 0.201 -L407 0.203 -1.442 0.203
93~04 -0.648 0.211 -0.736 0.212 -0.772 0.213 -0.804 0.214
94~01 -0.476 0.215 -0.619 0.217 -0.631 0.217 -0.656 0.2I8
94~02 -0.533 0.210 -0.715 0.212 -0.684 0.212 -0.712 0.213
94~03 -0.980 U.201 -1.200 0.202 -1.145 0.204 -1.182 0.204
94~04 -0.311 0.212 -0.592 0.210 -0.535 0.2I3 -0.560 0.213
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Table 6.10: Quarterly return coefficients (~ 100). Thc table presents the implicd cstimates in the probit specifícation for
survival probabilities tor the quarterly return cocfl icicnts multiplicd by 100 1'or tunds with Iess than J- 12 returns availablc

(m,r )

pm.`ml I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 lI 12
ryl 1.14 I.IS 1.16 1.17 1.18 1.19 1.20 1.22 1.24 1.27 L30 1.36
ry2 0 1.21 1.22 1.23 1.24 1.25 1.27 1.29 1.31 1.33 1.37 1.44
ry3 0 0 125 1.26 1.28 L29 1.30 1.32 1.34 1.37 1.41 1.48
ry4 0 0 0 1.27 1.28 1.29 1.31 1.33 1.35 1.38 1.42 1.48
rys 0 0 0 0 1.26 1.27 1.28 1.30 1.32 1.35 1.39 1.46
ry~ 0 0 0 0 0 1.22 123 1.25 1.27 1.29 1.33 1.39
ry7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.20 1.24 1.30
7a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.04 1.06 LO8 I.II 1.17
7~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.91 0.93 0.96 1.U0
ryio 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.75 0.77 O.RO
rytl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.54 0.57
ry12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.30

Table 6. I I : Dependence time effect and aggregate variables. l hc table presents Ihe estimation results for a rcgression of
the estimated time dummies ai through a2n on a number of fund invariant variables. Thc variablc c denotes a constant.

Independent Variables Estimate Std. error adjFt
c 2.296 0.155
Treasury Bill 0.333 0.110 026
c 2.677 0.074
SBcP 500 0.017 0.015 0.32
c 2.289 0. I 54
Treasury Bill 0.308 0.11I
SBcP 500 0.012 0.010 0.28



Chapter 7

Summary

The main topic of this thesis was testing the validity of some of the motivations that have been

given in the literature for investing in mutual funds. One of the motivations that gets much

attention in the literature is the claim that the managers of these mutual funds have special

abilities in selecting stocks, which makes the fund an interesting investment product with re-

turn characteristics that were not attainable by individual investors themselves. In order to test

whether investors can extend the mean-variance etïïcient investment set of their current port-

folio by taking a position in a mutual fund, the performances of mutual funds are evaluated.

Chapter 2 introduced the main concepts of this thesis. It was shown that both the hypothesis
that there is only one value of the risk aversion coefficient for which the investor cannot ex-

tend his investment set by taking a position in a mutual fund and the hypothesis that this is

the case independent of the investor s risk attitude can simply be tested in a regression frame-

work. Alternatively, these tests can be interpreted as testing for outperformance of the mutual

funds with respect to a number of benchmark assets, where it is implicitly assumed that the in-

vestor already holds an efficient combination of the benchmark assets corresponding to a pric-

ing model. Under specific assumptions, a similar regression framework can be used to test for

outperformance conditional on economic circumstances.

Tests of the hypothesis that funds that performed well in the past continue to perform well,
i.e. the hypothesis of persistence in performance, are sensitive to the choice of the factor mim-

icking portfolios included in the performance evaluation model. Exposure to common factors,

such as for instance a momentum factor, can explain much of the observed persistence in mu-

tual fund returns. Alternatively it can be stated that investors that are not exposed to this factor

can extend the investment set by taking a position in the funds that actively follow a momen-

tum strategy. Finally, it is shown that survivorship effects are present in evaluating mutual fund

performance and its persistence, using traditional techniques.

Chapter 3 analyzed the performance of internationally investing U.S.- based mutual funds,

correcting for market frictions such as short sales constraints and transaction costs. We show

that if market frictions are absent, a risk-averse mean-variance optimizing U.S. investor can

extend his investment set with an internationally investing mutual fund, given that the investor

initially holds a widely diversiiied international portfolio with predetermined country weight

allocation corresponding to the market capitalization of the individual countries. For some of

the funds this finding is robust for incorporating short sales restrictions and transaction costs.
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However, for investors that currently invest efficiently in the American, European and Japanese

stock indices, an extension of the investment set by a mutual fund is not present anymore after

imposing short sales restrictions on the benchmark assets as well as on the mutual funds. Fi-
nally, we show that market frictions can easily be incorporated in tests for conditional outper-

formance, where the conditioning is upon a set of information variables assumed to reflect the
state of the economy. It is shown that some of the internationally investing mutual funds still
provide an extension of the investment set for investors with a predetermined country weight al-

location, although the economic circumstances can have a significant effect on this conclusion.
A simple way to evaluate performance is a comparison of a realized mutual fund return

with a return on a benchmark asset that reflects the investment style of the mutual fund under
consideration. Often, an index that reflects the self-reported style of the fund is used in this

so-called relative performance evaluation. Chapter 4 showed that return-based style analysis

can be used to improve relative performance evaluation. First of all, style analysis can be used
to objectively determine the fund's investment style, and strongly related, style analysis can be

used as an instrument in relative performance evaluation. A relative as well as risk-adjusted
performance evaluation of a sample of Dutch mutual funds shows that taking into account the

cash position the mutual funds have, seriously affects the relative performance of mutual funds.

It is shown that under the assumptions that the fund manager's ability is independent of the

benchmark asset return and that the exposure to the benchmark assets is equal to one, relative

performance evaluation is an appropriate method to evaluate mutual funds. Most strikingly,

funds that mainly invest in the Dutch stock market provide an extension of the mean-variance
efficient set for Dutch investors that currently hold an internationally diversified portfolio, even

after imposing short sell restrictions.
Chapter 5 analyzed small sample biases that arise in some estimation methods used for

testing for predictability of mutual fund returns. A Monte Carlo simulation experiment shows

that these biases are not at all negligible. The sign of the bias does not generate a spurious

'hot hands' phenomenon. Two approaches are suggested to eliminate the bias. The first one

requires the estimation ofexpected returns over future observations, what implies that the most

recent observations are not used in the estimation of the short-run persistence coefFicients. The

second approach is based on instrumental variables estimation of the model in first differences.

Although this method yields consistent estimates, the Monte Carlo experiment shows that it

leads to rather inefficient estimates. An empirical analysis suggests that a small persistence

effect is present in mutual funds that mainly invest in U.S. growth stocks. In particular, the

results suggest that selecting in each quarter the funds with high returns, relative to other funds,
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over the last four quarters, can significantly increase the expected return on a portfolio ofmutual

funds.
Finally, Chapter 6 analyzed whether mutual fund performance evaluation studies and stud-

ies in performance persistence are afïècted by survivorship effects. Using a so-called survivor-
ship free sample, it is shown that nevertheless survivorship biases arise in evaluating mutual

fund performances and its persistence using standard techniques. In order to correct for sur-

vivorship bias, knowledge of the survival process is essential. Therefore, a process is modelled

that determines mutual fund survival. It is shown that the past record of returns, the age of the

fund and aggregate macro-economic shocks significantly affect mutual fund survival probabil-

ities. A Monte Carlo experiment shows that the survival process leads to a spurious pattern of

performance persistence. It is shown that the survival model can be used to construct weights

that can be applied to correct for survivorship biases in performance measurement methods.

The correction method is used to estimate persistence in performance of U.S.-based growth,

aggressive growth and income funds. Using a four-factor model with factor mimicking port-

folios for a size effect, a book-to-market effect, a momentum effect and a market portfolio, it

is shown that there is no evidence for the claim that mutual funds that performed well in the

past continue to perform well.
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Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch)

~kel beleggers kiezen ervoor te beleggen via beleggingsfondsen. Het belangrijkste thema in
dit proefschrift is het toetsen van de geldigheid van enkele, in de literatuur gesuggereerde, re-
denen voor het beleggen via beleggingsfondsen. Een reden die veel aandacht krijgt in de li-
teratuur is de bewering dat fondsmanagers beschikken over speciale kennis ofdeskundigheid in

het selecteren van aandelen zodanig dat het beleggingsfonds een interessant beleggingsprodukt
wordt met rendementskenmerken die niet bereikbaar waren voor de individuele beleggers zelf.

De performance van beleggingsfondsen kan worden geëvalueerd door te toetsen of beleggers
mean-variance efficiënte set van hun huidige portefeuille kunnen uitbreiden door een positie

te nemen in een beleggingsfonds. Dat wil zeggen ofdoor het beleggen in het beleggingsfonds
een hoger gemiddeld rendement kan worden behaald bij gelijkblijvend risico. Aan de hand van
een literatuur overzicht worden in Hoofdstuk 2 de belangrijkste concepten van dit proefschrift
geïntroduceerd. Er wordt aangetoond dat, onder standaard aannames, de hypothese dat een be-
legger zijn investeringsset niet kan uitbreiden, eenvoudig getoetst kan worden met behulp van

regressie. Een alternatieve interpretatie van deze testen is het toetsen op outperformance van
de beleggingsfondsen ten opzichte van een aantal referentie-activa, waarbij er impliciet wordt

aangenomen dat de belegger momenteel al een efficiënte combinatie van de referentie-activa
aanhoudt die corresponderen met een bepaald prijsvormingsmodel. Onder bepaalde aannames
kan een vergelijkbare regressieanalyse worden gebruikt om te toetsen op outperformance con-
ditioneel op economische omstandigheden.

De hypothese van persistentie in performance stelt dat beleggingsfondsen die in het verleden
goed hebben gepresteerd ook goed blijven presteren. Toetsen van deze hypothese zijn gevoelig
voor de keuze van de 'factor mimicking' portefeuilles van het onderliggende evaluatie model.
Correctie van de performance voor publiek beschikbare informatie, zoals bijvoorbeeld een mo-
mentum factor, kan veel van de waargenomen persistentie in de rendementen van beleggings-
fondsen verklaren. Een alternatieve interpretatie zou kunnen zijn dat beleggers die niet be-
leggen op basis van een momentum strategie, de investeringsset kunnen uitbreiden door een
positie te nemen in beleggingsfondsen die actief een momentum strategie volgen. Tenslotte
worden de gevolgen van zogenaamde overlevingseffecten (survival biases) besproken bij het

gebruik van traditionele technieken voor het evalueren van de performance van beleggings-
fondsen en de persistentie in deze performance, en worden correctiemethoden voor deze ef-
fecten voorgesteld.
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In Hoofdstuk 3 worden de prestaties van internationaal beleggende Amerikaanse beleggings-

fondsen geanalyseerd, waarbij wordt gecorrigeerd voor marktfricties zoals beperkingen op

short posities en transactiekosten. Wanneer marktfricties afwezig zijn, laten we zien dat een

risico-averse mean-variance optimaliserende Amerikaanse belegger zijn efficiënte investerings-
set kan uitbreiden door te beleggen in internationaal beleggende fondsen, gegeven dat de beleg-

ger initieel een internationaal gediversificeerde portefeuille aanhoudt met gewichten die cor-

responderen met de marktkapitalisatie van de individuele landen. Voor sommige van de fond-

sen is dit resultaat robuust voor het meenemen van beperkingen op short posities en trans-

actiekosten. Echter, voor beleggers die momenteel efficiënt in de Amerikaanse, Europese

en Japanse aandelen indices beleggen, kan de hypothese dat beleggen in deze fondsen niet

leidt tot uitbreiding van de efficiënte set niet worden verworpen wanneer er rekening wordt

gehouden met restricties op short posities op de beleggingsfondsen als wel op de referentie-

activa. Tenslotte laten we zien dat marktfricties eenvoudig kunnen worden meegenomen in

toetsen op conditionele outperformance, waarbij wordt geconditioneerd op een verzameling

informatie variabelen die verondersteld worden de toestand van de economie weer te geven.

Het blijkt dat in sommige gevallen en bij bepaalde economische omstandigheden de interna-

tionaal beleggende fondsen ook in geval van fricties een uitbreiding geven van de efficiënte

investeringsset van beleggers met een vooraf bepaalde landen weging.

Een eenvoudige manier om de performance te evalueren is om het gerealiseerde rendement van

een fonds te vergelijken met het rendement op een referentie-actief dat overeenkomt met de

beleggingsstijl van het beleggingsfonds. Vaak wordt er in deze zogenaamde relatieve perfor-

mance meting een index gebruikt die overeenkomt met de door het fonds zelf gerapporteerde

beleggingsstijl. In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt aangetoond dat stijl-analyse, gebaseerd op rendementen,

gebruikt kan worden om de relatieve performance meting te verbeteren. Ten eerste, kan stijl-

analyse gebruikt worden om op objectieve wijze de beleggingsstijl van het fonds te bepalen, en

daarmee sterk samenhangend, kan stijl-analyse worden gebruikt als een instrument in relatieve

performancemeting. Een zowel op relatieve als op risico gecorrigeerde perfonnance evaluatie

van een steekproef Nederlandse beleggingsfondsen laat zien dat de cash positie van de fondsen

een belangrijk effect heeft op de relatieve performance van beleggingsfondsen. Verder wordt

er aangetoond dat onder welke aanname relatieve perfonnancemeting overeenkomt met per-

formancemeting op basis van Jensen [1968]. Het meest opvallende resultaat is dat fondsen die

voornamelijk in Nederlandse aandelen beleggen, een uitbreiding bieden van de mean-variance

efficiënte set van Nederlandse beleggers die momenteel een internationaal gediversificeerde

portefeuille aanhouden, zelfs na het opleggen van beperkingen op shor[ posities.
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In Hoofdstuk 5 worden vertekeningen geanalyseerd die zich in kleine steekproeven kunnen

voordoen bíj in de literatuur voorgestelde schattingsmethoden voor het toetsen op voorspel-
baarheid van rendementen op fondsen. Een Monte Carlo simulatie experiment laat zien dat

deze onzuiverheden in het algemeen niet verwaarloosbaar zijn. De vertekening correspondeert
met een negatieve persistentie en kan dus geen 'hot hands' fenomeen genereren. In het hoofd-

stuk worden twee benaderingen voorgesteld die de onzuiverheid kunnen elimineren. De eerste
methode vereist dat verwachte rendementen worden geschat over toekomstige waarnemingen,

wat impliceert dat de meest recente waarnemingen niet worden gebruikt bij het schatten van
korte termijn persistentie coëfficiënten. De tweede methode is gebaseerd op het gebruik van
instrumentele variabelen bij het schatten van het model in eerste verschillen. Alhoewel deze

methode consistente schattingen geeft, laat het Monte Carlo experiment zien dat de methode
leidt tot nogal inefficiënte schattingen. Een empirische analyse suggereert de aanwezigheid

van een klein persistentie effect in beleggingsfondsen die hoofdzakelijk in Amerikaanse groei-
aandelen beleggen. In het bijzonder, suggereren de resultaten dat het ieder kwartaal selecteren

van fondsen met een hoog rendement over de laatste vier kwartalen, ten opzichte van andere
fondsen, het verwachte rendement op de portefeuille van beleggingsfondsen significant ver-

hoogt.
Tenslotte is er in Hoofdstuk 6 geanalyseerd in hoeverre performance-evaluatie studies van be-

leggingsfondsen en studies van performance-persistentie beïnvloed worden door overlevings-
effecten en wordt aangegeven hoe hier eventueel voor gecorrigeerd kan worden. Gebruik-
makend van een zogenaamde overlevingseffect-vrije steekproef, is aangetoond dat er toch
vertekeningen ontstaan indien de prestaties van een fonds met behulp van standaard technieken
worden geëvalueerd. Om te corrigeren voor deze vertekeningseffecten is kennis van het over-
levingsproces van essentieel be;ang. Daarom wordt er in dit hoofdstuk een proces gemo-
delleerd dat het overleven van fondsen beschrijft. Er wordt aangetoond dat de in het verleden

behaalde rendementen, de leeftijd van het fonds en algemene macro-economische schokken een
significant effect hebben op de overlevingskansen van beleggingsfondsen. Een Monte Carlo

simulatie experiment laat zien dat het overlevingsproces leidt tot een schijnbaar persistentie pa-
troon in de performance. Uerder is er aangetoond dat het overlevingsmodel gebruikt kan worden

om te corrigeren voor overlevingsvertekeningen in performance- meetmethoden. De correc-

tiemethode wordt gebruikt om de persistentie te schatten in de performance van Amerikaanse
groei, aggressieve groei en inkomensfondsen. Gebruikmakend van een vier-factor model, met

factor mimicking portefeuilles voor grootte, boekwaarde ten opzichte van marktwaarde, mo-
mentum en een marktportefeuille, is aangetoond dat er geen bewijs is voor de bewering dat be-
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leggingsfondsen die in het verleden goed hebben gepresteerd na correctie voor deze factoren,
deze prestatie blijven voortzetten.
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